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Preface
The idea for this research came into being while writing my Master’s thesis. Back then, I
realized that active learning works from a theoretical point of view, but few research has been
conducted to check if it is suitable for practical scenarios. The most restrictive assumption
made in active learning was that the oracles are omniscient. This assumption does not hold, as
humans (domain experts or layman) are prone to error. Thus, I made it my research goal to
analyze and develop active learning techniques that work with error-prone oracles. The result
of my work is presented in this PhD thesis. It is the product of my effort between October
2014 and December 2018.
The reader is assumed to have a background in computer science, especially in machine
learning, and should be familiar with supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised learning.
Basic statistical knowledge is also assumed.

Kassel, 2019-08-11

Adrian Calma
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Executive Summary
In the digital age, many applications can benefit from collecting data. Classification algorithms,
for example, are used to predict the class labels of samples (also termed data points, instances or
observations). However, these methods require labeled instances to be trained on. Active learning is a
machine learning paradigm where an active learner has to train a model (e.g., a classifier) which is in
principle trained in a supervised way. Active learning has to be done by means of a data set where a
low fraction of samples are labeled. To obtain labels for the unlabeled samples, the active learner has
to ask an annotator (e.g., a human expert), generally called oracle, for labels. In most cases, the goal
is to maximize some metric assessing the task performance (e.g., the classification accuracy) and to
minimize the number of queries at the same time. Therefore, active leaning strategies aim at acquiring
the labels of the most useful instances. However, many of those strategies assume the presence of an
omniscient annotator providing the true label for each instance. But humans are not omniscient, they
are error-prone. Thus, the previous assumption is often violated in real-world applications, where
multiple error-prone annotators are responsible for labeling.
First, the concept of dedicated collaborative interactive learning is described with focus on the
first two research challenges: uncertain and multiple uncertain oracles. Next, the state-of-the-art in
the field of active learning is presented by an extended literature review. As there is a lack of publicly
available data sets that contain information regarding the degree of belief (confidence) of an annotator
regarding the provided labels, methods for realistically simulating uncertain annotators are introduced.
Then, a first approach that considers the confidences provided by an annotator and transforms them
into gradual labels is presented. The suitability of the gradual labels is evaluated in a case study
with two annotators that label 30 000 handwritten images. Afterward, the meritocratic learning is
introduced, which adopts the merit principle to select annotators for labeling an instance and to weigh
their provided labels. By preferring superior annotators, a better label quality is reached at smaller
labeling costs.
These important steps pave the way to future dedicated collaborative interactive learning, where
many experts with different expertise collaborate, label not only samples but also supply knowledge
at a higher level such as rules, with labeling costs that depend on many conditions. Moreover, human
experts may even profit by improving their own knowledge when they get feedback from the active
learner.
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Zusammenfassung
Unsere moderne Informationsgesellschaft kann praktisches Nutzen aus der Datenerfassung ziehen. Klassifikatoren, um ein Beispiel zu nennen, werden zur Vorhersage von Klassenzugehörigkeit in Stichproben (auch als
Datenpunkte, Instanzen oder Beobachtungen bezeichnet) verwendet. Wohl aber benötigen diese Methoden
gelabelte Instanzen, um traniert zu werden. Aktives Lernen ist ein Paradigma des maschinellen Lernens, bei
dem ein Modell (z.B. ein Klassifikator) trainiert werden muss, das hauptsächlich überwacht oder halbüberwacht
trainiert wird. Aktives Lernen erfolgt mittels eines Datensatzes, in dem ein kleiner Teil der Daten gelabelt
ist. Um Klassenzugehörigkeiten für die ungelabelten Daten zu erhalten, muss das aktiv lernende System einen
Annotator (z. B. einen menschlichen Experten), der gemeinhin als Orakel bezeichnet wird, nach Labeln fragen.
In den meisten Fällen besteht das Ziel darin, eine Metrik, die die Performanzgüte des Systems misst (z. B.
Klassifikationsgenauigkeit), zu maximieren und gleichzeitig die Anzahl der Anfragen zu minimieren. Daher
beabsichtigen aktive Lernstrategien, Labels der nützlichsten Instanzen zu erfassen. Viele dieser Strategien
setzen allerdings voraus, dass ein allwissender Annotator vorhanden ist, der die wahre Klasse für jede Instanz
liefert. Menschen sind nicht allwissend, sie sind fehleranfällig. Daher wird die vorherige Annahme in realen
Anwendungen, in denen mehrere fehleranfällige Annotatoren für den Labelingprozess verantwortlich sind, häufig
verletzt.
Zu Beginn dieser Arbeit wird das Konzept des Dedicated Collaborative Interactive Learning beschrieben,
wobei der Schwerpunkt auf zwei Herausforderungen liegt: unsichere und mehrere unsichere Orakel. Anschließend
wird der Stand der Technik im Bereich des aktiven Lernens durch eine ausführliche Literaturrecherche dargestellt.
Da ein Mangel an öffentlich zugänglichen Datensätze herrscht, die Informationen über die Sicherheit eines
Annotators enthalten, werden Methoden zur realistischen Simulation unsicherer Annotatoren vorgestellt. Sodann
wird ein erster Ansatz vorgestellt, der die von einem Annotator bereitgestellten Konfidenzen berücksichtigt
und sie in graduellen Labels umwandelt. Die Eignung der graduellen Labels wird in einer Fallstudie mit zwei
Annotatoren bewertet, die 30.000 handgeschriebene Bilder auswerten. Daraufhin wird das meritokratische
Lernen eingeführt, bei dem vom Merit-Prinzip Gebrauch gemacht wird, um Annotatoren für das Labeln einer
Instanz auszuwählen und die bereitgestellten Labels zu gewichten. Durch den Vorzug überlegener Annotatoren
wird eine bessere Labelingqualität bei geringeren Labelingkosten erreicht.
Die genannten Schritte ebnen den Weg für Dedicated Collaborative Interactive Learning, bei dem Experten
unterschiedlichen Fachwissens zusammenarbeiten und sowohl Muster labeln als auch Wissen auf höheren
Ebenen bereitstellen. Hierzu zählen u. a. Regeln, wobei die Kosten von vielen Bedingungen abhängen. Überdies
könnten menschliche Experten sogar von einer Verbesserung ihrer Kenntnisse profitieren, wenn sie Feedback
vom aktiv lernenden System erhalten.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Machine learning is the science or art of programming, which enables computers to learn a
model from data. As a result, the computer is able to perform a task based on the learned
model [127]. The definition below describes machine learning as the composition of different
elements:
A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some task
T and some performance measure P, if its performance on T, as measured by P,
improves with experience E.
(Mitchell, 1997 [104])
In case of machine learning, the experience E is often data. Thus, machine learning is
based on sample data. Sometimes, these data are labeled and, thus, models to solve a certain
problem (e.g., a classification or regression problem) can be built using targets assigned to
input data of the model. In other cases, data are unlabeled (e.g., for clustering problems) or
only partially labeled. Correspondingly, we distinguish the areas of supervised, unsupervised,
and semi-supervised learning. In many application areas (e.g., industrial quality monitoring
processes, intrusion detection in computer networks, speech recognition, or drug discovery) it
is rather easy to collect unlabeled data, but quite difficult, time-consuming, or expensive to
gather the corresponding targets. That is, labeling is in principal possible, but the costs may
be enormous.
This thesis focuses on a substantial advancement of active learning (AL), a machine learning
paradigm which is related to semi-supervised learning.
AL starts with an initially unlabeled or very sparsely labeled set of samples and iteratively
increases the labeled fraction of the training data set by “asking the right questions”. These
questions are answered by humans (e.g., experts in an application domain), by simulation
systems, by means of real experiments, etc., often modeled by an abstract “oracle”. The
terms “oracle” and “annotator” are used interchangeably throughout this thesis. Basically, the
“idealized” goal of AL is to obtain a model (e.g., a classifier or a regression model) with (almost)
the performance of a model trained with a fully labeled data set at (almost) the cost of an
unlabeled data set. In the following, the framework consisting of a knowledge model with
machine learning techniques, pools of unlabeled and (when available) labeled data, and a unit
that selects samples (labeled and unlabeled) for queries and controls the training of the model
will be referred to as active learner.
Often, the following assumptions are made in AL:
• The labeling process starts with an initially labeled set of samples and assumes welldefined learning tasks (e.g., the number of classes is given in advance).
1
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• The oracle labels single samples or sets of samples (called queries depending on the AL
type, see Section 5.1) presented by an active learner.
• The labeling costs for all samples are identical.
• The oracle is omniscient and omnipresent, i.e., it always delivers the correct answers and
it is always available.
Based on these assumptions, we would assume that a radiologist always sets the right
diagnosis after analyzing a medical image. But she is a human and, of course, her expertise is
limited. Wrong decisions cannot be avoided with absolute guaranty. Moreover, the quality
of the annotation process may depend on her concentration, fatigue level as well as on her
remuneration. All these factors are responsible for wrongly labeled instances. Training a
model with incorrect labels leads to very poor performance [162, 139]. The assumption of
always correct labels made in most active learning (AL) scenarios comes in for criticism and
indicates that AL should address more realistic scenarios, which will result in a greater use of
AL techniques in practical applications [144].
This thesis softens the assumption of an omniscient oracle and focuses on: Active
Learning with uncertain oracles.

2

Chapter 2
What is Dedicated Collaborative
Interactive Learning?
As mentioned before, the following assumptions are often made in AL:
• The labeling process starts with an initially labeled set of samples and assumes welldefined learning tasks.
• The oracle labels single samples or sets of samples presented by an active learner.
• The oracle is omniscient and omnipresent.
• The labeling costs for all samples are identical.
These assumptions impose severe limitations for many applications. For this reason, the
following key challenges regarding an extension of AL can be identified:
Challenge 1: An expert may be (more or less) wrong for various reasons, e.g., depending
on her/his experience in the application domain (we still assume we have no malicious or
deceptive experts that cheat or attack the active learner).
Challenge 2: There might be several or even many experts with different expertise (e.g.,
different degree or kind of experience) who may collaborate to provide the active learner with
labels.
Challenge 3: The experts may label not only samples but also other kinds of queries to
provide knowledge at a higher level (e.g., by assigning a conclusion to a presented premise of a
rule).
Challenge 4: The labeling costs depend on many conditions, e.g., whether samples or
rules are labeled, on the location of samples in the input space of a model (i.e., making labeling
more or less difficult), the degree of expertise of a human, etc.
Challenge 5: The experts want to benefit from the active learner by receiving feedback in
order to improve their own knowledge.
Challenge 6: The learning task may require a “lifelong” learning of the system (e.g., if
the process or environment from which the measured data originate is time-variant).
Moreover, there may be several tasks that have to be fulfilled at the same time (e.g., movies
that are assessed regarding several criteria) and different kinds of information sources (e.g.,
human experts and simulation systems).
From the above challenges, 1 and 2 are the main subjects of this thesis. Challenges 3 to 6
will be discussed in some more detail in Chapter 11.
3
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In a dedicated collaborative interactive learning (D-CIL) approach, the above limitations no
longer hold. That is, in a D-CIL approach the AL processes are
• collaborative in the sense that various experts collaborate to support the active learner
with information,
• interactive in the sense that there is an information flow not only from humans to the
active learner but also vice versa and not only in the form of labels but in various, more
complex ways, and
• dedicated in the sense that the learning process is clearly defined (such as, e.g., in an
industrial quality monitoring process), the group of human experts is rather small and
they collaborate over a longer period.
As an example for a D-CIL application, consider an industrial quality monitoring problem [15]: At a last stage of a silicon wafer fabrication process, the wafers have to be checked for
possible defects by means of visual inspection. Anomalies such as abrasions, cracks, scratches,
or dust particles must be identified in images of wafers taken under different lightning conditions
in order to sort out unusable wafers. Conspicuous regions on a wafer can rather easily be
detected using appropriate image processing techniques. The classification of these regions,
however, is rather difficult. Human experts often fail, they disagree, or their assessment criteria
vary over time, depending on parameters such as fatigue, motivation, experience, etc. that may
not be known in detail. How can such a classification process be automated using, e.g., features
computed from the images such as the length-width ratio describing a conspicuous region?
It is cheap to obtain a large amount of images of conspicuous regions, but time-consuming
and error-prone to get the corresponding labels. The solution could be a D-CIL approach as
sketched above.
The field of AL has awoken the interest of many companies, such as Microsoft, IBM,
Siemens, AT&T, Mitsubishi, or Yahoo. Publications of those companies show that AL can be
successfully utilized to solve problems such as text classification [114], detecting and filtering
abusive user-generated content on the Web [35], sentiment analysis of texts [101], speech
recognition [65, 147], image classification [71], drug design [107, 73], detection of plant diseases
[129], malware detection [110], or recommender systems [89, 158].
Altogether, I am sure that there will also be an increasing interest in AL and, as many
limitations of AL are abolished, in D-CIL, too. I even believe that many problems arising in
the field of Big Data will be solved by employing D-CIL approaches. D-CIL techniques may
also advance more technical fields such as the field of self-organizing and adaptive systems by
increasing their degree of autonomy in learning tasks.

2.1

Characterization of Dedicated Collaborative Interactive Learning

To overcome the unrealistic limitations made by conventional AL techniques (cf. Sections 2 and
5.1) we have to integrate multiple “uncertain oracles” (e.g., human domain experts) into the
AL process (see Figure 2.1). That is, these oracles possibly make errors due to various causes,
e.g., they are differently experienced in coping with the learning task, or their work quality
depends on daily condition, motivation, etc. Therefore, D-CIL explicitly models information
uncertainty, i.e., uncertainty regarding samples, labels, or parametrization of models. This
uncertainty is then taken into account when either (1) the expertise of the human domain
experts has to be identified or (2) their knowledge is required to provide labels.
4
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Figure 2.1: Learning cycle of D-CIL with multiple collaborating uncertain oracles (human experts,
simulation systems, etc.).

In real-world applications D-CIL has to start “from scratch”, i.e., without any label information. We can assume that during the AL process more and more (uncertain) labels become
available, but no “ground truth”. Therefore, the collaboration of various human experts will
be essential for the success of D-CIL. Experts not only collaborate with the active learner.
Other kinds of collaboration could be the mutual support of two or more experts, according
to the idea of pair programming, in order to achieve higher accuracies in solving the learning
task. These collaboration processes are indicated by the dotted blue arrows in Figure 2.1.
D-CIL integrates multiple experts into the AL process and models their expertise explicitly.
Consequently, D-CIL needs more sophisticated selection strategies than those used in conventional AL. In D-CIL, the selection strategy has not only to choose the most informative samples
(from the pool of unlabeled samples) considering the current knowledge of the model (here, a
classifier) in order to build a query set in each AL cycle, but also to decide which experts shall
be queried depending on their expertise. That is, we have an exploration/exploitation problem.
In addition, in D-CIL we query not only samples but also knowledge at higher abstraction
levels (e.g., premises of rules), such that more sophisticated cost schemes are needed, too.
Particularly, D-CIL differs from conventional AL in the fact that D-CIL gives targeted
feedback (cf. the dashed red arrows in Figure 2.1) which will improve the experts’ level of
expertise. To emphasize this difference, we use the term interactive learning. Therefore,
the main goal of D-CIL is to maximize the accuracy of the actively trained classifier and to
maximize the benefit of the human domain experts with minimal costs.
We assume that the humans who collaborate to solve a learning task actually have the
knowledge about that specific learning task (e.g., a certain industrial problem). We use the
term “expert” to emphasize this fact. These experts are assumed to be motivated to collaborate
over a longer time period, i.e., they are regarded as being dedicated to the learning task. The
5
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learning task itself may be time-variant, i.e., it may change its characteristics over time. An
example are new classes that have to be detected or classes that are not relevant any more
(resulting in novel or obsolete clusters of samples in the input space of a classifier). Thus, the
need for online learning techniques that solve such problems arises.
Altogether, D-CIL targets a specific class of applications where we may assume that the
following assumptions hold: We have rather small, quite homogeneous groups of experts that
collaborate over a longer period of time to solve a specific application problem.

2.2

Challenges for D-CIL Research

In the field of D-CIL, many questions need to be answered, most of which caused by the harsh
limitations of AL sketched in the introduction of Chapter 2. This thesis focuses on providing
solutions to the first two challenges, uncertain oracles and multiple uncertain oracles. We
examine and sketch possible solutions for challenges 3 to 6 in Section 11. Furthermore, as
we cannot always perform experiments with real annotators, we have to solve the problem of
simulation. Methods for simulating uncertain oracles are presented in this thesis, too.

2.2.1

Challenge 1: Uncertain Oracles

In a first step, let us address the obvious fact that oracles are not always right. In principle,
labels are subject to uncertainty. Here, the meaning of the term uncertainty is adopted from
[105]. That is, “uncertain” is a generic term to address aspects such as “unlikely”, “doubtful”,
“implausible”, “unreliable”, “imprecise”, “inconsistent”, or “vague”.
In real-world applications, labels may come from various sources, often but not always
humans. Therefore, a new problem arises: The labels are subject to uncertainty for different
reasons. For example, the performance of human annotators depends on many factors:
e.g., expertise/experience, concentration/distraction, boredom/disinterest, fatigue level, etc.
Furthermore, some samples are difficult for both experts and machines to label (e.g., samples
near the decision boundary of a classifier). Results of real experiments or simulations may
be influenced, too: There may be stochasticity which is inherent to a certain process, sensor
noise, transmission errors, etc., just to mention a few. Thus, we face many questions: How
can we make use of uncertain oracles (annotators that can be erroneous)? How do we decide
whether an already queried sample has to be labeled again? How do we deal with noisy experts
whose quality varies over time (e.g., they gather experience with the task, they get fatigued)?
How does remuneration influence the labeling quality of a noisy expert (e.g., if they are payed
better, are they more accurate)? How can we decide whether the expert is erroneous or an
observed process itself is nondeterministic?
At this point, we may assume that the “expertise of an expert” (i.e., the degree of uncertainty
of an oracle) is time-invariant and global in the sense that it does not depend on certain classes,
certain regions of the input space of the model to be learned (e.g., a classifier), etc. Then, the
experts may be asked for, e.g.,
• one class label with a degree of confidence,
• membership probabilities for each class (with or without confidence labels),
• lower bounds for membership probabilities (cf. [8]),
• a difficulty estimate for a data object that is labeled, or
6
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• relative difficulty estimates for two data objects (“easier” or “more difficult” to label).

2.2.2

Challenge 2: Multiple Uncertain Oracles

Next, situations where several, individually uncertain oracles (e.g., several human experts
with different degree of expertise) contribute their knowledge have to be addressed. Thus, the
learning process will now rely on the collective intelligence of a group of oracles. This is an
important step towards true collaboration between human experts to support such a learning
process.
In various applications, different, uncertain oracles may contribute labels (cf. Figure 2.1).
These experts may not only have different degrees of expertise. They also may have more or
less expertise for different parts of the problem that has to be solved, e.g., for different classes
that have to be recognized, for different regions of the input space, for different dimensions
of the input space (attributes), etc. Also, experts collaborate with others, which stimulates
learning from others and results in a knowledge gain for the expert. Now, many new questions
arise: What are appropriate mechanisms to identify the expertise of the human expert? Which
are the criteria for identifying the “optimal” human expert? Which experts should collaborate
with each other in a labeling process in order to constitute a high-performance group? How
can exploration (identifying expertise) and exploitation phases (using the experts’ knowledge)
be interwoven? How can we merge uncertain information obtained from several experts? How
can this process be designed in order to be independent of time and place (e.g., for experts are
only available on a part time basis)?
We assume that the “expertise of an expert” is known. We may use generative, probabilistic
models, for example, to describe the individual knowledge of experts and the “global” knowledge
of the active learner (cf. [122, 121]). Uncertainty may be captured with second-order approaches.
New selection strategies must then not only choose samples, but also oracles. If the expertise
of an expert is not known, it must be revealed either by asking for difficulty or confidence
estimates or by comparing it to the knowledge of others (e.g., by asking an expert who has
to answer some questions with already known answers). In order to explore solutions to
challenge 2, we do not only rely on real experiments with humans (cf. the field of crowdsourcing,
for instance), but on simulation. Thus, we are confronted with the additional problem of
simulation: We have to simulate several uncertain oracles with the different characteristics
mentioned above.
These first two important challenges of D-CIL and the problem of simulation constitute
the subject of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
1. A case study is conducted to evaluated whether pool-based active learning (AL) can
be successfully used when a human is acting as an uncertain oracle.
2. A method is proposed that collects confidence information from the oracle, in addition
to the class label, and transforms it into a gradual label.
3. The suitability of gradual labels in a pool-based AL setting is evaluated.
4. A case study with gradual labels is performed, which answers the following questions:
(a) Does the reliability of an oracle correlate with its self-assessed confidence?
(b) Which role does the selection strategy play in actively training a classifier with
gradual labels? Does the ranking of the selection strategies in a pool-based AL
setting with an omniscient oracle still hold in this new setting?
5. The concept of meritocratic learning is introduced, which addresses the following:
(a) The merit of an annotator is modeled by means of confidence scores.
(b) The selection of annotators and the weighting of their responses follow the merit
principle, so that annotators with superior confidence scores are preferred.
(c) The probabilistic AL framework is extended by integrating the modeling of an
annotator’s merit.
6. Theoretical foundations and practical techniques for simulating uncertain oracles in AL are introduced.
7. An exhaustive literature survey regarding AL with uncertain oracles is presented.
The main assumption of the current thesis is that annotators (uncertain oracles) have a
reliable self-assessment. The current work is not the only one making this assumption, e.g.,
the MEAL [149] strategy, ALConf [141], or c-Cert [109] are based on the same assumption.
From the field of AL, the work addresses the paradigm of pool-based AL.
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Chapter 4
Outline of the Thesis
In the recent years, different approaches trying to cope with the problematic uncertainty
regarding the labels provided by oracles were developed. They intend to identify and avoid
incorrect labels provided by the oracles. The current thesis addresses this issue and is structured
as follows:
• The beginning of Part 5 presents the different AL paradigms, selection strategies with
omniscient oracles, and AL in practice.
• Chapter 6 addresses challenges, research questions, and related research work in the of
AL with uncertain annotators.
• Chapter 7 presents the theoretical foundations for simulating uncertain annotators.
• Chapter 8 exemplarily shows how to practically employ the simulation techniques presented in Chapter 7.
• Chapter 9 introduces the concept of gradual labels and reveals the results of a performed
case study with one uncertain annotator.
• Chapter 10 unfolds the concept of meritocratic learning, where the selection of annotators
and the weighting of their responses follow the merit principle, so that annotators with
superior confidence scores are preferred.
• Chapter 11 draws conclusions about the presented AL techniques that cope with uncertain
oracles and presents future research work that will bring AL with uncertain oracles closer
to successful practical use, especially in a D-CIL setting.
• Chapter 12 concludes the current thesis, by emphasizing the need for sound evaluation
methods.
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Chapter 5
Literature Review
In the field of machine learning, the construction of an actively trained model gets more and
more attention. Especially, the collaboration with humans as oracles is inevitable in this
connection. These oracles provide the labels for the instances forming the training set of the
corresponding model. AL tries to minimize this labeling effort and at the same time it aims
for maximizing the performance of the model. Usually, a human oracle cannot be omniscient
and therefore it may provide some wrong labels. Hence, a human oracle is uncertain. The way
of dealing with this uncertainty in the AL setting is the main topic of the literature review.
First, the most important AL paradigms are presented. Second, the challenges arising with
uncertainty in AL are discussed. On this basis, we analyze several selection strategies that
assume uncertain oracles.

5.1

Active Learning with Omniscient Oracles

In the field of AL, membership query learning (MQL) [9], stream-based active learning (SAL)
[12], and pool-based active learning (pool-based AL) [92] are the most important paradigms
(see Figure 5.1a).
In an MQL scenario, the active learner may query labels for any sample in the input space,
including samples generated by the active learner itself. [90], for example, describe an MQL
scenario with human oracles to classify written digits. The queries generated by the active
learner turned out to be some mixtures of digits, therefore being too difficult for a human to
provide reliable answers.
An alternative to MQL is SAL, which assumes that obtaining unlabeled samples generates
low or no costs. Therefore, a sample is drawn from the data source and the active learner
decides whether or not to request label information. In SAL the source data is scanned
sequentially and a decision is made for each sample individually. Typically, SAL selects only
one sample in each learning cycle.
For many practical problems, a large set of unlabeled samples may be gathered inexpensively
and this set is available at the very beginning of the AL process. This motivates the pool-based
AL scenario. The learning cycle of pool-based AL is depicted in Figure 5.1b. Typically,
pool-based AL starts with a large pool of unlabeled and a small set of labeled samples. On the
basis of the labeled samples the knowledge model (e.g., a classifier) is trained. Then, based
on a selection strategy, which considers the “knowledge” of the active learner, a query set of
unlabeled samples is determined and presented to the oracle (e.g., a human domain expert),
who provides the label information. The set of labeled samples is updated with the newly
labeled samples and the learner updates its knowledge. The learning cycle is repeated until a
10
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given stopping condition is met.
The focus of this thesis is on PAL for classification problems. Basically, MQL and SAL
suffer from the same limitations, and they will equally benefit from AL with uncertain oracles.
Also, many of the solutions for classification problems may be transferred to other kinds of
problems such as regression.
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(b) Learning cycle of standard pool-based AL.
Figure 5.1: Overview of main AL scenarios with focus on pool-based AL.

A selection strategy for PAL has to fulfill several tasks, two of which shall be given as
an example: At an early stage of the AL process, samples have to be chosen in all regions
of the input space covered by data (exploration phase). At a late stage of the AL process, a
fine-tuning of the decision boundary of the classifier has to be realized by choosing samples
close to the (current) decision boundary (exploitation phase). Thus, “asking the right question”
(i.e., choosing samples for a query) is a multi-faceted problem and various selection strategies
have been proposed and investigated. We want to emphasize that any successful selection
strategy has to consider structure in the (un-)labeled data.
Typically, very limiting assumptions (cf. Section 2) are made concerning the oracle and
the labeling costs (omniscient, omnipresent oracle that labels samples on a fixed cost basis).
Moreover, some other aspects of real-world problems are often more or less neglected by current
research:
• In real-world applications, AL has often to start “from scratch”, i.e., with no labels at
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all. This requires sophisticated selection strategies with different behaviors at different
phases of the AL process.
• Parameters of the active learner (including parameters of training algorithms for the
classifier and the selection strategy) cannot be found by trial-and-error. AL only allows
for “one shot”.
There are a number of articles that assess the state-of-the-art in AL:
• A general introduction to AL, including a discussion of AL scenarios and an overview of
query strategies is provided in [131].
• A detailed overview of pool-based AL techniques is part of [122]. In addition to singleview/single-learner methods, alternative approaches are outlined: multi-view/singlelearner, single-view/multi-learner, and multi-view/multi-learner.
• For certain problem areas it makes sense to use AL in combination with semi-supervised
learning (SSL). AL techniques that integrate SSL techniques are presented in [121].
• Work that uses AL in combination with support vector machines (SVM) for solving
classification problems is summarized in [72, 82].
Basically, AL works with various kinds of models. Still, the selection strategy should always
be defined by considering the model used (e.g., whether support vector machines, neural
networks, probabilistic classifiers, or decision trees are chosen to solve a classification problem).
AL can be used for classification problems (e.g., [122, 121, 39, 166]), to modify the results
of clustering (e.g., [99]), to solve regression problems (e.g., [25, 115, 43, 47]), or for feature
selection (e.g., [73, 107]).

5.1.1

Popular AL Selection Strategies

In this section, details about pool-based active learning (pool-based AL) with omniscient
oracles and the most commonly used strategies for selecting the next sample to be labeled (i.e.,
selection strategy) are presented. As previously seen, in each learning cycle new samples are
selected for labeling. Thus, a question arises: Which instance shall be labeled next?, which has
been thoroughly investigated based on the assumption that the oracle is omniscient.
5.1.1.1

Uncertainty Sampling

Most strategies are based on the prevalent uncertainty sampling (US) [92] selection strategy,
which usually requires class posterior probability estimates provided by the classifier to be
trained. First, it ranks all instances in the unlabeled set U based on an uncertainty measure.
Second, the label for the sample with the maximal uncertainty regarding its class assignment
is queried from the annotator. The least confident variant of US considers only the maximal
posterior probability of an instance’s class and queries the label of the instance x∗ , whose
maximal class label posterior probability is minimal in comparison to the remaining unlabeled
instances:
x∗ = arg min(P (Y = ŷx | X = x, L)).
x∈U
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The margin between an instance and the decision boundary (e.g., in support vector machines [97]) or the entropy of the estimated class posterior probabilities [132] are also measures
of uncertainty in multi-class problems.
A problem of US is its missing balance between exploration and exploitation in certain
scenarios, e.g., it may exploit only the initially discovered decision boundary because of the
high uncertainty in this region. As a result, a shift of the decision boundary will not be detected
until the labels of all instances near to that initially detected decision boundary have been
acquired [79].
5.1.1.2

Expected Error Reduction

The decision-theoretic framework expected error reduction (EER) [126] minimizes the estimated
classifier’s error. Therefor, EER assumes that the remaining unlabeled instances U form a
validation set. For each unlabeled instance, the classifier’s expected future error (or risk)
is computed on the validation set, by simulating all possible label realizations for the given
unlabeled instances. The computed future expected error is the selection criterion, so that a
label for the instance x∗ leading to the minimal estimated error is acquired. In the following,
the total number of incorrect predictions is used a proxy for this error:
∗

x = arg min
x∈U

P

y∈Y

P (Y = y | X = x, L)



P

x0 ∈U

0

(1 − P (Y = ŷ | X = x , L)
x0

!

,

(5.2)

where the term L = L∪{(x, y)}) defines the training set updated by adding a new instance-label
tuple.
Due to retraining the classifier for each possible label realization of each unlabeled instance
and the evaluation of the classifier on the total unlabeled set, EER is referred to as the most
computationally intensive category of selection strategies [132].
In contrast to EER, the so-called expected model change (EMC) [135] selects not the
instance with a large reduction of the future error, but the one having the greatest impact on
the model change.
5.1.1.3

Probabilistic Active Learning

The probabilistic AL (PAL) [84] framework combines the advantages of US and EER, namely
being computationally efficient and optimizing a performance measure directly. To guarantee
these qualities, PAL summarizes the so-called labeling statistics of an instance’s neighborhood
by means of probabilistic estimates and evaluates the gain of acquiring a label within this
neighborhood. The gain is defined as the density weighted expected performance gain with
reference to a classification performance measure, e.g., accuracy. The expectation is taken over
the possible realizations of an instance’s label and the true class posterior probabilities. By
applying weighting by density, instances in high-density regions are preferred, as an instance
with high density is assumed to be more representative.
Optimized probabilistic AL (OPAL) [83] is an advancement of PAL, since it takes a userdefined cost matrix for binary classification problems into account. It computes the cost
expected reduction, thus being an extended definition of a performance gain. Moreover, the
expected reduction of costs is not only taken over the possible realizations of an instance’s
label, but over label combinations which can occur for a defined number of hypothetically
acquired labels.
PAL and OPAL are restricted to binary classification tasks. Multi-class probabilistic
AL (McPAL) [81] extends the PAL framework to multi-class classification tasks. Similar to
13
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OPAL, it is non-myopic, because it incorporates all label combinations for a defined number
of hypothetical label acquisitions. However, McPAL is a cost-insensitive selection strategy in
contrast to OPAL, so that only the accuracy is optimized. Since this thesis considers also
the grid classification task, an extension of McPAL to a cost-sensitive version is described in
Section 10.2.4.
Many other AL strategies are based on the query-by-committee (QBC) [59] selection
framework. QBC approaches learn with a committee of models. The instance with the
maximum disagreement between the members of the committee will be chosen for annotation.
To reduce the size of the version space represented by the hypotheses being complied with the
currently labeled pool is the key idea of this kind of selection strategies.

5.2

Active Learning in Practice

The field of AL recently has awoken the interest of many companies, such as Microsoft, IBM,
Siemens, AT&T, Mitsubishi, or Yahoo. Existing publications of those companies show that
AL can be successfully utilized to solve a wide range problems, such as:
• Text Classification: Microsoft Research describes in [114] an AL approach for providing
personalized news to Project Emporia [103] users in real-time. The news on user selected
topics are coming from RSS feeds and tweets. The main challenge consists in training
the underlying classifier on-line, as the news’ trends have to be promptly classified. This
problem is solved in two steps: First, appropriate unlabeled tweets are selected by means
of AL and forwarded to Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [7] for labeling. Second, a
Bayesian corroboration model, that takes the reliabilities of AMT workers into account,
is used to label the corresponding tweets.
Microsoft and Yahoo Lab present a further application of AL for detecting and filtering
abusive user-generated content (UGC) on the Web in [35]. The huge number of posts
and the user’s ability to learn how to avoid static, hand-coded detection rules, motivates
the need of fast, automatic detection systems, that are updated periodically based on
newly labeled data, provided by paid annotators. Therefore, AL is used to reduce the
labeling costs.
IBM uses AL in [101] to carry out a sentiment analysis of texts, i.e., an automatic analysis
of emotions expressed in posts. The goal is to identify whether a post reveals positive or
negative opinions, e.g., criticism or approval.
• Speech Recognition: In [65, 147] AT&T shows how AL techniques can be employed to
reduce the effort of transcribing natural spoken language required to generate labeled
instances for data-driven speech and language processing systems. The goal of such
a system may be to automate the classification of customer calls according to their
content (e.g., account balance or rates inquiries) and consequently work through the
customer requests with the help of a dialog. The transcription of an utterance is usually
performed by a human expert and is very expensive, so the costs for extension and
improvement can be reduced by an AL approach. At first, the system is trained based
on an initial set of transcriptions and, in the following steps, it iteratively selects from a
large pool of utterances those with a low transcription confidence. These utterances are
then transcribed by an expert and the system is updated.
Another approach to minimizing the transcription effort is presented by Microsoft
Research in [157], which combines AL with semi-supervised learning to select most likely
misclassified as well as frequently occurring, untranscribed utterances.
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• Image Classification: Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories present in [71] an AL
approach to minimize the image classification cost. The novelty of the presented approach
consists in its possibility to start the training process without being aware of the total
number of classes (categories). Initially, a classifier is trained based on a small amount of
labeled images. Then, a pair of an unlabeled and a labeled image is selected and presented
to the human expert for a “match” or “no-match” response. In case of a “match”, the
queried image is labeled accordingly (the same category as the labeled image), added to
the labeled set and the classifier is updated. Otherwise, based on the selection algorithm
another labeled sample is selected for comparison. The query step is repeated until the
“match” response is obtained or the unlabeled sample does not match any of the labeled
samples. In the latter case, the number of classes is increased and a new category (label)
is assigned to the queried sample.
• Drug Design: Quantitative Medicine1 claims to offer the first AL software as a service
(SaaS) solution for drug discovery and development. By using AL techniques the efficiency
of identifying optimal drug candidates is substantially improved.
• Malware Detection: In order to detect and remove malware (malicious software) most
anti-virus software vendors rely on signature-based detection of previously seen malware.
Therefore, they have to keep their signature repository up to date by collecting suspicious
files, which are then manually analyzed by security experts. As the labeling process
is a time-consuming task, AL techniques may help the security experts to reduce the
number of manually inspected files. Telekom Innovation Laboratories present in [110]
an AL framework to select the most likely malware files for manual inspection. Support
vector machines (SVM) with radial basis function (RBF) kernel are used as classifiers.
The most informative samples are acquired in two phases: First, the files for which
the classifier is most unconfident (low distance to the separating hyperplane) about the
category (malicious or benign) are selected for manual analysis. In the second phase, the
files that reside deep inside the malicious decision region (high distance to the separating
hyperplane) are picked for further investigation. The proposed AL technique was tested
in a 10 day experiment, showing an improvement in the daily number of new detected
malwares.
• Recommender Systems: The Android application Shopr [146] is a mobile recommender
system that suggests clothing items from stores situated in user’s vicinity. The system
requires feedback from users in order to understand and fulfill his/her desires. At this
point comes AL into play narrowing down the item space to those that match the user’s
interest, taking both similarity and dissimilarity between the items into account. For a
detailed description of the AL-based recommender system see [89].
In the past years, there is a strong increase of devices connected to Internet which generate
a storm of raw data, making the term Big Data become popular. From a data analytics point
of view, big data may be defined by the four V ’s: V olume, V ariety, V elocity and V eracity.
Volume describes the big size of data, Velocity indicates fast generating rates, Variety implies
the heterogeneity of data, and Veracity refers to the uncertainty of data quality [170, 69].
Further, the Internet of Things aims at connecting everything to everything, leading to a huge
network of things that should possess a certain intelligence that may support and improve the
daily life of people around the world. To extract high-quality information from big data it
may be necessary for the system to receive feedback, e.g, from domain experts. Moreover, the
humans should benefit too, by exchanging and improving their knowledge.
1

http://qtmed.com/home-page/active-learning/ – last access 01/31/2019
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Microsoft takes an interest in the classification of voice-mail [74], IBM in the emotion
analysis of texts [102], Siemens in computer aided diagnosis [148] and Google says: “While I
can confirm that we’re using active learning in earnest on many problem areas[. . . ] I really
can’t provide any more details than that. Sorry to be so opaque!” – David Cohn 2 .
But humans are not omniscient, they are erroneous and uncertain.

2

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~tom/10709_fall09/slides/settles.active.pdf – last access 03/20/2019
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Chapter 6
AL with Uncertain Oracles
This chapter addresses AL with uncertain oracles. First, challenges and research questions are
presented. Second, the modified PAL cycle is analyzed and the reasons for providing wrong
labels are discussed. Finally, related research work in the field of AL with uncertain oracles is
shown with focus on AL with one uncertain oracle followed by an overview of research dealing
with AL and multiple uncertain oracles.

6.1

Challenges in AL with Uncertain Human Oracles

Most of the current AL strategies are based on the “traditional” pool-based AL cycle, i.e., they
assume a single omniscient oracle. Accordingly, they disregard the fact that labels are subject
to uncertainty. Before presenting concrete algorithms trying to handle this uncertainty, we
should know which challenges these algorithms face. It helps us to better assess and compare
the variety of approaches. Assessing the uncertainty is an exciting task, as research is still at
an early stage of finding its way into this new context of AL. Nevertheless, even though the
research is in its infancy, the following (current) challenges can be perceived:
1. How to model the expertise and reliability of an uncertain oracle? The knowledge [54] and reliability [168] of an oracle should be modeled properly. But, there is
no universal way of characterizing them. For example, it is important to identify areas
in the input space where the corresponding oracle is unsure [53]. Integrating prior
knowledge [52] about the expertise of an uncertain oracle might be very beneficial.
2. How to model the labeling performance of an uncertain oracle? On the one hand,
previously mentioned anthropogenic influences may lead to “noisy” performance during
the labeling process. On the other hand, the oracle can also gain new knowledge while
performing its labeling task, which leads to performance improvement. Consequently,
the labeling performance of an oracle is not constant [27, 23] during the AL process.
3. How to determine which sample to present to an uncertain oracle? Estimating
the labeling difficulty is important [109, 49], too. Assuming that the labeling noise of
an oracle is uniformly distributed is unrealistic. Therefore, the labeling difficulty of a
specific instance should be determined with reference to an oracle. Moreover, it is also
conceivable that an oracle will reject labeling too difficult or “unknown” instances.
4. How to decide if and when relabeling is beneficial? The trade-off between exploration
of the pool of unlabeled samples and exploitation of labeled data represents a challenging
task [49]. It corresponds to the trade-off between single labeling and relabeling [93]. A
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good selection strategy has to decide, whether to query the label for a new unlabeled
instance or to relabel an already labeled one. Single labeling supports the exploration
of unlabeled data, as the number of labeled instances increases. Nevertheless, it is not
always reasonable to query a single label for an instance, due to the uncertainty regarding
the labels (they can be wrong). Therefore, relabeling should be considered, as it improves
the quality of labels (i.e., it reduces the uncertainty regarding a label). Accordingly, the
need of a strategy that optimally balances between using single labeling and relabeling
arises.
5. How do deal with non-uniform misclassification costs? Imbalanced data sets in
combination with imbalanced labeling can result in a poor classifier performance [160].
For example, consider the classification task of reportable cancer cases. The great
majority of medical images does not indicate any cancer [108]. Therefore, there is a
great imbalance between the classes. Yet, labeling can be imbalanced, too: A physician
does not want to risk an unobserved cancer case, thus, he may tend to rather label
questionable image as reportable. AL approaches must identify these imbalances and
address them.
6. How to determine which uncertain oracle to ask for a specific sample? For some
classification tasks, there might be more than one uncertain oracle, which raises further
issues. Thus, choosing the “right” one is a priority, too. The asked oracle has to be
confident of correctly labeling the corresponding instance [155]. Moreover, some oracles
(especially if we consider crowdsourcing platforms) might not be trustful. Therefore,
a good selection strategy must consider the trustworthiness of an uncertain oracle.
Moreover, identified adversarial oracles, or those that are not careful about their work,
have to be excluded from AL.

6.2

Active Learning with Uncertain Human Oracles

In this section, we soften the assumption about the omniscient knowledge of the oracle: It
is prone to error. Thus, there is uncertainty regarding the provided labels, which demands
an extension (adaption) of the pool-based AL cycle to include the uncertain oracle. Finally,
we reason on possible causes for uncertainty and justify the need of research on AL
with uncertain oracles.

6.2.1

AL Pool-Based Cycle with Uncertain Human Oracles

The assumption of an omniscient annotator is not always valid in real-world tasks, such as the
grid classification task, where multiple annotators may provide contradictory labels for the
identical grid. Those contradictions may arise because of different reasons, e.g., the annotators
differ in their domain experiences [27], no true class label, or no ground truth exists for a
specific instance [38]. An error-prone annotator a ∈ A can be viewed as a function fa : X → Y
and in contrast to an omniscient annotator, the error-prone annotator may provide a false
label for an instance x, which is formalized by fa (x) = ya,x 6= yx = f (x), where f (x) is the
true function that has to be learned. As a result, AL without an omniscient annotator is more
complex, so that the AL cycle has to be adapted. An exemplary cycle dealing with error-prone
annotators is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
The unlabeled set U and the training set L are redefined. Both sets consist of tuples (x, zx ),
where x denotes the instance and zx represents the labels assigned to this instance. The
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Figure 6.1: Pool-based AL cycle with error-prone annotators: An empty circle represents unlabeled
instances, whereas numbers in a circle indicate the labels assigned to the corresponding instance.

concrete realization of the labels zx depends on the underlying modeling of the AL process,
e.g., it can be a vector, a set, a multi-set, or an aggregated label as estimator of the ground
truth. In case of (x, zx ) ∈ U, the term zx must represent the case when no labels have been
provided yet. An iteration of the AL cycle starts with the selection of the instance-labels
tuple (x, zx ) from either the unlabeled set U or the training set L. In the latter case, the
instance x is relabeled. If multiple annotators A are present, the selection strategy s is also
required to choose a corresponding annotator a ∈ A for labeling the instance x. After the
labeling process, the updated instance-labels tuple (x, zx ) is incorporated into the training set
L, on which the classifier fL is updated. Similar to the AL cycle with an omniscient annotator,
a stopping criterion is tested at the end of each cycle.

6.2.2

Uncertain Human Oracles and Reasons for Wrong Labels

We adopt the meaning of uncertainty from [106] to address aspects such as “improbable”,
“unsure”, “unlikely”, “imprecise” , or “questionable”.
As [123] explained, there are three categories of decisions:
• about action thresholds,
• with clearly specified and fixed options, and
• about possible options.
From an AL point of view, we are especially interested in decisions with fixed options. For
a classification task, each possible class (label) is an option. But, no matter to which category
a decision belongs to, decision makers face uncertainty most of the time.
Ignoring the uncertainty of decisions may result in unexpected as well as fatal outcomes. If
a physician analyzes medical data and decides erroneously, e.g., that there is no indication of
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cancer, there can be fatal consequences. Therefore, it is important to assess uncertainty for
precluding such scenarios. To do so, all available information regarding a decision has to be
collected and taken into consideration. Especially, information about possible noise sources
should be included in this process, even though the source may seem obvious.
When humans are asked to annotate instances, they are confronted with several issues. For
example, an instance is missing correlation to a labeling concept [133]. In the end, there might
not even be a global true label. Imagine that you have to tag facial images with the emotions
they depict. Your options may look like “angry”, “upset”, “sad”, or “thoughtful”. Probably, you
can clearly differentiate between “angry” and “sad”, but deciding between “sad” and “thoughtful”
might be more challenging. As emotions and their appearance are subjective to the observer,
probably only the person in the image can truly tell which emotion he experienced in that
particular moment.
Another problem arising in acquiring labels is the insufficient knowledge of an oracle [53].
An oracle can be embodied by a domain expert, which does not imply being omniscient and
free from making mistakes. Consequently, the oracle’s knowledge is limited and it can ensure
the correctness of a label up to a certain degree.
Since instances have different complexity factors [49] there might be a correlation between
the regarded instance and the correctness of its assigned label. These complexity factors are
again dependent on the knowledge of the corresponding oracle. Getting back to our example
of disease diagnosis, this would mean that a physician may need more time for detecting a
region that indicates a disease in an image, while another physician can solve this task in less
time. However, this does not necessarily mean that the second physician is always better. He
might just have more experience on the concrete image category. It could also be conceivable,
that both physicians have little knowledge (or no knowledge at all), as the disease might be
new to them.
Additionally, consulting human domain experts for labeling tasks is costly. Depending on
the classification problem, finding and organizing the uncertain oracles is a challenging affair.
For example, labeling medical data implies physicians, but determining if a scenery depicted in
an image is “scenic” or not, we do not have to address top qualified photographers. Bearing in
mind that minimizing the costs (e.g., computational, monetary, or time) is a goal of AL, a new
question arises: “Where can we find the suitable workforce regarding the annotation of a data
set?”. “Suitable” in the sense that we have to find the trade-off between the highest quality
results and lowest cost. Ideally, we collaborate with oracles (domain experts) that deliver best
results and involve no costs, which is Utopian. Crowdsourcing is an established practicable
solution to address this challenge, and Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [7], Figure Eight [4], and
Clickworker [5] are examples of crowdsourcing platforms. Exploiting the “power of the crowd”
can be seen as a problem solving method [45]. By embedding a crowdsourcing platform in
the AL cycle, we make use of humans that make their workforce available over the Internet.
As mentioned before, disease diagnosis is not suitable for crowdsourcing techniques, as highly
qualified domain experts are required. Rather, problems that do not demand any specific
qualification can be effectively solved by crowdsourcing, e.g., labeling traffic signs or classifying
videos.
The lack of quality control is a great disadvantage of crowdsourcing [87], as there is no
guaranty that the acquired labels comply with minimum quality requirements. Generally, two
methods [161] can be applied to improve the quality of labeled set: quality control at task
design or quality improvement after data collection. For further details regarding these general
methods and an overview of concrete strategies, please refer to [161].
In addition to this uncertainty, mainly caused by the oracles themselves, data dependent
noise can arise as a result of the instrumentation, e.g., sensor or transmission noise.
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Figure 6.2: Influences on labeling performance of human oracles.

In a nutshell, the main factor that induces uncertainty is the human. Figure 6.2 gives a
short schematic overview of possible anthropogenic factors that influence the quality of the
labels, i.e., possible sources of uncertainty. Form of the day, fatigue level, expertise and/or
experience [27] in addition to disinterest or boredom, remuneration, and the fact that certain
individuals tend to overstate their qualifications affect the level of uncertainty.
Humans are not perfect, they make mistakes. Consequently, we need to soften the assumptions regarding the oracles.

6.3

AL Strategies with Uncertain Human Oracles

Since wrongly labeled samples can greatly affect the generalization capacity of a classifier,
being aware of fallible oracles plays a key role in AL. Recently, an increased interest in AL
strategies that address this issue can be noticed. In this section, we are going to look into
some of them. Especially, different methods and the underlying ideas are presented. Structural
characteristics of the various strategies are shown in the mind-map depicted in Figure 6.3.
As we can see, there are many possible criteria that can be used to categorize the AL
approaches with uncertain oracles. The most crucial aspect is the number of oracles. If only
one oracle is available, then there is no comparison to other oracles possible. We have to get
along with the one oracle being available. In the single uncertain oracle scenario, the question
that the active learner has to answer is: “Which instance will improve my model most, provided
that the oracle is most likely to assign the correct label to it?”. In the multiple uncertain oracle
setting, the active learner is looking for an answer for the following question: “Which oracle has
the greatest reliability in labeling the most informative instance correctly?”. Nevertheless, also
the other criteria shown in the mind-map have a great influence on the design of a strategy.
Furthermore, the assumptions made with respect to the performance of the oracles, play a
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Figure 6.3: Distinctive features of AL approaches dealing with uncertain oracles.

key role in AL. Is the performance of the oracle time-variant or constant? Does it depend on
the instance being presented to him? Another factor that has to be considered is the relation
between the oracles. Are they working independently or are they allowed to interact? Moreover,
assumptions about the type of oracle have to made: Are the oracles experts, laypersons, or
crowdworkers? Are we interacting only with benevolent oracles or there might be adversarial
ones too?
In addition to the assumptions made regarding the oracles, we must decide when to stop
the AL process. Is it the number of queries, a specific budget or algorithm specific? Other
factors that influence the design of the AL process include the type of the classification problem
(e.g., single label or multi-label classification problems) or the way the samples are labeled (is
relabeling allowed? Are we considering free text feedback option?).
In the following, we adopt the notation from Section 6.2.1.

6.3.1

AL Strategies Coping with a Single Uncertain Human Oracle

Let us begin with the strategies that are able to handle a single uncertain oracle. An overview
of the corresponding algorithms is shown in Table 6.1. The name of the strategy is in the first
column, followed by the “Label Type”, which indicates whether the strategy is able to handle
multi-class problems or only binary classification problems. The “Stopping Criterion” (third
column) contains information about the rule that will terminate the learning process. The
“Underlying Selection Strategy” column indicates the selection strategy (which were succinctly
explained in section 5.1.1) constitutes the foundation of the presented algorithm. Finally, a
very short description of the approach and the underlying idea can be found in last column
(“Method”). As Table 6.1 does not provide a real insight in the functionality of the algorithms,
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Table 6.1: Algorithms coping with one uncertain oracle.

Algorithm
EIAL [53]

AL-HO [49]

Disagreement 1 [20]

Disagreement 2 [20]

BDAL [165]

Oracular-EPICAL [68]

Label
Stopping Cri- Underlying Selection StrateType
terion
gies
multinumber of la- US, EER
class
bels
EIAL characterizes uncertain knowledge of an oracle and uses
this uncertain knowledge as a basis for the selection of the next
instance for labeling.
binary
not explicitly US
defined
AL-HO handles the trade-off between exploring unlabeled data
and exploiting labeled data by introducing a regularization
parameter controlling punishment on uncertainty of an instance.
multilabeling bud- EMC
class
get
Disagreement 1 selects the most influenced instance and for a
predefined number of cycles it verifies some labels by relabeling
or removing the corresponding samples from labeled set.
multilabeling bud- QBC
class
get
In contrast to Disagreement 1, Disagreement 2 selects the most
influenced instance.
multinumber of in- EER
class
stances
BDAL introduces a bidirectional AL flow of instances. Instances
can get from unlabeled pool into the labeled pool and vice versa.
binary
number of la- ERM=empirical risk minibels
mization and QBC
A region of disagreement is identified. Samples that lie in
this region are queried, the other ones are labeled by the current classifier. Moreover, the oracle is allowed to refrain from
labeling.

we will take a closer look at them in the following.
6.3.1.1

EIAL

The first algorithm to be analyzed is EIAL [53]. The long name of EIAL is not stated in [53],
but as it uses the entropy of an instance (i.e., of a sample), we can assume that the abbreviation
might refer to “Entropy of an Instance Active Learning”. This algorithm’s key idea is the
characterization of the knowledge of an oracle o ∈ O. The knowledge base B consists of queried
(but not necessarily labeled) instances and can be divided into two subsets: B = B + ∪ B − . The
first subset, B + , contains all instances labeled by the oracle o. The second subset B − is formed
by all instances on which the oracle o has confirmed that he does not posses the knowledge
required to label the sample correctly. In the optimal case, the oracle knows the true label
of the sample for sure. Still, there is no guaranty that the oracle knows the true label. Thus,
the goal is to optimally handle the trade-off between maximizing the entropy (information)
of a sample x H(y|x ∈ B + ; hL ) and minimizing the probability P (x ∈ B − ) that the sample x
is going to be added to the uncertain knowledge set B − . Considering this trade-off, the next
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sample to be labeled is selected based on Equation 6.1.
x = arg max(1 − P (xi ∈ B − ))H(yi |xi ∈ B + ; hL )
xi ∈U

(6.1)

The entropy is determined based on the current state of the classifier hL . To estimate P (x ∈ B − ),
the diverse density concept [100] is employed. More precisely, a binary classification problem
is defined and a classifier is trained, which provides probability estimations.
After selecting the next sample to be labeled, this is presented to the oracle. Hopefully, he
will assign the true label y to the sample x. If the oracle o is sure about his decision, x will
be integrated into the labeled set L ← L ∪ {(x, y)}. Then, the classifier is retrained on the
updated L and the oracle knowledge model will be retrained based on B + ← B + ∪ {x}. In
case the oracle is unsure about the true class, he will guess the most likely label y. The tuple
(x, y) is not just integrated into L, but based on the EER strategy a score is calculated. This
is done by comparing the expected error of the previous model hL with the expected error of
the newly trained model hL∪{(x,y)} . If there is a reduction in the expected error, the tuple is
added to the labeled set, i.e., L ← L ∪ {(x, y)}. If the oracle was uncertain about the correct
label, the sample x is integrated into B − . These steps are repeated until the stopping criterion
is reached.
There are extra computational costs caused by determining the expected error and the
training of a classifier to model the knowledge base of the oracle. Nevertheless, training the
classifier is a good approach to characterize the oracle’s knowledge, as the oracle is directly
involved by stating whether he is confident about a label or not. Thus, the knowledge model is
based on the self-assessment of the oracle.
6.3.1.2

Active Learning with Human-like Noisy Oracles (AL-HO)

Next, we examine the active learning with the human-like noisy oracles (AL-HO) [49] approach,
which can be applied to binary classification problems. The goal of AL-HO is defined as the
development of a model that decides similarly to the oracle. This approach is based on two
assumptions. First, the probability of a noisy label is higher, if the oracle is uncertain. Thus,
if the oracle’s uncertainty is high, it is more likely that the provided label is wrong. Second,
there is a direct correlation between the classification model and the confidence of the oracle.
If the maximum posterior probability produced by the trained classifier is high, then it is
assumed that the oracle is also confident in labeling that sample. Together, these assumptions
contradict the assumptions made by the US strategy, where the goal is to select the most
uncertain instance. In case of AL-HO, by selecting the sample on which the current classifier
is most uncertain will result in a low confidence label. AL-HO tries to handle this problem
by addressing the two key approaches of exploitation and exploration. Considering a binary
classification task, US selects the most uncertain instance x according to Equation 6.2.
x = arg max 1 − max{P (1|xi ), P (0|xi )}
xi ∈U

(6.2)

Thus, the most uncertain case arises when P (1|x) = P (0|x) = 0.5. In the initial phase of
AL-HO, the classifier is trained on a small set of labeled samples. As a result, the classifier’s
estimations are not very accurate. The classifier’s uncertainty may differ from the oracle’s
uncertainty. As the size of the training set L increases, the classifier is more likely to model
the uncertainty of the oracle. Thus, the uncertainty resulting from the classifier is stronger
penalized as the training set |L| grows larger. The uncertainty of an instance x can be
calculated as:
uncertainty(x = −|P (1|x) − 0.5|.
(6.3)
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The next sample to be labeled is selected as follows:
x = arg min |uncertainty(xi ) − λ|L||,
xi ∈U

(6.4)

where λ is a positive regularization parameter that punishes the uncertainty.
Similar to EIAL, AL-HO integrates a review mechanism, which is the exploitation of the
labeled set L. During the exploitation, the posterior class probabilities P̂ (1|xi ) of the labeled
samples xi ∈ L are estimated by applying the leave-one-out method. Then, the labeled sample
x that is most likely to be wrong is selected:
(x, y) = arg max |P (1|xi ) − P̂ (1|xi )|.

(6.5)

(xi ,yi )∈L

P (1|xi ) can be seen as the current known probability. For example, if the label for sample
xi was queried three times and two times the oracle said class 1 and one time class 0, then
P (1|xi ) = 23 . In each cycle of pool-based AL either exploration or exploitation can be applied.
Thus, we have to decide whether explore to or to exploit. This trade-off is handled by an
additional parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, which is compared to a randomly generated number drawn
uniformly from [0, 1].
A disadvantage of AL-HO is the number of additional parameters, α and λ. Both parameters have to be set manually. Moreover, the algorithm cannot handle multi-class problems.
Nevertheless, the intuitive idea of training a classifier that behaves similarly to the oracle may
serve as a goal for new approaches handling uncertain oracles.
6.3.1.3

Disagreement 1 and Disagreement 2

[20] present two algorithms for selecting the next sample to be labeled. The first approach
is called Disagreement 1 and describes the selection of the most influenced instance, which
is measured as a disagreement between the two classifiers hL and hL∪{(x,hL (x))} . hL is a
classification model trained on the labeled set L, whereas hL∪{(x,hL (x)} is trained on L ∪
{(x, hL (x))}. That is, the training set of the new classifier consists of the labeled set L
extended by the instance x with the label hL (x) predicted by the current classifier. The
disagreement serves as an information measure. The first proposed method, Disagreement 1,
measures the disagreement as shown in Equation 6.6.
X
D1 (x) =
1(hL (xi ) 6= hL∪{(x,h(x))} (xi )) · wxi ,
(6.6)
xi ∈U

where 1 is the indicator function, which is defined on a boolean expression ϕ as follows:
(
1, if ϕ is true
1(ϕ) =
.
(6.7)
0, otherwise
First, we consider the case where all weights are set to one, i.e., wxi = 1 f orallxi ∈ U. In
this case, D1 (x) represents the number of unlabeled samples on which the classifiers disagree
(predict different labels). By doing so, additional information regarding the “quantity” of
disagreement is disregarded. Thus, a better approach would be not only to count the instances
on which the classifiers disagree, but to take advantage of the posterior probabilities for a
sample x. Thus, each disagreement can be weighted with a weighting factor computed as the
difference between the posterior probabilities of the two classifiers for the given label:
wx = | max{P (y|x, hL∪{(x,hL (x))} } − max{P (y|x, hL )}|,
y∈Y

y∈Y
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where Y represents the set of possible labels. Integrating these weights into Equation 6.6
results in a weighted disagreement.
Disagreement 2 is another approach, which will select the most influenced (i.e., informative)
sample. Hence, an instance x is selected for labeling, if a committee of classifiers disagree most
about its label. In this case, the committee is
C = {hL∪{(xi ,hL (xi ))} |xi ∈ U}.

(6.9)

That is, the classifiers in C have all the samples in L as part of their training set. They training
sets only differ pairwise on one sample xi from the unlabeled set U. The most influenced
instance is the one where the number of disagreements between the current classifier and the
classifiers trained on one additional sample from U is maximal. The number of disagreements
is computed as follows:
X
D2 (x) =
1(hL (x) 6= hL∪(xi ,hL (xi )) (x)).
(6.10)
xi ∈U

Once again, it is possible to integrate a weighting coefficient in Equation 6.10.
You may ask yourself which role the oracle uncertainty plays in these two approaches. There
was no explicit handling of an uncertain oracle up to this point. Still, Disagreement 2 gives us
an idea on how possibly wrong labels could be identified. Imagine that an instance-label pair
(xq , yq ) is taken from the labeled set L. Thus, the oracle has already labeled the instance xq
with yq , but we are not sure about its correctness. That is why this pair is removed from the
labeled set. As a result we have another set of labeled samples S = L \ {(xq , yq )} that does
not include the currently removed one. The next step is the computation of the mislabeling
value for (xq , yq ) with
X

M (xq , yq ) = max
1(yq 6= hS∪{(x,hL (x))} (xq )) · P (y|xq , hS∪{(x,hL (x))} ) .
(6.11)
y∈Y

x∈U

We can interpret the mislabeling value M (xq , yq ) as the weighted number of disagreements
between a committee of classifiers and the label provided by the oracle. Thus, an appropriate
action would be to remove or relabel the instance which has the highest mislabeling value.
As this action cannot be done in every cycle of active learning, a trade-off parameter α is
introduced. In [20], the authors assume random labeling noise, thus the value of α represents
the probability for giving a wrong label. Thus, the review step is performed only if the number
of cycles is a multiple of α1 . In order to get a better understanding, see Algorithm 1, which was
adapted from [20].
A drawback of the proposed strategy is the additional parameter α that regulates the
frequency of the verification step. We cannot know in advance with which probability an
oracle makes mistakes. Moreover, both Disagreement 1 and 2 have complexity of O(n2 ). Still,
assuming that the most time intensive part of AL is when the oracle performs the labeling
task, the selection of the next sample has to be done within a reasonable amount of time.
From my point of view, as Algorithm 1 tries to detect possible wrong labels with a committee
of classifiers, it might ensure a better detection compared to strategies that employ only one
classifier.
6.3.1.4

Bi-Directional Active Learning (BDAL)

Let us start by recapitulating the comparison between the standard AL and AL with uncertain
human oracles, as it was presented in Figure 6.1. We can notice a major difference in the
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Algorithm 1: Dealing with Noisy Labels inspired by [20]
Input: labeled set L, unlabeled set U, oracle o, classifier h, informativeness measure
D, parameter α
Output: trained classifier h
1 iteration = 0;
2 repeat
3
retrain h on L;
4
select instance x = arg max D(x);
5
query label y from o;
6
add (x, y) to L;
7
if iteration multiple of α1 ;
8
then
9
relabel or remove instance xq with (xq , yq ) = arg max M (xq , yq );
(xq ,yq )∈L
10
11
12

end
iteration ++;
until labeling budget limit reached ;

“flow” of an instance that has been selected for labeling. In case of the standard pool-based
AL cycle (Figure 5.1), you may notice that the instances are selected only from the unlabeled
pool U. After a sample x is selected from U, x is annotated with the label y by an oracle o.
Then the instance-label pair (x, y) is included into L. This pair will never be touched again
with reference to the labeling process. This is a unidirectional flow from the unlabeled pool U
to the labeled pool L. In case of pool-based AL cycle with uncertain oracles (Figure 6.1) an
instance-label pair (x, y) can be selected for “verification”, e.g., relabeling or even removing. In
other words, a sample can move from U to L and reversely. This is obviously a bidirectional
flow and constitutes the main idea of Bidirectional Active Learning (BDAL) [165]. The two
directions can be seen as two-way exploration for acquiring new knowledge and for examining
it. Thus, the main steps of BDAL are forward and backward learning. While in the forward
learning step the most informative instances are selected from the unlabeled pool, the labeled
instances are investigated for correctness in the backward learning step. Therefore, backward
learning can be seen as a verification step. In the following, a probabilistic classifier hL is used,
which is trained on the labeled set L and has P (y|x; hL ) as the posterior distribution of the
label y in Y .
The forward learning is equivalent to the standard pool-based AL. The next instance to
be labeled is selected according to the expected error reduction EER strategy, as shown in
Equation 6.12:
X
X
xF L = arg min
P (y|xi ; hL )
H(yu |xu ; hL∪{(xi ,y)} )
(6.12)
xi ∈U

y∈Y

Whereat,
H(y|x; h) = −

xu ∈U \{xi }

X

yi ∈Y

P (yi |x; h) · log P (yi |x; h)

(6.13)

is the entropy of label y given the instance x and the model h.
In the backward learning step, a so-called “backward instance” has to be detected in the
labeled pool L. This backward instance is characterized as the most responsible one for
the error of the model. Thus, the selection of the backward instance is done in two steps:
instance-level and label-level detection. Instance-level detection focuses on determining the
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backward instance as the one minimizing the expected entropy over the unlabeled set. The
backward instance is selected similar to Equation 6.14:
X
(xBL , yBL ) = arg min
H(yu |xu ; hL\{(x,y)} ),
(6.14)
(x,y)∈L x ∈U
u

where (x, y) is a label-instance pair that was included into the labeled set L. That is, the
sample that improves the model most if it remains unlabeled is xBL . The label-level detection
concentrates on the label of an instance, as the name suggests. Intuitively, the most likely
mislabeled instance xBL shall be found. A new label different to the current of xBL would
minimize the expected entropy calculated over the unlabeled pool U. Accordingly, the instance
xBL can be determined based on the following equation:
(xBL , yBL ) = arg min
(x,y)∈L

X
X
1
·
P (yi |x; hL\{(x,y)} ) ·
H(yu |xu ; HL∪{(x,y)} ),
Z y ∈Y ∧y 6=y
x ∈U
i

(6.15)

u

i

where Z = 1 − P (y|x; hL\{(x,y)} ) serves as normalization coefficient.

After the backward instance xBL with label yBL has been determined, its negative influences
have to be eliminated. There are different options of taking action, as follows:
Undo: Remove the backward instance from labeled set.
Redo (Relabel): Relabel the backward instance with label yRL . If yRL 6= yBL then replace
yBL with yRL , else add a copy (xBL , yBL ) to the labeled set.
Redo (Reselect): Query the label for a new, previously unlabeled, sample in the neighborhood of the backward instance.
Undo is especially suitable for instances found with instance-level detection, whereas Redo
should be used for label-level detected instances. Retraining the classifier after every cycle
of AL is called a serial mode. This approach can be computationally intensive. Hence, the
batch mode can be employed for this strategy. As a result, during every cycle the NF L most
informative instances are selected in the forward learning and the top ranked NBL backward
instances in the backward learning. A simplified version of the BDAL algorithm is illustrated
in Figure 6.4.

A drawback of the algorithm is the necessity of selecting a specific backward learning
strategy. Should we use removing, relabeling, or re-selecting or is a combination of those
strategies the best approach? Selecting forward and backward instances means that we have
two selections and correspondingly a larger computationally burden. Nevertheless, there are
also advantages: BDAL does not depend on the number of oracles and the number of classes
to predict. Additionally, it offers approaches for handling a possibly wrong labeled instance.
Especially re-selecting may be a reasonable approach, as the labels of an instance’s nearest
neighbors might be strongly related to the label of the sample currently being considered. Still,
a similarity measure for determining the nearest neighbor has to be defined and a new query
has to be executed in order to get the label of the nearest neighbor.
6.3.1.5

Active Learning with
Oracle Epiphany (Oracular-EPICAL)

Active Learning with Oracle Epiphany [68] allows the oracle to abstain, i.e., to respond with
no label. Thus, the oracle can refrain from providing a label. If he provides a label, then
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Figure 6.4: Flowchart based on BDAL [165].

the label is considered to be the true one. The method is similar to QBC, but instead of
identifying the sample on which the committee of classifiers disagrees most, it computes a
disagreement region: all the samples on which the classifiers disagree. At first, the samples in
the disagreement region are identified. Then, all the samples that are not in the disagreement
region are labeled by the current classifier. The oracle is asked to provide labels for the samples
in the disagreement region. In case the oracle refrains from providing a label, the learning cycle
is marked as abstention, otherwise the sample is added to the labeled set. In the next step, the
classifier that minimizes the empirical risk on the current labeled set is determined and will be
used in the next query round to label the samples that are not in the disagreement region. For
the next query round, the set of classifiers that have an error less than a dynamically computed
∆ compared to the previously used classifier are selected.
Next, we will take a look into AL strategies with multiple uncertain oracles.
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6.3.2

AL Strategies based on Multiple Uncertain Human Oracles

Working with multiple oracles is reasonable because we can take advantage of their experience
and, hopefully, in this setting we get a lower number of wrong labels. Still, working with
multiple oracles is not straight forward, as the design and implementation of a pool-based AL
raise questions:
• Should we ask more than one oracle for a label of an instance or just the best oracle?
• How can we recognize the performance of the oracles?
• Are there adversarial oracles and, if yes, how can we identify them?
• How can we identify a drop in motivation or the less motivated oracles?
• How can we handle the different remuneration while optimizing for the lowest cost and
best performance?
• How do we deal with the unavailability of the oracle?
As we can see, these questions are indicators that the development of an optimal AL strategy
handling multiple oracles is a complex task. An overview of research in this area is given in
Table 6.2. It expands Table 6.1 by adding the column “Interaction between Oracles” which
indicates whether the corresponding algorithm allows for collaboration between the oracles.
The algorithms listed in Table 6.2 are presented in more detail in the next sections.
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c-Cert [109]

ALConf [141]

MEAL [149]

STAL [54]

ALCU-SVM [169]

ALJ [168]

PM-Active [153]

ALSH [137]

Impact Sampling
[93]

Algorithm

Underlying Selection Strate- Oracle Interaction
gies
multi-class
US, EER, EMC
no
Impact Sampling handles trade-off between single labeling and relabeling by selection of the instance
with highest impact on current model.
binary
US
no
ALSH improves the label quality of an integrated data set by AL and self-healing, which is relabeling
by an omniscient oracle.
binary
EER
no
PM-Active uses a probabilistic model to estimate the labels and the oracle accuracies.
binary
US
no
ALJ estimates the labeling difficulty of a sample, the labels and the expertise of the oracles. The
most uncertain instance is labeled by the best oracle.
binary
US
no
ALCU-SVM allows oracles to answer with “unsure” and uses this information to estimate their
reliabilities.
multi-class
US
yes
The particularity of STAL is that the most unreliable oracle learns from the most reliable one.
binary
US
yes
The expertise depends on the salary of an annotator and the experts are allowed to state that an
instance is “too difficult”.
binary
US + Label Uncertainty
no
The annotators provide confidence scores ∈ [−1, 1] for each sample.
binary
user-defined
no
This k-NN-based approach estimates the confidence of annotators, which provide confidence scores
∈ [0.5, 1].

Label Type

Table 6.2: Algorithms employing multiple uncertain oracles. The stopping criterion was the number of queries.
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6.3.2.1

Impact Sampling

The first algorithm to be discussed is impact sampling, which was proposed in [93]. This
approach can be seen as belonging to the paradigm called Re-active Learning, which represents
a generalization of AL. The goal of Re-active Learning is to actively select an instance for
labeling or relabeling in order to create the best classifier. Impact sampling bears resembles to
optimized probabilistic active learning (OPAL), which was introduced in [83]. Moreover, US
can be viewed as a special case of impact sampling in many settings with uncertain oracles.
The key idea of impact sampling is to select the next instance for labeling or relabeling that
has the biggest impact on the current classifier hL . Therefore, the impact ψy (xi ) of an instance
xi labeled with label y has to be computed. This computation is done as follows:
ψy (xi ) = Px∼D (hL (x) 6= hL⊕{(xi ,y)} (x)),

(6.16)

where D denotes a distribution over the space of instances. We will introduce and discuss the
⊕ operator in a second. In other words, the impact is represented by the probability that the
predicted labels for samples drawn from the distribution D will change due to labeling the
instance xi . The impact of an instance is determined over all available instances X as follows:
1 X
ψy (xi ) =
·
1(hL 6= hL⊕{(xi ,y)} ).
(6.17)
|X | x∈X
The function 1 is the same as in Equation 6.7, the indicator function. Now, let us take a look
at why the operator ⊕ is necessary. The instance-label pair (xi , y) can not be simply added
to L, as it might be the case that (xi , y) has been already labeled, i.e., it is already in he
labeled set L. Therefore, we have to infer an aggregated label, which can be done by applying
a function f to a multi-set Lxi consisting of all labels for xi .

For example, we might have the label 0 twice and label 1 not present in the multi-set.
Thus, Lxi = {0, 0} is a valid and possible multi-set. If we consider majority voting as inference
function f , then, regardless of the next label, we will end up with the same fused label:
f (Lxi ) = f ({0, 0, 0}) = f ({0, 0, 1)} = 0. There will be no change in the inferred label and,
thus, no impact. This possible nearsightedness should be avoided.
To handle the previous problem, a so-called pseudo-lookahead is introduced. It is important
to understand that only instances from the labeled set are confronted with a possible lack of
impact. Instances from the unlabeled set are not affected, as their multi-set of labels is empty.
Note that, if impact sampling considers a labeled instance xi , the operator ⊕ does not affect
the training of the classifier, as it is trained with the new label yinew for instance xi instead of
using the aggregated label f (Lxi ∪ {yinew }). Next, the impact ψyinew (xi ) is determined according
to Equation 6.17.
In order to consider all labels Lxi of xi , a new parameter ρ is introduced, which represents
the minimum of extra labels necessary to change the inferred label from f (Lxi ) to yinew . The
following example will make clear why and how ρ is computed. Once again, we have Lxi = {0, 0}
as the multi-set. If yinew is 0, then is ρ = 0, because we do not need any additional 0 labels to
flip the decision. On the other hand, if yinew = 1, then to flip the current inferred label from
0 to 1 requires two more labels from class 1. Thus, ρ takes the value 2. The impact is then
weighted with the inverse of max(1, ρ), which is a normalized impact of a single label. Thus, ρ
is computed as follows:
ψynew (xi )
ψyinew (xi ) ← i
.
(6.18)
max(1, ρ)
Putting all together, the impact ψy (xi ) of an instance xi has to be computed for every possible
label y ∈ Y . The computed impacts for xi are then combined in ψxi by either taking the
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maximum of impacts or weighing them with the posterior probabilities P (y|xi ). The sample
xi with the highest impact ψxi is selected for (re)labeling by another uncertain oracle.
On the one hand, impact sampling tries to solve the trade-off between single labeling and
relabeling automatically and it also considers future labels to avoid a myopic selection. On
the other hand, it can be computationally intensive and it does not consider the selection of
oracles for labeling a picked instance. For a comprehensive description please see [93].
6.3.2.2

Active Learning with Self-Healing (ALSH)

An approach that focuses on multiple oracles is active learning with self-healing (ALSH) [137].
This approach is different from the previous strategies, as it was developed for labeling data sets
through crowdsourcing. This means that the information about the possible labels are queried
from a large number of people. Moreover, the labels are inferred by a consensus integration
algorithm, such as those proposed in [136, 120, 159]. The most known and widely used is
the already mentioned majority voting approach. For an overview of consensus integration
algorithms please refer to [161].
Coming back to ALSH, we have an integrated (labeled) data set L that was determined
based on a consensus integration algorithm from a crowdsourcing campaign. The integrated
labels in L may be incorrect, as the oracles (crowd workers) are neither omniscient nor
infallible. However, it is necessary to note that the applied consensus integration algorithm
cannot guaranty absolute correctness either. Consequently, a further improvement of the label
correctness in L is useful. As the name of ALSH has already indicated, there are two main
parts, namely: AL and self-healing.
The AL part deals with the selection of possibly wrong labeled instances that negatively
affect the performance of the classifier. In a subsequent step, these most uncertain instances
are relabeled by an oracle assumed to give the right answer. Random forests [21] are used to
estimate the uncertainty of an instance. Thus, the uncertainty of a sample x can be computed
as follows:
m
1 X
(i)
uncertainty(x) =
(6.19)
P (+|x, hL ) − 0.5 ,
m i=1

where P (+|x, hiL ) denotes the posterior probability of x belonging to the positive class + and
(i)
m represents the number of the respective model. As random forests were employed, hL
represents a decision tree. The most uncertain instance
(x∗ , y) = arg min uncertainty(x)

(6.20)

(x,y)∈L

is the one that has the most similar probabilities of belonging to the different classes. Correspondingly, it is most difficult to assign a label to this most uncertain instance. Next, the
selected sample x∗ is annotated with the true label y ∗ by the oracle supposed to know the true
class and the labeled data set L is updated accordingly.
As we can notice, the self-healing is based on the predictions of the classifier. There are no
extra costs apart from the computation time. Therefore, the remaining samples in L can be
labeled by the current classifier.

ALSH is a strategy that makes a strong assumption about the existence of an oracle
that knows the correct answer, which is similar to assuming an omniscient oracle. From
my perspective, this conflicts with the assumed uncertainty of the crowd of oracles. Yet, in
a practical application, the role of the omniscient oracle can be taken by a domain expert.
Furthermore, no description of self-healing’s exact functionality is given. Nevertheless, the idea
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of this approach is interesting, as a good self-healing mechanism may reduce the number of
queries. Still, to establish such a mechanism, the classifier should show a high performance,
otherwise its predictions have a higher chance of being wrong.
6.3.2.3

Probabilistic Model of Active Learning (PMActive)

ALSH and impact sampling focus on improving the label quality by relabeling. There is no
explicit oracle selection. However, the challenges of pool-based AL pointed out the importance
of an adequate oracle selection. The next presented approach, called PMActive [153], aims at
selecting the most reliable oracle for annotating the instance. The problem the authors try
to solve is the estimation of oracle reliabilities in combination with the unknown true labels.
To reach their goal, they rely on a probabilistic model, which is defined over three random
variables X, Y , Z and has the following structure:
X → Y → Z with X ∈ X, Y ∈ Y, Z ∈ Z,

(6.21)

where X = {x1 , . . . , xn } are the instances, Y = {y1 , . . . , yn } the true labels, and Z =
n
{z11 , z12 , . . . , zji , . . . , zm
} contains the labels given by the multiple oracles in O. zji denotes
the label of instance xi provided by oracle oj ∈ O. Y is a hidden random, i.e., latent, variable,
as we do not know the true labels. The probability that a given instance belongs to a label
assigned by an oracle can be computed as follows:
X
P (Z|X) =
P (Z|X, Y ) · P (Y |X).
(6.22)
Y

This equation can be further simplified, as P (Z|X, Y ) = P (Z|Y ). This simplification assumes
that the reliabilities of the oracles depend only on the true label, thus, the instance itself does
not influence directly the label provided by an oracle. If the oracle is omniscient, then given
a class k the probability P (Z = k|Y = k) is always one. This means that the given label is
always equal to the true label. When we are confronted with uncertain oracles, P (Z = k|y = k)
is in the range (0, 1). The objective is to determine the two conditional distributions P (Z|Y )
and P (Y |X) based on the currently observed data. This goal can be reached by maximizing
P (Z|X) in Equation 6.23:
∗
(PZ|Y
, PY∗ |X ) = arg max P (Z|X).
PZ|Y ,PY |X

(6.23)

P (Z|Y ) is assumed to be a Bernoulli distribution with the model parameter 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1.
Accordingly, we can define φkj = P (zij = k|yi = k) as the probability that the oracle oj labels
instances belonging to class k correctly. The distribution P (Y |X) is modeled by a logistic
regression fw : X → Y with the parameter w. In order to estimate these parameters, the
maximum conditional likelihood estimation is applied. Since the true labels are hidden, an
EM approach is applied.
The reliability (or accuracy) φkj of an oracle is estimated in an iterative process based on
a Bayesian approach. More precisely, a Beta prior is used in P (φkj |αjk , βjk ) = Beta(φkj |αjk , βjk ),
where αjk − 1 represents the current number of labels equal to k provided by oracle oj and
βjk − 1 denotes the current number of labels not equal to k.
Another important aspect besides modeling the reliabilities of the oracles is the instance
selection. The authors propose the use of the widely known EER (Section 5.1.1.2), which is
based on the current state of the classifier hL trained on the labeled set L.

Altogether, a cycle in PMActive has the following simplified structure related to our
proposed general framework of AL:
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1. Select most informative instance x according to the EER strategy and set U ← U \ {x}.
2. Select most reliable oracle o having the highest accuracy φkj .
3. Let the oracle o annotate the instance x with label z.
4. Update the sets X ← X ∪ {x}, Z ← Z ∪ {z}, and L ← L ∪ {(x, z)}.
5. Retrain current classifier, including probabilistic model.
The retraining step includes the estimation of the true labels for all instances as well as
updating the reliabilities of the oracles.
PMActive has an intuitive goal: make use of the high performing oracles. Moreover, it allows
for integrating prior knowledge by adjusting initial parameters of the Beta prior. A further
advantages is that the reliability of an oracle is estimated for a specific class. Nevertheless,
PMActive assumes that the reliability of an oracle depends only on that class. This assumption
may not be always satisfied, as the instances may have different difficulty levels within a class.
6.3.2.4

An Active Learning Approach for Jointly Estimating
Worker Performance (ALJ)

The strategy ALJ [168] goes one step further, by relying on a Bayesian network that provides not
only estimations for true labels and oracle expertise but also an estimation for instance difficulty.
Figure 6.5 shows the structure of the corresponding network. The random variables are:
n
Y ∈ {y1 , . . . , yn } as true labels, Z ∈ {z11 , z12 , . . . , zji , . . . , zm
} as annotations, B ∈ {β1 , . . . , βn }
as instance difficulties, and A ∈ {α1 , . . . αm } as oracle expertise.
B

A

Z

Y

Figure 6.5: Bayesian network according to [151].

This model was proposed in [151]. The expertise of an oracle oi is defined as αi ∈ (−∞, ∞).
If αi tends to ∞, then the oracle provides almost always the true label. Analogously, if αi tends
to −∞, then the oracle provides in almost every case a wrong label. The oracle oi randomly
guesses the label if αi = 0. The difficulty of an instance xj is described by the parameter
βj ∈ (0, +∞). If β1j tends to zero, then the instance is very easy to label, whereas an increasing
value of β1j represents increasing labeling difficulty for sample xi . With this parameter setting,
the probability that an oracle oi annotates the instance xj with the correct label yj can be
calculated as follows:
1
P (zji = yj |αi , βj ) =
.
(6.24)
1 + e−αi βj
Let us take a look at an example where αj = 0. Then, the probability P (zji = yj |αi , βj ) =
1
= 12 is 0.5. This shows that the oracle makes a random guess in case of binary classification
e−0·βj
problems, which are considered here. In the graphical model in Figure 6.5, the variable Z is
the only one that is observable. Thus, only the labels provided by the oracles are known, the
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other parameters are unknown. Once again, an EM approach is used to estimate the optimal
parameters. Based on this model and a risk measurement [168], the instance with the highest
risk is selected for labeling and annotated by the oracle with highest estimated expertise αi∗ .
Nevertheless, there are reasons for adjusting the oracle selection:
• a∗i is just an estimation of the real expertise of oracle oi . The case may occur when
another oracle has more expertise.
• Focusing only on the best assumed oracle may result in poor estimation for the other
oracles (poor exploration), as they do not get the chance to provide labels.
A possible modification of the oracle selection is offered by the -greedy selection algorithm
used in the area of reinforcement learning [86]. This selection algorithm chooses the oracle oi
with the probability 1 − , with epsilon ∈ [0, 1). The selection mechanism is mathematically
formalized in Equation 6.25:

1 −  +  , i = arg max αj∗
m
j
p(i) =
,
(6.25)
  , otherwise
m
where m is the total number of oracles.

ALJ explicitly considers the labeling difficulty of an instance, which is in my opinion a
more realistic model. Furthermore, the experiments confirmed that a separation of the oracles
regarding their expertise is possible. Still, separating the oracles is rather a rough distinction
between bad and good oracles. So, granular separation should be aimed at. Furthermore, the
restriction to binary classification problems is a drawback of this approach. Finally, every
oracle has a global expertise and every instance a global difficulty estimate. However, the
difficulty of an instance depends also on the expertise of the oracle.
6.3.2.5

Active Learning from Crowds with
Unsure Option (ALCU-SVM)

The specialty of the ALCU-SVM algorithm [169] is the permission of “unsure” feedback as label.
A binary classification problem is considered for simplification. Nevertheless, also multi-class
problems can be solved by ALCU-SVM.
Binary classification in this case means that the set of labels contain three possible values:
−1 and 1 for the two classes and 0 to express uncertainty. Thus, the possible labels are
contained in Y = {−1, 0, 1}. The target classifier trained with the labeled set L is denoted as
X
hL (x) =
αk K(xk , x) + b
(6.26)
k

which is an SVM [130]. Intuitively, a query is only advantageous if the correct label is assigned
to the queried instance. The correctness of a label depends on an instance x as well as on
the reliability of the oracle ot ∈ O. Consequently, this reliability has to be considered and is
modeled by a further SVM
X
gLt (x) =
βt,k Kt (xk , x) + ct .
(6.27)
k

gLt is trained on the currently labeled instances Lt ⊆ L given by the oracle ot . Based on the
provided labels, a new binary classification problem can be defined, where the unsure option 0
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is the negative class and the annotation with either 1 or −1 labels belong to the positive class.
Since this strategy relies on crowds too, a function Ω(x) ∈ {−1, 1} describing the reliability of
the crowd is introduced. Ω(x) takes the value 1, if at least one oracle in the crowd is able to
provide the label for the instance x. If no oracle is able to provide a label, Ω(x) is equal to −1.
In the next step, the next instance to be labeled and a corresponding oracle are determined.
Equations 6.28 and 6.29 mathematically describe the selection mechanism:
!2
X
∗
x = arg min
αk K(xk , x) + b + C(1 − Ω(x)),
(6.28)
x∈U

k

o∗t = arg max gLt (x∗ ).
ot ∈O

(6.29)

Equation 6.28 handles the trade-off between maximizing uncertainty and the possible existence
of at least one reliable oracle. The parameter C controls this trade-off. An increasing C results
in an increasing importance of at least one reliable oracle’s existence.
The modeling of a crowd reliability is not infallible. Especially during the first learning
cycles less training data is available. Thus, the estimated reliabilities of a crowd’s oracles may
be poor. To solve this problem, the most uncertain instance xU S is selected. The selection of
xU S is done using Equation 6.28 with C = 0. As a matter of course, labeling xU S is only an
additional process, if the previous selected instance x∗ is different from xU S .
In Chapter 6.1, I have already pointed out that labeling can be imbalanced. To handle the
problem of imbalanced labeling, the training instances used to build the reliability model can
be weighted proportionally to the size of the classes.
ALCU-SVM offers the oracles the possibility to reply with “unsure” instead providing a
label for an instance. This is a useful approach, as it allows for learning the reliability of an
oracle. Still, this approach is based on the assumption that the oracles are aware of their
missing expertise. Since oracles do not always know whether they are unsure, this modeling
approach could fail. The restriction to SVM as classifiers offers further research potential,
e.g., a generalization towards other classifiers. Moreover, the trade-off parameter C has to be
manually set to a suitable value for an optimal result.
6.3.2.6

Self-Taught Active Learning from Crowds (STAL)

Self-Taught Active Learning from Crowds (STAL) [54] can work with multiple oracles that
possess different reliabilities. The problems that this approach tries to solve are the noisiness
of the oracles and that they do not collaborate. Thus, the goal is to expand the knowledge set
by learning complementary knowledge from another imperfect oracle. STAL tries to address
the following challenges:
• selection of the next instance by taking all oracles as a whole into consideration,
• identifying the most reliable oracles, and
• self-taught learning between the oracles (only between the most certain and the most
uncertain).
The self-taught learning employs a probabilistic model (Gaussian mixture model) to characterize
the knowledge of each oracle. Then, by using an EM approach, the model parameters are
determined. Finally, the knowledge of the most reliable oracle is used to teach the most
unreliable oracle. The STAL algorithm performs the following steps repetitively:
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1. Select the most informative instance based on the US selection strategy.
2. Determine the most reliable oracle w.r.t. the selected instance.
3. Request a label from the selected oracle.
4. Determine the most unreliable oracle regarding the selected instance.
5. Self-taught learning: expand the knowledge set of the unreliable oracle with the labeled
instance.
6. Retrain the model.
For a comprehensive description of the STAL, please refer to [54].
6.3.2.7

Multiple Expert Active Learning (MEAL)

The multiple expert AL (MEAL) framework proposed in [149] assumes annotators who provide
labels of varying cost and quality. An annotator belongs either to the category of (cheap)
novices or to the category of (expensive) experts. This categorization is predefined due to
the salaries of the annotators. The main assumption is that novices can self-assess when they
cannot provide the right label. If this is the case, then the instance is presented to an expert
for labeling. For this purpose, a novice is allowed to reject labeling a given instance. This
rejection indicates that the sample is too difficult for the corresponding novice and, as a result
of this feedback, the instance is labeled by an expert. Hence, the labeling costs are reduced by
querying labels of expensive experts only for difficult instances. Moreover, US is applied to
determine useful instances.
6.3.2.8

Active Learning with Confidence-based Answers
for Crowdsourcing Labeling Tasks (ALConf )

[141] propose the framework of AL with confidence-based answers for crowdsourcing labeling
tasks (ALConf). It aims at aggregating the answers of the annotators of the crowd for creating
highly accurate data sets at minimal labeling costs. For this purpose, an annotator a is required
to provide a confidence score ca,x ∈ [−1, 1] for an instance. Only binary classification tasks are
considered (N = 2). Thus, the probability P (Y = 1 | X = x, a) estimated by annotator a and
describing the belief that instance x belongs to class 1 is computed by
P (Y = 1 | X = x, a) =

ca,x + 1
.
2

(6.30)

Relying on these probability estimates provided by multiple annotators for a single instance, a
class label is aggregated by determining the maximum likelihood solution of a Beta distribution
given the observed confidence scores. The inferred mean of this Beta distribution is an estimate
of the true class posterior probability. For the instance selection, US is applied in combination
with the confidence intervals obtained by the Beta distribution. Hence, it selects instances for
which the classifier and the decision regarding the aggregated label are uncertain.
6.3.2.9

Active Learning with c-Certainty

Active Learning with c-Certainty (c-Cert), proposed in [109], aims at guaranteeing a userdefined threshold c ∈ [0.5, 1] for the correctness of the class labels used for training a classifier.
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The main idea is to relabel an instance until the instance’s label certainty reaches the certainty
threshold c. Instances are selected by a user-defined selection strategy, e.g., US, EER, or PAL.
For labeling an instance x, an annotator a provides an estimated class label ya,x ∈ Y = {1, 2}
and a confidence score ca,x ∈ [0.5, 1] as additional feedback. Such a confidence score is assumed
to describe P (Y = ya,x | X = x, a) = ca,x , which is the probability estimated by annotator a,
that ya,x is the correct class label of instance x. The label certainty of instance x for class y
is denoted by P (Y = y | X = x, Ai ), where Ai = {a1 , . . . , ai } contains all i annotators who
have already labeled instance x. This label certainty is computed by
(
P (y | x, a1 ), if i = 1,
P (Y = y | X = x, Ai ) =
(6.31)
P (y|x,Ai−1 )·P (y|x,ai )
, if i > 1,
P (y|x,Ai−1 )·P (y|x,ai )+(1−P (y|x,Ai−1 ))·(1−P (y|x,ai ))
where the notation of the random variables is partially omitted in favor of the readability.
The label certainty threshold c for instance x is reached after the ith label acquisition, if the
following criterion is met:
max(P (Y = 1 | X = x, Ai ), 1 − P (Y = 1 | X = x, Ai )) ≥ c.

(6.32)

To train a classifier, the label certainty is used to aggregate a label according to
arg max(P (Y = y | X = x, Ai )).

(6.33)

y∈{1,2}

A model for the estimation of an annotator’s confidence is proposed to reduce the number of
asked annotators per instance. Such a confidence model is based on the k-NN approach and
is evaluated on the confidence scores of each annotator. It predicts the confidence score for
sample x and annotator a according to
P
1
· (x0 ,ca,x0 )∈La,k,x ca,x0
k
P
ĉa,x =
,
(6.34)
1 + k1 · (x0 ,ca,x0 )∈La,k,x ||x − x0 ||
where La,k,x contains the k-nearest neighbors (with confidence scores) of instance x among the
instances labeled by annotator a.

An illustration of this model is given in Fig 6.6. Based on the confidence predictions for
each annotator, the annotators are ranked (ordered) for a selected instance. The sample is first
labeled by the annotator with the maximal estimated confidence. The next annotators are
selected according to the order of their estimated confidences until the label certainty threshold
is reached or each annotator has been queried.
The right plot of Fig. 6.6 indicates a major problem regarding the k-NN based confidence
model. Although, the confidence information for the instances are restricted to the left area of
the feature space, the confidence model propagates this information, so that the confidence
scores for the annotator are expected to be small for each instance of the data set. As a
result, it may be the case that the annotator is never requested for providing another label. In
Chapter 10, a confidence model is proposed to overcome this issue.

6.4

Conclusion

In this section, we looked at approaches that try to handle uncertain human oracles in poolbased AL. By now, we have seen that the most prominent distinction between the approaches
is the number of uncertain oracles: either a single one or multiple ones.
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Figure 6.6: Confidence estimation with a k-NN based confidence model: The circles represent onedimensional instances, which are plotted according to their feature value x1 and the true confidence
scores ca,x for annotator a. The number of neighbors is set to k = 3. The gray circles are unlabeled,
whereas the blue circles represent labeled instances, for which the true confidence scores are obtained.
The red curves represent the estimated confidence scores ĉa,x . Compared to the left plot, the confidence
predictions are inaccurate in the right plot, because they underestimate the true confidence scores of
annotator a.

The presented approaches were mostly tested on data sets with true labels. To simulate the
uncertainty, the labels were adjusted by applying various methods, e.g., simulation of uncertain
oracles, flipping a label with a specific probability, etc.
Correspondingly, I think that the next step is to develop a framework that standardizes the
way the oracles are simulated. This challenge is addressed in the next Section 7, Annotator
Simulation.
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Chapter 7
Simulation of Error-prone Oracles
Consider the following problem: we have access to a large set of unlabeled images, and we have
the possibility to buy labels for any data point. Our first goal is to train a classifier with the
highest possible accuracy. A feasible approach is to label all the images and, then, train the
classifier on the labeled data set. Now, suppose we have a limited budget, which does not allow
us to label all images. Our second goal is to keep the costs to a minimum. Thus, we need
a strategy to determine which images should be labeled. A naive approach would be to select
the images at random or in a predefined order. But, we can do better than that if we make
use of a selection strategy that selects the most informative images. Precisely at this point,
AL comes in, more specifically pool-based AL. The learning cycle is presented in Figure 7.1:
there is a large set of unlabeled data and our goal is to train a model (e.g., a classifier).
Thus, we need to select the most informative data points based on a selection strategy
and present them to an annotator (e.g., a domain expert), generally called oracle, for labeling.
The labeled samples are added to the training set (the set with labeled data), the classifier is
updated and, depending on the chosen stopping criterion (e.g., is there still money in our
budget?), we continue to ask for more labels or not.

Figure 7.1: Pool-based active learning cycle.

At this point we can ask ourselves: Are the labels provided by the human annotators
correct? Probably not, as we can assume that humans are prone to errors (Section 7.2). Thus,
a new question arise: How can we deal with uncertainty regarding the labels? A first
step towards answering the previous question is to develop techniques for simulating human
experts prone to error. As we assume that they are unsure regarding the classification decision,
we call these annotators uncertain oracles. Thus, this chapter focuses on presenting:
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• cases in which an uncertain oracle misclassifies data (see Section 7.3) and
• techniques for simulating uncertain oracles for AL (see Section 7.4).
This chapter is structured as follows: First, the possible causes for erroneous labels are
presented, followed by defining the term “uncertainty” (Section 7.2). Then, various types
of expertise (Section 7.3) are categorized. Section 7.4 introduces possible approaches for
simulating uncertain oracles. Next, a brief description of related simulation techniques is
summarized in Section 7.1. Finally, Section 6.4 draws conclusions for this chapter.

7.1

Brief Analysis of Related Work

Oracles are simulated with different types of accuracies in [53]: 10% of samples are incorrect,
20% unknown, and 70% uncertain knowledge. k-means clustering is implied in [54] to generate
the concepts and to assign the oracles to different clusters, in order to simulate the experience
(in the article called “knowledge sets”). Clustering is used in [169], where some clusters represent
regions for which the oracles are allowed to reply with “unsure”. Virtual oracles for binary
classification, with different labeling qualities, controlled by two parameters that represent the
label accuracy regarding the two classes, are employed in [162]. A uniform distribution has been
proposed in [87] to simulate various behavior of the oracles. Randomly flipping labels with a
specific probability [155] and ranges for the noise rate [49] may be applied to simulate uncertain
oracles. [164] uses a Gaussian distribution to simulate the expertise of oracles. Nevertheless,
multiple oracles have been simulated without varying the label quality [137].

7.2

Motivation – The Problem

As we have previously seen, it is obvious that oracles are not always right. On the one hand,
the performance of human annotators (human oracles) depends on multiple factors, such as:
expertise, experience, level of concentration, level of interest, or level of fatigue [27].
On the other hand, the labels may come from simulations or test stands. Once again, it is
justifiable to assume that due to imperfect simulations, sensor noise, or transmission errors,
the labels are subject to uncertainty.
Depending on the difficulty of the labeling task, the oracles might be right in case of
“easy” classification problems. The more difficult a classification task is, the likelier it is that
the oracle has a higher degree of doubt (i.e., is more uncertain) about its answer. Thus,
the label uncertainty depends on the difficulty of the classification task. The difficulty is
represented by the number of steps an annotator has to perform for determining the right
class, the designated time, and the risk involved by misclassification. These factors come in
addition to the previously presented sources of uncertainty, such as required knowledge for
problem understanding, experience regarding similar classification problems or labeling tasks,
concentration, or tiredness.
What do we understand under the term “uncertainty”? When humans are asked
to provide information about an actual situation, the confidence regarding the given answer
depends on diverse factors, such as the difficulty/complexity to assess that information, previous
experience, or knowledge. Certainly, there are circumstances when we cannot state our answer
with absolute confidence. Thus, we tend to add additional information about the quality of
our answer, i.e., to quantify and qualify our confidence [105].
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On these grounds, we cannot assume that the oracles are omniscient, but we have to soften
the assumption of omniscience: An oracle may be wrong. In this context, the “uncertainty” is
the degree of confidence for a given label. Consequently, we ask ourselves, how can we make
use of the uncertain oracles, especially, how can we exploit the oracle’s firm knowledge?

7.3

Human Expertise

When an expert has worked for a long period on a classification task, she/he possesses more
“experience”. That is, she/he has seen and labeled more data than an oracle that has just
started to work on the labeling task. Therefore, such an oracle possesses global expertise about
the classification problem. On the other hand, depending on how difficult the classification
problem is or on the degree of expertise and experience, the oracle may bear only limited
knowledge about the learning task, i.e., local expertise.
At this point, we assume that the expertise of an oracle (its degree of uncertainty) is
time-invariant.

7.3.1

Global Expertise

The annotators have a global expertise in the sense that their knowledge is not limited to a
certain region of the input space or to a specific class. They “know” the problem in all its
aspects. Still, they may possess different levels of expertise. Moreover, samples exist that are
hard to label for both the learning system as well as for the oracles. For example, samples that
lie near the decision boundary of a classifier are good examples for data points that might be
difficult to label by the oracle and the active learner.
From a practical point of view, we may ask the oracles to provide additional information
when they provide labels for samples. This is required for assessing their certainty, or rather
their uncertainty regarding the provided answer. Such additional information [27] may include
asking for:
1. a degree of confidence for one class,
2. membership probabilities for each class,
3. a difficulty estimate, or
4. a relative difficulty estimate for two data points.
In the first case, a sample is presented to the oracle, for example an image. The oracle is
asked to provide a class label for the sample and to estimate its degree of confidence. Further
help regarding the degree of confidence may be provided: e.g., a graphical control element with
which the oracle sets a certainty value by moving an indicator on a predefined scale (i.e., a
slider). Thus, a possible answer may look like “I select class «cat» and I rate my certainty 3
on a scale from 1 to 4, where 4 is the highest score”.
Another possibility is to ask the oracle to provide class estimates for each of the possible
categories. Given a 3-class classification problem, an answer may be “The self estimated
probability for the first class is 0%, for the second class 30%, and for the third class 70%.”.
The last two cases address settings in which the oracle has to estimate how difficult it was
for her/him to label a specific data point. A possible answer may be “I choose class «cat» and
it was hard for me to determine it.”, if she/he was asked to label only one sample, or “It was
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easier for me to label the image depicting a «cat» than the one showing a «liger»”, if she/he
was asked to label two images simultaneously.

7.3.2

Local Expertise

The oracles possess a local expertise in the sense that they do not have enough “experience”.
They can only recognize specific classes, they are more reliable for specific regions of the input
space, or for certain features.
We can assume that, in some applications, the oracles have not only diverse degrees of
experience and expertise, but they have various levels of proficiency for different parts of the
classification problem. For example, the oracle may be more confident and adept in detecting
certain classes. The quality of the given answers and their confidence may vary over the regions
of the input space or it may depend on the considered features (dimension of the input space).
It is not required to change the way the active learner queries new labels. The query
approaches described in Section 7.3.1 can be adopted for this case too.

7.3.3

Disparate Features

Up to this point we assumed that the oracle and the active learner are considering the same
features for solving the classification problem. But, this is not always the case. For example,
complex processes happen in our brains when we examine an image. It is hard to say which
“features” we consider when trying to recognize or evaluate the content of that specific image.
Still, the active learner “views” the same image, but it may consider additional features, such
as histograms, or apply filters (e.g., anisotropic diffusion [150] or median [171] filters) or
transformations (e.g., Fourier [36] or Hough [112] transform) on the image. Obviously, we
can provide these additional information to the oracles, but the active learner might not have
access to all features that were “extracted” by the oracles.
Once again, the answers expected from oracles can be implied from Section 7.3.1. But,
you may ask yourself why we do not ask the oracle for additional information regarding the
features that it considers for its decision. As I focus on classification tasks, I do not consider it
in this work, but it is definitely an interesting research topic, commonly referred to as active
feature selection [95].

7.4

Simulate Error-prone Annotators

A first step towards exploiting the knowledge of an uncertain oracle would be to analyze how
the current AL paradigms perform in combination with multiple oracles. But, such experiments
are costly, both in terms of money and time. If we are able to successfully simulate uncertain
oracles, then we can better investigate the performance of the selection strategies and of the
classifiers without generating additional costs. Moreover, based on the gathered knowledge
from the investigation of current active learning techniques in a dedicated collaborative
interactive learning (D-CIL) context, we can develop new ones, that take uncertainty into
consideration. That brings us to the following question: How can we simulate uncertain oracles
(error-prone annotators)?
In the following, different approaches for simulating uncertain oracles are described.
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7.4.1

Omniscient Oracles

For the sake of completeness, we shortly take a look at how an omniscient oracle can be
simulated and what we understand under the term experience in this context. Simulating this
type of oracle is straight forward: The simulation returns the true labels for all the samples.
That is, the labels are not manipulated in any way.
What should we understand under the term experience? We define the experience
as the number of samples the uncertain oracle has already seen and labeled. Thus, when
we consider the complete data set for training a classifier (i.e., supervised learning) we can
simulate an uncertain oracle with maximal global experience. Global, in the sense that the
expertise is not limited to a region of the input space or to a specific class.

7.4.2

Uncertain Oracles with Global Expertise

At first, we concentrate on how to simulate uncertain oracles with global expertise and global
experience. We assume that the samples lying near the decision boundary of the classifier are
hard to classify for both the human expert (human oracle) as well as for the classifier. Thus,
we can simulate an uncertain oracle by randomly altering (changing) the classes of the samples
lying near the decision boundary. A legit question may arise: What is the “right” decision
boundary? We do not know, but we can estimate it. As one of the goals of AL is to be as
good as a learner trained in a supervised way, we can train a classifier in a supervised way
(e.g., by using the whole data set). The decision boundary resulting from this classifier can be
used to determine the samples for which the labels should be altered.
The next challenge is to simulate oracles that have different levels of experience. For
example, the oracle may have just started labeling samples for this type of problem. Thus, it
has only labeled a few samples and, of course, its experience is based on a few samples. One
possible way to simulate its “experience” is to reduce the number of samples on which the
classifier is trained. As a classifier is used as a model of the experience, we increase the level
of uncertainty when we reduce the number of samples. By doing so, we simulate an oracle
that has little experience. Depending on the reduction factor, uncertain oracles with different
levels of experience can be simulated. Moreover, we can split the data in such a way, that the
training set of the classifier used to simulate the uncertain oracle is larger than the pool of
unlabeled data. Thus, the data from which the uncertain oracles gathered their experience is
larger than the data from which the active learner can select samples for labeling. Therefore,
we can simulate oracles with high degree of expertise.
Another possibility to simulate uncertain oracles with different levels of experience is to
alternate the parameter values of the classifiers. For example, we can simulate the expertise of
an uncertain oracle with a classifier trained with default parameters. For a better expertise,
we can imply heuristics (e.g., grid search) to find suitable parameters.
Furthermore, expertise can be simulated by different types of classifiers. We can use
generative or discriminative classifiers for simulating the expertise of an expert.
Last but not least, we can add noise to the feature values. Of course, this is not always
possible, as it depends on the type of feature (i.e., nominal, continuous, ordinal, etc.) and on
the value range. By doing so, we can simulate uncertain oracles that have an experience built
on similar samples.
In a nutshell, we can simulate oracles with global and various degrees of expertise by
• modifying (altering) the classes of the samples lying near the decision boundary,
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• training different classifier types for various uncertain oracles, and
• training a classifier
– on training sets of different size (more or less samples than in the pool of unlabeled
data),
– using different parametrization strategies and parameter sets, or
– adding noise to the feature values (if possible and if it makes sense).
Additionally, any combination of the previous simulations can be implied. For example, if we
want to simulate an oracle with little global expertise based on similar samples, we can reduce
the training set of the classifier and add noise to the feature values.

7.4.3

Uncertain Oracles with Local Expertise

The expertise of an oracle can be restricted to a certain class or to a specific region of the input
space. Thus, to simulate a better expertise with respect to one or more classes, we can change
the labels of the samples belonging to the classes for which we would like to simulate little (or
no) expertise. It is also possible to exclude samples belonging to one class, which translates to
“the uncertain oracle has no expertise regarding this specific class”. One possible approach is
to train a generative classifier on these data. The resulting classifier estimates the processes
that are supposed to generate the data, i.e., one process generates samples belonging to one
class. That is, a process generates samples belonging uniquely to one class. Therefore, we
can artificially change the labels of the estimated processes, which results in an erroneousness
classification of samples that were assumed to be generated by that process.
The expertise of the uncertain oracles may be restricted to a specific region of the input
space. Depending on the feature values, the labeling quality can suffer. For example, an
uncertain oracle is more accurate regarding samples that lie in regions of the input space
which have been previously seen or learned by the oracle. I propose two ways to simulate the
local expertise: (1) by using various classifier types and (2) by deliberately altering the class
affiliations of the samples lying in those regions.
By using different classifier types, the regions of the input space are modeled in different
ways and, thus, the result of the classification may vary.
By modifying the classes of the samples lying in specific regions of the input space, the
result of the classifier is modified. That is, for samples lying in these regions, the expertise of
the uncertain oracle is diminished.
The difference between class based experience and region based experience is showed in
Figure 7.2. Here, we have a region of the input space where two classes strongly overlap, green
◦’s and blue +’s. If we assume that a human expert has firm knowledge about class green ◦,
then he will probably label the samples that belong to the green class correctly and the others
not (higher error rate for blue + and red 4). On the other had, assuming that the oracle
correctly labels samples in a given region of the input space leads us to the conclusion that it
labels correctly all the samples in the specified region. For example, the uncertain oracle has
a region based expertise for samples having feature values ∈ [−1.5, 1.5], will lead to correct
class affiliation for samples lying in this region. In this concrete case, samples lying in the
square defined by (−1.5, −1.5) and (1.5, 1.5) and belonging to either class green ◦ or blue +
are labeled correctly.
An overview of the introduced simulation methods is presented in Figure 7.3. The core
of the simulation techniques is the assumption regarding which features are considered. The
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Figure 7.2: Samples belonging to three classes (green ◦’s, blue +’s, and red 4’s) depicted in the input
space, whereby the processes generating samples belonging to green ◦’s and blue +’s strongly overlap.

described simulation methods can be applied for both cases: When the uncertain oracle
considers the same features as the active learner and when not.
Now that the theoretical foundations for simulating uncertain oracles are set, we will take
a look at the practical application of simulation techniques.
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Figure 7.3: Types of expertise and possible simulation practices.
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Chapter 8
Practical Application of Simulation with
Examples
In real-world scenarios, human annotators are often responsible for providing the class labels.
Unfortunately, there is no guaranty for the omniscience of those annotators. Hence, annotators
are prone to error respectively uncertain, so that the class labels assigned to samples may be
false [28]. The labeling performance of an annotator is affected by many factors, e.g., expertise,
experience, concentration, level of fatigue and so on [28] as we have previously seen. Moreover,
the difficulty of a sample affects the correctness of a labeling process [151].
To evaluate an AL strategy in the setting of uncertain annotators, class labels of the
uncertain oracles are required to be available. Still, there is a lack of data sets containing
information about the uncertainty of the oracles. As a result, recently published AL strategies
are evaluated on simulated oracles. The employed simulation techniques are diverse [28]. The
developed annotlib represents a Python library of these techniques and implements additional
methods, which simulate realistic characteristics of uncertain annotators. This way, a library
simplifying and standardizing the evaluation of AL strategies coping with uncertain annotators
is introduced.

8.1

Pool-based Active Learning Cycle
with Multiple Annotators

Pool-based AL with multiple uncertain oracles is a cyclic process, illustrated in Fig. 8.1. The
available data is divided into two pools. The unlabeled pool consists of samples that have not
been labeled yet, whereas the labeled pool contains the samples for which at least one annotator
provided a class label. Thus, the classifier can only take advantage on class information from
the samples in the labeled pool.
In the initial phase of AL, there are very few or even no labeled samples, so that the vast
majority of samples are unlabeled. In each pool-based AL cycle, the number of labeled samples
and thus the size of labeled set increases.
The pool-based AL cycle is a sequential process. At the start of each cycle, the next sample
to be labeled has to be selected. This sample can be either chosen from the unlabeled pool or
from the labeled pool. In the latter case, the sample is relabeled. As a result, samples can have
multiple class labels, which may be contradictory. Next to the selection of a sample, suitable
annotator(s) must be also determined. Then, the sample is presented to the oracle for labeling.
The selection of a sample and annotator(s) is executed by a so-called selection strategy, which
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aim at choosing samples and annotators, so that the performance of the classifier strongly
improves. After the sample has been labeled by the annotator(s), it is inserted into the labeled
pool. Next, the classifier is retrained and, if a stopping criterion is reached, the pool-based AL
stops; otherwise, the next pool-based AL cycle starts.
The developed library is not a full AL framework, as it focuses on modeling and simulating
annotators, i.e., uncertain oracles. However, annotlib may be combined with the Python AL
framework libact [156].

Figure 8.1: Pool-based AL cycle with multiple annotators: The AL cycle is illustrated for a binary
classification problem, where + and − represent the two class labels. Unlabeled samples are empty
circles, whereas labeled samples are circles containing the class labels inside.

8.1.1

Modeling Annotators

The implemented simulation of annotators provide several functions that allows it to work with
other implementations of machine learning algorithms. Thus, annotlib relies on identical data
representation as the popular Python framework for machine learning called scikit-learn [24].
The implementation allows for storing confidence scores and missing labels, as we might want
to simulate cases when the uncertain oracle refuses to provide an answer, or she/he does
not know it. Additional functions were implemented that ease the analysis of annotators in
machine learning applications. The number of processed queries and the samples for which
the uncertain oracles are also stored. Moreover, the labeling performance of the uncertain
annotators can be evaluated for arbitrary performance measures.

8.1.2

Annotator Types and Simulation

The main contribution of annotlib is the simulation of annotators. Since the number of publicly
available data sets with labels coming from multiple annotators is restricted, our annotlib
provides techniques for simulating several annotator types. An advantage of simulating
annotators is the knowledge of the underlying simulation procedure, so that the robustness
of selection strategies can be tested in different settings, i.e., with different annotator types,
without any additional costs. The relations between the classes of annotator types is given by
the diagram in Fig. 8.2.
The base of the implementation is BaseAnnot, which implements the methods that ensure
the the subclasses will return class labels and confidence scores for the given input samples. All
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Figure 8.2: Structure of the annotator library annotlib. Each box represents the Python class of an
annotator type. The arrows indicate the hierarchy of the classes induced by the concept of inheritance.

other annotator types are subclasses of the BaseAnnot class. The StandardAnnot class describes
annotators as data structure storing the mapping between samples and class labels, respectively
confidence scores. The subclasses of the standard annotator type are simulations, which
generate the mapping according to input parameters specified by the user. The DynamicAnnot
class is an interface that emulates annotators with dynamic labeling accuracies. To combine
all the different annotator types, the user can use the MultiAnnotTypes class. An instance of
this class is comparable to a container to which different instances of other annotator classes
can be added.
Table 8.1 provides an overview of implemented simulation techniques and links them to
the application programming interface (API) and to the research works that constitute the
foundation of the implementation. The simulation techniques that do not have any references
are implemented here for the first time and have not been published yet.
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Description
API
Base and Standard Annotators
BaseAnnot
Base and Standard Annotators
StandardAnnot
Clusters as Knowledge Areas of Annotators
ClusterBasedAnnot
Classifiers as Annotators
ClassifierBasedAnnot
Estimate Sample Difficulty to Simulate An- DifficultyBasedAnnot
notators
Annotators with Dynamic Labeling PerforDynamicAnnot
mance
Active Learning with Multiple Types of
MultiAnnotTypes
Annotators
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[46]

[28, 54, 169, 162]
[28]
[28, 151]

References

Table 8.1: Overview of the simulation techniques, the application programming interface (API), and the research work that served as basis for the
implementation.
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8.2

Base and Standard Annotators

In real-world scenarios, annotators are often humans. They are asked to provide class labels
for specific samples. One of the goals of annotlib is to model and simulate such annotators.
The foundation for all simulations of annotators is the interface, respectively the abstract class,
named BaseAnnot, as it defines the required functions for simulating an annotator. In the
following, the functionality of the standard annotators is exemplarily described. The standard
annotators represent the simplest implementation of annotators, since there is no simulation.
Before moving forward and illustrating exemplary applications, a two-dimensional artificial
data set with 200 samples belonging to two classes is generated, as depicted in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3: Two-dimensional artificial data set with 200 samples belonging to 2 classes.

In general, an instance of the StandardAnnot class stores samples X, class labels Y, and
confidence scores C. This allows us to explicitly set the labels for specific samples, e.g., flipping
or randomly generating the labels. Further, if the labels are set to the correct ones and the
confidences to one, then we have an omniscient oracle.
Moreover, an annotator is often requested to additionally provide a confidence score,
which describes its certainty about the label. In annotlib, this can be done by setting the
corresponding C values. If we want to simulate scenarios in which an annotator is unaware of
the right label or refuses labeling, then have to set both the label and the confidence score to
nan.
We are also interested in analyzing the distribution of the queries among the available
annotators. annotlib allows us to access the statistics about the queried samples, such as,
which and the number of queried samples or the confidences.
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8.2.1

Labeling Performance

The labeling performance of an annotator is maybe the most interesting statistic, since it
indicates which annotators should be queried for class labels. However, the performance
measure depends on the objective of simulation. Therefore, annotlib allows us to provide
a user-defined performance function, base on which the annotators are evaluated. Moreover,
we can visually assess the performance of the simulated annotators, as annotlib provides
methods for plotting the accuracies (Figure 8.4) and the confusion matrices for each simulated
annotator (Figure 8.5).

Figure 8.4: Labeling accuracies for three annotators, as generated by annotlib.

Based on Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5 we can notice that annotator a0 is indeed an omniscient
annotator, who has a labeling accuracy of one.
In addition to the two figures mentioned previously, we are also interested to analyze the
distribution of the provided labels over the feature spaces. The corresponding graph for the
annotator a2 is shown in Figure 8.6. The dots represent samples for which the annotator
provided the true class, whereas the crosses represent samples that were misclassified.
Moreover, annotlib allows the user to get an overview of the provided confidences. Thus,
the depicted samples in Figure 8.6 have different sizes, which are proportional to the confidence
scores of the corresponding class labels (the larger the confidence, the larger the size of the
depicted sample).

8.2.2

Confidence Noise

In order to test the practicability and stability of AL methods that rely on confidence scores,
we want to investigate how noise affects their performance. This is especially important if
we want to simulate annotators with poor self-assessment. Hence, annotlib allows us to add
noise to the confidence scores.
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Figure 8.5: Confusion matrices for two simulated annotators, as generated by annotlib.

8.3

Clusters as Knowledge Areas of Annotators

A more complex approach to simulate annotators is based on clustering algorithms. The main
idea behind those approaches is that a cluster can emulate of areas of knowledge. Thus, we
may assume that the knowledge of an annotator is not constant for a whole classification
problem. Hence, there are areas for which the annotator posses more knowledge about the
task at hand. If we consider a classification problem with samples lying in a feature space,
then an area of knowledge may be viewed as a region in the feature space.
In annotlib the user has several options to simulate the annotators by means of a clustering
approach:
• class labels are used for creating the clusters, i.e., the areas of knowledge are defined by
classes,
• clustering algorithms to find groups of similar (in some sense) samples, i.e., the areas of
knowledge are defined by the clusters determined by the clustering algorithm, and
• feature space as a single cluster, i.e., their knowledge level is constant over the whole
feature space.
The next examples are based on an artificially generated data set, with two features and
500 samples belonging to four classes, as depicted in Figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.6: Distribution of the provided labels over the feature space for a simulated annotator, as
generated by annotlib. The dots represent samples for which the annotator provided the true class,
whereas the crosses represent samples that were misclassified. The size of the dots and the crosses is
proportional with the provided confidence.

8.3.1

Class Labels as Clustering

By using the default setting, the class labels and cluster labels are the same. They define the
knowledge areas of the simulated annotators. We can simulate annotators on the previously
defined data set, depicted in Figure 8.7, by providing the samples and the true labels as input
to annotlib. Thus, we can simulate annotators that have knowledge areas defined by the class
label distribution. As we have four clusters, we end up with four knowledge areas. The default
setting of annotlib simulates as many annotators as clusters were defined. Correspondingly,
there are four simulated annotators in our example.
An important aspect is the simulated labeling performances of the annotators. By default,
each annotator is assumed to be an expert on a single cluster, as previously mentioned. Since
we have four clusters and four annotators, each annotator is assumed to be an expert on a
specific cluster. Being an expert means that the knowledge area of the annotator corresponds
to that of the cluster. Moreover, there is a higher probability for providing the correct class
label for a sample that lies in the area of expertise (i.e., knowledge area) than for samples
lying in other clusters, i.e., clusters of low expertise. Let the number of clusters be K and
the number of annotators be A. If K = A, then an annotator ai is expert on cluster ci with
i ∈ {0, . . . , A − 1} and the probability of providing the correct class label yxtrue for a given
sample x ∈ ci is defined by
p(yxtrue | x, ai , ci ) = U (0.8, 1.0),

where U (a, b) indicates that a value is uniformly drawn from the interval [a, b]. In contrast,
the default probability for providing a correct class label for samples lying in clusters of low
expertise is defined by


1
1
p(yxtrue | x, ai , cj ) = U
, min( + 0.1, 1) ,,
C
C
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Figure 8.7: Artificial two-dimensional data set consisting of 500 samples belonging to four classes
generated with annotlib.

where j = 0, . . . , A − 1, j 6= i and C denotes the number of classes. These properties apply
only for the default settings and can be set by the user to the desired values.
Now, let us take a look at the actual labeling accuracies per cluster. They are exemplary
depicted for annotator a0 in Figure 8.8.
The bar plot presented in Figure 8.8 matches exactly the description of the default behavior,
since the accuracy of annotator a0 is high only on one cluster c0 , whereas the labeling accuracy
on the remaining clusters is comparable to that of a random guess. The sampled probabilities
for correct class labels are also the confidence scores of the annotators. An illustration of the
annotators a0 and a1 simulated with the default setting on the previously defined data set is
presented in Figure 8.9, where the confidence scores correspond to the size of the crosses and
dots. Obviously, the ranges of uniform distributions for correct classes can be set by the user.
To sum up: by using the true class labels as proxies for clusters, annotators with expertise
on different classes can be simulated.

8.3.2

Clustering Algorithms to Find Clustering

We can employ clustering algorithms instead of using the labels as cluster proxies. The following
clustering algorithms are supported by annotlib:
• KMeans [19],
• DBSCAN [51],
• agglomerative clustering [125],
• Birch clustering [163],
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Figure 8.8: Labeling accuracies for a simulated annotator that is assumed to be an expert on cluster
c0 , as generated by annotlib.

• spectral biclustering [77],
• Affinity Propagation Clustering [37]
• Bayesian Gaussian Mixture [18], and
• Gaussian Mixtures [18],
as annotlib makes use of scikit-learn framework.
We exemplary apply the KMeans algorithm, which is a simple and widely used clustering
algorithm and allows the user to set the number of clusters. Thus, the user determines the
number of different knowledge areas in the feature space. Let the number of clusters k be
three. The resulting clustering found by the KMeans algorithm on the previously defined data
set is shown in Figure 8.10.
The clustering is found on the standardized data set, i.e., the mean of each feature is zero
and the variance is one. The clusters resulting after applying the clustering algorithm, in
this case KMeans, can be used as input parameter to simulate two annotators: annotator a0 is
expert on two clusters and the annotator a1 is expert on the other one. The distribution of the
provided labels over the feature space for the simulated annotators is depicted in Figure 8.11.
Samples for which the annotators provided the true class are represented as dots, whereas
the crosses represent samples that were misclassified. The size of the dots and crosses is
proportional to the provided confidence.
Applying various clustering algorithms to simulate the expertise of the annotators allows
us to define almost arbitrary knowledge areas in addition to a high flexibility.

8.3.3

Feature Space as a Single Cluster

An additional option to simulate annotators is considering the whole feature space, i.e., there
are no local areas of expertise. Hence, their knowledge level is constant over the whole feature
space.
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Figure 8.9: Distribution of the provided labels over the feature space for two simulated annotators, as
generated by annotlib. The dots represent samples for which the annotators provided the true class,
whereas the crosses represent samples that were misclassified. The size of the dots and the crosses is
proportional to the provided confidence.

Figure 8.12 depicts five simulated annotators with increasing expertise. In general, the
interval of the correct labeling probability for annotator ai is computed by
d=

1 − C1
,
A+1

1
1
+ i · d, + 2 · i · d),
C
C
where i = 0, . . . , A − 1 and j = 0, . . . , K − 1. This procedure ensures that the intervals of the
correct labeling probabilities are overlapping.
p(yx(true) | x, ai , cj ) ∈ U (

8.4

Classifiers as Annotators

Annotators can be seen as “human classifiers”. Hence, we can employ classifiers based on
machine learning techniques to model and simulate those annotators. Given a data set
containing samples and their corresponding true labels, we can train a classifier on a subset of
sample-label-pairs. Subsequently, the trained classifier is used as proxy of an annotator. As a
result, the labels for a sample are given by the classifier as well as the confidence scores, which
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Figure 8.10: Left: The artificially generated data set with true labels. Right: The result of KMeans
with k = 3.

are the posterior probability estimates for the predicted labels. This simulation techniques
offers many possibilities to control the labeling performances of the simulated annotators. In
the following, we will describe three options:
• vary the size of the training set,
• vary the number of features used for training,
• vary the classifier type and its parametrization.
Before describing these options, we generate a two-dimensional artificial data set containing
300 samples belonging to 4 different classes. The result is depicted in Figure 8.13.

8.4.1

Varying the Size of the Training Set

To vary the size of the training set, the user can set a parameter that controls the ratio of the
training samples belonging to a specific class. In addition to the previous ratio parameter, the
user has two further possibilities for simulating the expertise: (1) simulate annotators that are
experts on a single class or (2) simulate annotators that have the same distribution of sample
per class.
In the first case, where the annotator is expert for a specific class, the classifier is trained
using all samples for that class. The numbers of instances belonging to the other classes depend
on the ratio parameter.
In the second case, the classifier is trained on the same ratio of training samples for each
class. Still, the ratio values between the annotators may differ. By default, the ratio values are
evenly spaced among the interval [ A1 , 1], where A denotes the number of annotators.
Figure 8.14 shows the confusion matrix of two simulated annotators a0 and a1 . Annotator
a0 is simulated by a classifier trained on 0% of class y = 0, 50% of class y = 1 as well as class
y = 2, and 100% of class y = 3. The classifier modeling the second annotator a1 is trained on
all available samples.
The two confusion matrices depicted in Figure 8.14 indicate the labeling performances of
the two annotators that were simulated by a support vector machine with default parameters.
As we can notice, the second annotator a1 makes only a few mistakes, as the underlying SVM
was trained on all samples. In contrast, the labeling performance of the second annotator a0 is
worse for the following reasons: First, this annotator’s classifier is not trained on all samples
but only on a smaller subset. Second, the corresponding training set does not contain a single
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Figure 8.11: Distribution of the provided labels over the feature space for two simulated annotators, as
generated by annotlib. The dots represent samples for which the annotators provided the true class,
whereas the crosses represent samples that were misclassified. The size of the dots and the crosses is
proportional with the provided confidence.

sample of class y = 0, so this class is unknown to the classifier. As a result, the annotator
never predicts class y = 0 for a sample (each cell is zero for the prediction column of class
y = 0 in the confusion matrix of annotator a0 ).

8.4.2

Varying the Number of the Features Used for Training

In addition to varying the size of the training set, the classifiers that simulate the annotators
can be trained on different subspaces of the initial feature space. This is motivated by the
fact that different annotators may consider different features when they asses the label for a
sample. annotlib allows the user to set up the features for each classifier.
Let us take a look at an example: The classifier simulating annotator a0 uses both features
x0 and x1 , while the annotator a1 is simulated by a classifier that considers only one feature x0 .
Both classifiers are trained on all available samples. The annotator a0 makes fewer prediction
errors than annotator a1 , whose classifier tries to find the decision boundaries only regarding
feature x0 . However, the classification problem cannot be successfully solved in this subspace,
as we can see in Figure 8.15.
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Figure 8.12: Labeling accuracies for five annotators that exhibit different levels of global expertise, as
generated by annotlib.

Figure 8.13: Artificial two-dimensional data set consisting of 300 samples belonging to four classes,
generated with annotlib.

8.4.3

Varying the Classifier Type and its Parametrization

The use of different classifier types intends to simulate annotators with various expertise and
ways of making a decision (i.e., labeling a sample). annotlib allows the user to simulate
annotators based on different classifier types and/or different parametrizations. The default
simulation employs SVMs with the same parametrization for each annotator.
To illustrate how this approach works, three annotators are simulated, by using a classifier
based on a Gaussian process, one based on SVM, and one based on k-nearest neighbor. The
resulting three simulated annotators have slightly different labeling accuracies (it is a very easy
classification problem), as depicted in Figure 8.16, although each classifier is trained on the
same training data set. Hence, by using different classifier types, the user is able to simulate
multiple decision-making strategies.
Of course, the aforementioned methods to simulate annotators can be combined. Thus,
annotlib offers the ability to define annotators with different experiences, expertise, and
decision-making strategies.
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Figure 8.14: Confusion matrices for two simulated annotators, as generated by annotlib.

8.5

Estimate Sample Difficulty to Simulate Annotators

annotlib also contains a simulation technique that quantifies the difficulty of a sample. To
determine the probability that the annotator labels a sample correctly, the estimated difficulty
is combined with labeling performance of the annotator. The difficulty of a sample x is denoted
by β1x , where β ∈ [0, ∞) is the inverse difficulty, while the labeling performance of annotator ai
is represented as αi ∈ (−∞, ∞). The probability of a correct label is then given by
p(yx(true) | αi , βx ) =
(true)

where yx

1
,
1 + (C − 1) · exp(−αi βx )

(8.1)

is the true class label of sample x and C is the number of different classes.
(true)

The function p(yx
| αi , βx ) (see Equation 8.1) defines a logistic sigmoid function and
is depicted for different labeling performance scores αi , different sample difficulty scores β1x ,
and different numbers of classes C in Figure 8.17. There are two horizontal lines representing
annotator a1 who is randomly guessing. This annotator has a labeling performance score
of α1 = 0. As a result, the probability for providing the correct label is C1 for all difficulty
scores. If the labeling performance score αi is greater than zero, we observe the probability for
correct labeling increases along the βx -axis (see annotators a2 and a3 who have the labeling
performances α2 = 1 and α3 = 5). Correspondingly, a decreasing difficulty score β1x implies
that the labeling is getting easier. A difficulty score of infinity β1x = ∞ is a special case, because
the labeling of an instance is so difficult that an annotator can only guess (it does not depend
on the labeling performance score anymore). Moreover, the plot shows that increasing labeling
performance αi leads to an increasing probability for correct class labels, since α3 > α2 indicates
that annotator a3 is better than annotator a2 . In contrast, negative labeling performance scores
lead to adversarial annotators, which are worse than random guessing, as they deliberately
provide false labels, or they have misunderstood the classification concept. Annotator a0 is
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Figure 8.15: Distribution of the provided labels over the feature space for two simulated annotators, as
generated by annotlib. The dots represent samples for which the annotators provided the true class,
whereas the crosses represent samples that were misclassified. The size of the dots and the crosses is
proportional with the provided confidence. The first annotator considered both features for making a
decision, whereas the second one only x0 .

Figure 8.16: Labeling accuracies for three annotators that were simulated with different classifiers
based on a Gaussian process, SVM, and k-nearest neighbor, as generated by annotlib.

adversarial with a labeling performance score of α0 = −1 (blue and green line). The probability
for correct labels provided by this annotator decreases with the sample difficulty. This might
be counter-intuitive; still, the easier it is to find the correct label for a sample, the easier it is
for the adversarial annotator to provide a false label.

8.5.1

Estimating the Difficulty of Samples

The probability of class yi , given a sample x and the classifier θ, i.e., p(yi | x, θ), is essential
for simulating an annotator based on the estimation of sample difficulty. This probability can
be estimated for all classes, so that we obtain a vector px = (p(y1 | x, θ), . . . , p(yC | x, θ)).
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Figure 8.17: Eight performance estimates for four annotators with different labeling performances (α)
values determine on two classification problems: 3-class and 5-class classification problems (C value).

Based on this vector, the sample difficulty score
entropy(px , θ) = −

C
X
i=1

1
βx

may be computed as follows:

p(yi | x, θ) · logC (p(yi | x, θ)),

(8.2)

1
− 1.
(8.3)
entropy(px , θ)
The entropy (computed according to Equation 8.2) can be seen as an uncertainty measure.
By using the logarithm of base C, the entropy lies in the range [0, 1]. The uncertainty is
maximal, if the probability is uniformly distributed over the class labels. The case of minimal
uncertainty arises, if the classifier predicts a class label with probability one. However, by just
training a single classifier on all samples and applying this trained classifier to predict the
class labels of the training set, we would measure the classifier’s ability to reproduce already
obtained information. Therefore, annotlib employs a repeated cross-validation process. A
cross-validation divides the available samples into f folds. Then, the classifier is trained on
f − 1 folds and predicts the probability vectors for the samples in the other fold, i.e., the
test fold. This procedure is repeated until each fold has been the test fold. Repeating the
cross-validation t times leads to t different partitions of the samples into f folds. The idea
behind this approach is to consider only on the probability estimates for the samples in the
test fold. Moreover, information about the correctness of the predicted class is also considered.
Thus, the computation of the entropy is done as follows:
( P
− C
i=1 p(yi | x, θ) · logC (p(yi | x, θ)) if prediction is correct,
entropy(px , θ) =
(8.4)
1 if prediction is false.
βx =

By applying Equation 8.4 we punish a wrong prediction with maximal entropy respectively
uncertainty. Assuming that a sample x was m-times member of the test fold, we obtain m
entropy measures. The final sample difficulty β1x is computed with the average entropy over all
m entropy values. For example, if the label of a sample has always been predicted falsely, the
average entropy is one and the resulting sample difficulty is infinity. Thus, it is most difficult to
label the sample correctly. Another extreme case is an average entropy of zero, which implies
that the classifier predicted the label correctly all the time. Therefore, we end up with maximal
certainty. As a result, such a sample has a labeling difficulty of zero.
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Not only one, but multiple classifiers can be used to estimate the labeling difficulty of a
sample. Such an extension to multiple classifiers is reasonable, since it increases the reliability
of the sample difficulty estimates. If multiple classifiers are provided, the final sample difficulty
estimate is averaged over the estimates of each classifier.

8.5.2

Simulating and Analyzing Annotators

For the purpose of example, a two-dimensional artificial data set containing 500 samples
belonging to four different classes is generated, as depicted in Figure 8.18.

Figure 8.18: Artificial two-dimensional data set consisting of 500 samples belonging to four classes
generated with annotlib.

There are different options to analyze the simulated annotators. For example, the labeling
accuracy of each annotator summarizes the overall performance of the annotators on a simulated
data set, see Figure 8.19. Another possibility is to plot (Figure 8.20) the labeling probabilities
for providing the correct labels.

Figure 8.19: Labeling accuracy of five simulated annotators with evenly spaced labeling performances
αi over the interval [0, 2].

By default, there are 5 simulated annotators with evenly spaced labeling performances αi
over the interval [0, 2]. The sample difficulty levels are estimated by a C-SVM in a five-fold
cross-validation, that was repeated 10 times. Obviously, the default setting may be changed:
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Figure 8.20: Probability estimates for providing the correct class for five annotators, simulated with
different inverse difficulty scores βx and labeling performance values αi , i ∈ {0, . . . , 4}

the classifier, the number of repetitions, or the number of folds can be set by the user. An
important parameter is the parameter α, which describes the performances of the annotators.
For the purpose of an example, three annotators are generated with difficulty scores estimated
by Gaussian process classifiers and SVC.
The three simulated annotators a0 , a1 , and a2 are visualized in Figure 8.21. We observe
annotator a0 is an adversarial annotator, since this annotator makes many prediction mistakes
and is even worse than randomly guessing class labels. Moreover, this annotator provides high
confidence scores for wrong predictions (confidence estimates are not reliable). In contrast,
the annotators a1 and a2 provide more accurate class labels. Especially annotator a2 is the
most useful knowledge source in this scenario, as this annotator provides for about 80% of
the samples the correct class labels. Moreover, the confidence scores of annotator a2 are
meaningful, since low confidences communicate a low probability of a correct class label for
the corresponding sample. Hence, this annotator makes reliable self-assessment.
A very important observation of the scatter plots presented in Figure 8.21 is the fact that nonadversarial annotators have some samples in common, for which they have problems providing
the correct class labels. This is the result of the sample difficulty estimation. It is harder to
label correctly samples that are outliers or that lie near the decision boundary. In contrast,
there are also samples that are easy to label, so that almost all non-adversarial annotators
label these samples correctly. The sample labeling difficulty is depicted in Figure 8.22, the
smaller the circles, the higher the sample labeling difficulty.

8.6

Annotators with Dynamic Labeling Performance

Annotators with a dynamic labeling performance can also be simulated with annotlib. In
order to generate them, we need a learning rate, which describes the progress of the labeling
performance represented by a real number. A learning rate of zero leads to a constant labeling
accuracy. If the learning rate is positive, the labeling performance of the corresponding
annotator improves during the labeling process. In contrast, a negative learning rate results in
a decreasing labeling performance.
A very important remark is the fact that the labeling performance of adversarial and
non-adversarial annotators is oppositional: A good labeling performance implies a high labeling
accuracy for a non-adversarial annotator, whereas a good labeling performance of an adversarial
annotator implies a low labeling accuracy. The user can set an option to define whether an
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Figure 8.21: Distribution of the provided labels over the feature space for two simulated annotators, as
generated by annotlib. The dots represent samples for which the annotators provided the true class,
whereas the crosses represent samples that were misclassified. The size of the dots and the crosses is
proportional to the provided confidence.

annotator is adversarial or not. To simulate the labeling performance, the predicted label of
an annotator is flipped with a probability that depends on the state of the labeling progress.
This in turn is represented by the number of queries.
The probability of altering a label is computed by pflip (µi , qi ) = min(|µi | · qi , 1), where µi is
the learning rate of an annotator ai and qi is the number of queries processed by the annotator
ai .
Before showing the different options, we generate a two-dimensional artificial data set with
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Figure 8.22: Sample difficulty estimates for a toy problem: the smaller the circles, the higher the
sample labeling difficulty.

Figure 8.23: Artificial two-dimensional data set consisting of 500 samples belonging to four classes
generated with annotlib.

500 samples belonging to 4 classes, as shown in Figure 8.23.

8.6.1

Dynamic Annotators without
Adversarial Labeling Performances

For the purpose of example, 3 annotators are generated {a0 , a1 , a2 }, where annotator a0 is
omniscient. Annotator a1 labels samples randomly and annotator a2 always provides false labels.
Their labeling accuracies are plotted along the number processed queries qi in Figure 8.24.
The three curves the labeling accuracy on the whole data set after each processed query for
the three annotators. Annotator a1 has a positive learning rate µ1 = 0.006, so that the labeling
accuracy of this annotator improves until the maximum of 100% is reached. In contrast,
annotator a0 is characterized by a negative learning rate µ1 = −0.006. Hence, the labeling
accuracy of this annotator decreases until a labeling accuracy similar to random guessing is
reached. Annotator a2 is adversarial in the beginning, since the labeling accuracy is zero. As
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Figure 8.24: Labeling accuracies of three annotators with different learning rates µ. A positive
learning rate increases the performance of the simulated annotator, whereas a negative one worsens its
performance. The worst accuracy is random guessing, as we do not consider adversarial annotators.

we are in the case where adversarial annotators are not allowed, its labeling accuracy improves
(despite negative learning rate) until it reaches the quality of random guessing. Thus, we can
even simulate annotators that are worse than random guessing, but improve over time.

8.6.2

Dynamic Annotators with Adversarial Labeling Performances

In order to allow annotators to be adversarial, the corresponding flag has to be set to true.
The settings are as in the previous example, just that this time we allow adversarial annotators.
Annotator a0 reaches the minimal labeling accuracy of 0%, not as previously random guessing.
The adversarial annotator a2 has a constant labeling accuracy of 0. Due to the fact that
adversarial annotators are allowed, labeling accuracies can drop below random guessing. The
evolution of the labeling performance is depicted in Figure 8.25.

Figure 8.25: Labeling accuracies of three annotators with different learning rates µ. A positive
learning rate increases the performance of the simulated annotator, whereas a negative one worsens
its performance. The worst accuracy can be 0, as we consider adversarial annotators.
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Figure 8.26: Artificial two-dimensional data set consisting of 500 samples belonging to four classes
generated with annotlib.

8.7

Active Learning with Multiple Types of Annotators

In a real-world scenario, multiple annotators might be available for labeling. Since these
annotators are often human, their skill, experience, and type of decision-making may completely
differ from each other. Diversity between the annotators can be simulated by allowing multiple
annotator types.

8.7.1

Experimental Setup

annotlib is able to handle different types of annotators. For illustration purposes, we set
up a simple AL scenario, where the goal is to reduce the labeling cost for building a high
performance classifier. In this scenario, we use a two-dimensional artificial data set consisting
of 200 samples belonging to 3 different classes, as depicted in Figure 8.26.
For the purpose of simplicity, we rely on random sampling as query strategy. Thus, in
each learning cycle a sample is randomly selected from the unlabeled set X_unlabeled to be
labeled by each annotator. For classification, we use the k-nearest-neighbor classifier, which is
retrained after each AL cycle on the updated labeled set X_labeled. In this example, there
are 4 different annotators available {a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 }:
• a0 : annotator simulated by means of clustering,
• a1 : annotator simulated by a classifier (SVM),
• a2 : omniscient annotator, and
• a3 : initially omniscient annotator, whose labeling performance decreases during AL
(learning rate µ = −0.05).
To show the influence of the annotator selection, we compare the learning curves depicting
the accuracy of the classifier trained individually with labels provided by each annotator.
Moreover, we compare these learning curves to the learning curve of the classifier trained on
the labels inferred by majority voting. The learning curves are averaged over 20 random splits,
where we used 60% of the data as unlabeled (the unlabeled pool) and 40% as test data. The
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annotators are simulated on each unlabeled set. In each iteration, an unlabeled sample is
selected from the unlabeled set and presented to all annotators for labeling. The provided
class labels of the sample form the labeled pool. This set (the labeled pool) is divided into five
different training sets, so that there is a training set corresponding to each annotator and a
training set with labels inferred by majority voting. On these training set, five classifiers are
trained.

8.7.2

Results

The learning curves depicted inFigure 8.27 show the development of the accuracy during the
AL cycle. We observe that the classifier trained with the labels provided by the omniscient
annotator outperforms the other classifiers. Moreover, the accuracy of the classifier trained on
the samples labeled by the omniscient annotator converges faster to a higher accuracy.
Another interesting observation is the development of the learning curve of the classifier
trained with the labels provided by the dynamic annotator. In the early stage of AL, the
accuracy increases until the training set contains about 20 samples. Subsequently, the accuracy
is decreasing. This happens because of the negative learning rate of the dynamic annotator,
which impose a deterioration of the labeling performance. Hence, during AL the ratio of
wrongly labeled samples increases and, thus, the performance of the classifier is decreasing.
The accuracy of the classifier trained on the samples labeled by means of majority voting
is about the same level as the classifier trained only with the labels of the annotator simulated
by a SVM. The majority voting method has the disadvantage of giving the same weight to
each annotator, so that the votes of the bad annotators have the same weight as the votes of
the omniscient annotator.
The previous example illustrates how annotlib may be used to evaluate AL strategies in
combination with simulated annotators. Moreover, it indicates the importance of annotator
selection and of a suitable aggregation technique to combine their answers.

Figure 8.27: Learning curves depicting the performance (accuracy) of four classifiers trained on samples
provided by the corresponding four annotators and the learning curve for one classifier that was
trained on the aggregated label (majority voting).
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8.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, different methods for simulating annotators and analyzing their performance in
an AL cycle were presented. Therefor, the AL cycle in combination with multiple annotators
was illustrated. Moreover, various simulated annotators were analyzed regarding their labeling
performance and distribution of the provided class labels, as well as their performance confidence
scores. The presented simulation techniques reflect real-world scenarios, where AL can be
applied with human annotators. As a result, adversarial and non-adversarial annotators with
different knowledge areas, decision criteria, and decision-making processes can be simulated.
Learning rates were introduced to simulate dynamic labeling performances, which modify the
performance of the annotator depending on the number of labeled samples. A procedure to
estimate the difficulty to label a sample correctly and a simulation technique for annotators,
whose labeling performances depend on these difficulties, was also proposed. The simulation
techniques aim at overcoming the lack of publicly available data sets that were labeled by
multiple annotators. Furthermore, the annotlib library of simulation techniques enables a
standardized evaluation of AL strategies coping with multiple annotators.
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Chapter 9
Active Learning with One Uncertain
Annotator
About 60 million letters are sent out in Germany daily, which are mainly sorted mechanically [1].
In order to sort the letters correctly, handwritten and printed addresses are captured by
cameras and redirected by a classification system. This motivating example shows that image
classification is an important issue these days. Further areas where image classification plays
an important role include: classification of medical images as support for cancer detection [10],
detection of traffic signs [56], or landcover classification based on satellite images [60] for
determining soil conditions.
But, for such classifier systems to work in the real world, they have to be trained before
deployment, which means that a model has to be build based on regularities in sample data.
Subsequently, the knowledge model can be used to predict classes for unknown data (i.e., data
originating from the same underlying processes as the sample data, but unknown at design
time).
While raw data is available at no (or very low) cost, providing right class information causes
high costs. In the example of letter-sorting, this means that human experts have to label large
amounts of handwritten letters and numbers, i.e., analyze and subsequently point out the
class (character or number). This is time-consuming and cost intensive. The AL approach is a
promising paradigm to overcome this problem.
AL has the goal to actively participate in the sample selection process and select the
most informative samples for labeling, to achieve a high performance with as few samples as
possible. Application areas where AL has been successfully applied include: drug design [73],
text classification [35], or malicious software detection [110]. In case of image classification,
this means that the label costs can be reduced by analyzing images that are different from
the others and/or images that can be seen as representatives for a large group of similar ones.
Moreover, images for which the model has a high uncertainty with respect to the correct class,
might also be of high information value.
Let’s take a look at a binary digit classification problem: Images as shown in Figure 9.1
may represent either the digit 1 or 7. If a human annotator is asked which digit the image
actually depicts, it might be unsure about the true class. Thus, the following cases may arise:
1. The image is discarded without assigning a label.
2. A 7 is shown, but the annotator assigns the label 1.
3. A 1 is shown, but the annotator assigns the label 7.
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Figure 9.1: These two examples of digits (“1” and “7”) are hard to label for Germans, as they both
could represent a 1 or a 7.

In the first case, costs are generated without gaining any benefit, whereas the next two cases
are even worse since they generate cost and negatively affect the model quality. To overcome
this problem, an alternative method for asking for labels has to be used. One possibility is
to use partial labels [40], where the expert is allowed to select multiple classes as labels, even
though only one class is correct.
More often than not, the expert may experience various levels of uncertainty for different
classes. For example, in the case above, the labeler might be inclined to assign the digit to the
class “7”, but still having some retention, as it can belong to class “1”. Thus, it can be useful to
allow the labeler to express his uncertainty regarding the chosen class.
Additionally, if we assume that the uncertainty of a human being is related to measurable/observable factors, such as the required response time, then it could be possible to estimate
and model the labeler’s uncertainty.
In this section, a case study is performed on realistic data: Two human annotators
relabel 30 000 samples from the MNIST [2] data set by providing
1. a class label and
2. a self-assessed confidence regarding their answer.
To increase the uncertainty, the decisions (class assignment and the corresponding confidence)
were done under time pressure (the process is described in Section 9.3).
As motivated in the previous example, capturing “crisp labels” (class information without
any confidence quantification) is disadvantageous when labelers are in doubt.
Therefore, we first check whether pool-based active learning (PAL) can be successfully
used when a human is acting as an uncertain oracle.
Second, the confidence information collected from the oracle, in addition to the class
label, is transformed into a gradual label.
Third, we investigate the suitability of gradual labels in a PAL setting.
Fourth, we will address the following questions, too:
• Does the reliability of an oracle correlate with its self-assessed confidence?
• Which role does the selection strategy play in actively training a classifier with gradual
labels? Does the ranking of the selection strategies in a PAL setting with an omniscient
oracle still hold in this new setting?
• Does the classification performance differ substantially between different models (e.g.,
generative classifiers vs. discriminative classifiers)?
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 9.1, we take a short
look at related work in the field of pool-based AL and similar domains. Additionally, this
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section discusses the ideas, challenges, similarities, and differences to our work. Theoretical
and methodological foundations are presented in Section 9.2. In Section 9.3, we discuss the
experimental results. Finally, Section 9.4 summarizes the major findings.

9.1

Related Work

In addition to the methods presented in Part 5, a possible way to reduce the labeling cost
might be reached by simplifying the labeling process. In [71] a method is described where
the oracle has to confirm or deny the similarity between two samples instead of providing the
correct class. For example, in a multi-instance approach [135] only one positive or negative
label is requested. As soon as at least one sample of the entire query set is assigned to the
positive class, all the samples belonging to the query set are labeled as positive too. This
method achieved good results especially in text classification and content based image retrieval.
A common feature of a variety of publications in the field of AL is the assumption of the
faultlessness of the oracle. However, considering the oracle to be human, this assumption
seems implausible. Research works addressing this problem include [136, 119, 49]. A method
for asking different oracles for labels for the same sample is presented in [136], which is
based on the assumption that the probability of providing the correct label increases as the
number of oracles increases. An alternative approach is presented in [49], which is based
on the assumption that the probability of misclassification is related to human confidence.
Subsequently, a selection strategy is presented, which improves the quality of the labeled set
through an exploitation-exploration approach. In an exploration step, new samples are selected
for labeling and in an exploitation step already labeled samples with high probability of being
incorrectly labeled are selected again. Contrary to this work, however, the confidences
are not self-estimated by the oracle.
Image classification is an area of machine learning that often requires a lot of effort in
labeling, thus, AL is a promising solution. AL is used in [30] to classify cell images shot
by high-speed cameras. The images are analyzed by a biologist, which provides the class
information. Asking for multiple labels per one sample increases the labeling work substantially.
To counteract the large amount of labeling work, AL is used for image classification with
multi-labels in [117].
Deep learning models often outperform the other types of classification models and, thus,
are state-of-the-art in image classification. The best accuracies listed in [3] for the MNIST
data set (misclassification of 0.21%) and the CIFAR-10 data set (accuracy of 96.53%) were
achieved by convolutional neural networks [63]. Given a large data set, the advantage of
these methods is the ability to dispense the preprocessing step, since the relevant features
are automatically recognized. However, the use of data sets with a large number of labeled
samples is in contradiction with the AL assumption of a small initial training set and high
labeling cost.
Nevertheless, for other classifier types, such as SVMs or probabilistic models, preprocessing
images often leads to a strong improvement of the classification performance [94]. The
particular steps that are necessary for image preprocessing are generally dependent on the
specific application domain and exceed the scope of this work. A general overview of image
processing techniques is given in [111].
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Figure 9.2: Classification error for 11 SVMs trained on a subset of the 3 000 samples from MNIST
dataset. The classification error increases with the number of randomly labeled samples.

9.2

Labeling Strategy – Own Approach

Labeling samples is one of the four key points in the PAL cycle, in addition to model training,
sample selection (query strategy), and stopping criterion. A common assumption is that the
oracle classifies the samples error free. However, it is implausible that a human oracle is not
error-prone. Factors such as lack of focus, incorrect operation of the labeling system, and lack
of experience of an expert can influence the quality of the labels in the real world (the term
quality is used synonymously to correctness). The accuracy of the oracle (the quality of the
provided labels) is a crucial factor for the performance of the trained model. A short experiment
was conducted to prove this intuitively logical implication. The amount of randomly classified
samples was varied in the training set from 0% (equivalent to an omniscient oracle) to 100%
(equivalent to an oracle that is guessing) in increments of 10%. Then, SVM classifiers were
trained on each of these sets and their performance was evaluated. Figure 9.2 depicts the
performance of 11 SVMs trained on a subset (3000 samples) of the MNIST data set [2]. The
larger the proportion of guessed labels, the larger the classification error is. As a result, we
can notice that the SVM classifier absorbs the oracle’s uncertainty and can no longer properly
learn the similarities within a class or the cross-class dissimilarities.

9.2.1

Single Confidence Label

For the proper active training of a classifier in a pool-based AL setting, the most informative
samples must be selected for labeling. Therefore, and in accordance to the above mentioned
example, it is important to query error-free labels. Otherwise, a high level of misinformation is
introduced into the classification model. In order to capture as few erroneous, imprecise, or
inaccurate labels as possible, it makes sense to have proper knowledge about the expertise of the
oracle. For example, it is valuable to know for which samples the oracle has a high uncertainty
or which classes are particularly difficult to label. Nevertheless, the training of the classification
model can be adjusted by using insight about the oracle’s uncertainty. A sample for which
the oracle has a high level of uncertainty should have less impact on the decision boundary.
The more uncertain the oracle is, the less influence the possible misinformation must have
on the classification model. This chapter presents an approach for gathering such extra
information, i.e., additional collection of information about the oracle’s uncertainty:
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Single Confidence Label (SCL).
Considering an L ∈ N+ class classification problem, we assume that we can ask an oracle
for labels.
Single Confidence Label: In addition to the most probable class l ∈ 1, ..., L, the oracle
is asked for the certainty (or confidence) conf regarding its decision, whereas 0 ≤ conf ≤ 1.
The higher the confidence value, the greater is the certainty of the oracle regarding the selected
class. Therefore, in the case of SCL, the answer of the oracle, i.e., the label ySCL , is a value
pair consisting of the selected class l and the self-estimated confidence conf:
ySCL = (l, conf).
As previously motivated, this additional information can be used in the subsequent model
training. For this to work, a transformation is necessary to convert the confidence into a format
that can be used for model training. For this purpose, the SCL is transformed to a gradual
label. Let ygrad = (ygrad1 , . . . , ygradL ) be the gradual labels to be generated and l the most
probable label with confidence conf. Then, the individual gradual values ygradi are calculated
as follows:
1 − conf
conf :=
,
L
(9.1)
ygradi := conf, for i ∈ {1, . . . , l − 1, l + 1, . . . , L},
ygradl := conf + conf.
In simple terms, the sample is assigned to a certain extent also to the other classes. The conf
proportion corresponds to a uniform distribution of the certainty 1 − conf across all classes.

This may seem counterintuitive. One may ask himself: Why not subdividing the 1 − conf
value only among the other L − 1 labels, i.e., why not assigning conf to the chosen label and
1−conf
to the other classes?
L−1
Consider the following example for a binary classification problem (L = 2), where we have
to discriminate between handwritten 1s and 7s. The oracle inspects a digit and decides in favor
of class 1 with a confidence level conf = 0.3 (it is 30% certain about its decision). By applying
the initial formula we obtain a gradual label for class 7 ygrad7 = conf = 1−conf
= 1−0.3
= 0.35
L
2
and for class 1 ygrad1 = conf + conf = 0.3 + 0.35 = 0.65. By applying the “intuitive approach”,
we end up with a gradual label for class 7 ygrad7 = 1−conf
= 1−0.3
= 0.7 and for class 1
L−1
2−1
ygrad1 = conf = 0.3. We argue that this is definitely not what the oracle meant. If class 7 had
been more likely, the oracle would have labeled the digit as a 7.
Subsequently, the gradual labels ygradl determined according to Equation 9.1 are used for
training the CMM classifier.

9.3

Experimental Results

This section presents the data set, the labeling procedure, and discusses the experimental
results.

9.3.1

Data Set & Labeling Process

For the purpose of this experiment, 30 000 images from the well known MNIST data set [2]
were relabeled1 . The original MNIST data set contains 60 000 handwritten digits from 0 to 9,
1

15, 000 by the author and another 15 000 by one of his student assistants, Moritz Stolz.
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with a resolution of (28,28) pixels, i.e., 784 features. The label information for the handwritten
digits comes from the persons who wrote them [64]. That means that the MNIST data set
contains error free labels. But, this is typically not given in a realistic pool-based AL setting.
Instead, the label is determined by an oracle (e.g., a human) that does not know the real “true”
label. The oracle estimates the true label, with a given degree of certainty. We assume that
the oracles are benevolent, but error-prone.
To the best of my knowledge, at the time of this research work, there was no data set
containing handwritten images, with labels not coming from the person itself, but from another
annotator. Moreover, a data set that contained the annotators confidence regarding its decision
was needed for this research task. Thus, the decision was made to relabel 30 000 samples of
the MNIST [2] data set. In addition to the class information, the annotator’s self estimated
confidence was also queried. Besides, we record the time the oracle needed to make a decision.
Hence, the labeling process took place in two steps:
• In the first step, each sample was displayed for one second. The annotator was requested
to provide the most likely label. The time elapsed from displaying the digit to providing
a label was also tracked and further referred to as the label duration.
• In the second step, the self estimated confidence of the annotator associated with the
label was asked to complete the single confidence label (SCL).
Each annotator labeled 15 000 samples, whereas the labeled sets for the two annotators were
disjoint. The ConfidenceMNIST data set can be downloaded from the UCI Machine Learning
repository [11].
The goal of a good classifier is to predict the true classes. Therefore, it does not make sense
to relabel the test set. Thus, we use the benchmark MNIST test data set [2] for evaluation,
which comprises a total of 10 000 samples.
Table 9.1 shows the confusion matrix after relabeling, i.e., the SCL versus the true label.
Table 9.2 summarizes the number of incorrectly and correctly labeled images per class. Overall,
about 2.33% (701 images) were incorrectly labeled and about 97.67% (29 299 images) of all
images were correctly labeled. It is noticeable that digit 1 was unusually often assigned to class
7, so that the digit 7 is by far the most misclassified digit: While 382 images were incorrectly
labeled as 7, the number of misclassified digits belonging to the other classes ranged between
20 (class 0) and 49 (class 4).

9.3.2

Evaluation

During the evaluation, the goal is to investigate the suitability of pool-based AL in the field
of image classification with human annotators. We are interested in gaining insights if the
pool-based AL paradigm can be used successfully when the oracle is an error-prone human.
Furthermore, we analyze how the use of confidence information in model training influences
the classification performance of the actively trained model. To numerically evaluate the
performance of the actively trained models we consider three performance measures, which
consider the classification error, i.e., the ratio of misclassified samples. The classification error
is given as a percentage (i.e, between 0 and 100). We train our classifiers actively on the
training set, in this case the 30 000 handwritten digits labeled by error-prone annotators. The
test set consists of the 10 000 images that are supposed to be used for testing [2] and were not
used for training in any form. The classification error is determined for the test set.
The first performance measure is the test error corresponding to the learning cycle
depicting the minimum training error. More clearly, we determine the classifier exhibiting the
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Table 9.1: Confusion matrix of newly labeled MNIST data set. The real classes are displayed from left
to right, whereas the labels provided by the oracles are filled top down.
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Table 9.2: Comparison between the number of correctly labeled and mislabeled images per class.
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lowest training error and compute its test error. Depending on whether the selection strategy
is sequential or batch mode, the learning cycle (c.f., Section 9.1) indirectly reflects the number
of queried samples. In case of sequential selection strategies (e.g., US), the relation between
number of the learning cycle is one-to-one, i.e., n-th learning cycles means that n samples have
been actively queried. On the other hand, batch mode selection strategies select a set of size s
of samples for labeling. Thus, n × s samples have been actively selected up to the n-th learning
cycle. Due to the pool-based AL assumption, which states that labeled samples are expensive
and only available in small quantities, it must be assumed that there is no test set available in
a real world application. Thus, it is likely that the classifier depicting the lowest training error
will be deployed. It is therefore desirable to have a classifier that performs similarly on the
training and test set: When the classifier achieves a low training error, then it should achieve
a low test error, too. Therefore, the lower the test error, the better.
The two remaining performance measures are area under the learning curve (AULC)
and data utilization rate (DUR). In order to use these measures, the training and test
error are calculated after every update of the model, i.e., in every learning cycle. By doing so,
we can plot a learning curve, which is considered as an error curve over the number of labeled
images. The second performance measure, AULC, is defined as the integral under the
learning curve of the training error [41]. A pool-based AL process depicting a lower AULC
value is better.
The evaluation measure DUR [41] describes how efficient a pool-based AL training
process is. It measures how many samples a pool-based AL process needs to achieve a given
classification error. The target classification error is determined by averaging the classification
error of the last 20% training samples of the classifier, which was actively trained with random
sampling (RS) selection strategy. The number of required samples by the pool-based AL
process to reach the target value for the first time divided by the amount of samples required
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by RS represents the DUR value. Supposing that a classifier trained actively with US requires
30 samples to reach the target value, whereas RS needed 50 samples, then the DUR value
is 0.6 = 30
. A lower DUR value is an indicator for a more efficient pool-based AL
50
process. A value greater than one means that the examined paradigm performs worse than
RS. Moreover, assessing the DUR value for a paradigm is impossible if it never reaches the
target value.
The performance of an AL approach is assessed as a combination of a classifier and a
selection strategy. We decide to use a discriminative and a generative classifier in combination
with RS, US, and 4DS selection strategies. We use support vector machines (SVM) as a
discriminative and a classifier based on mixture models (CMM), as described in [122], as a
generative classifier.
In each learning cycle, 4DS selects five images, whereas RS and US select one image for
labeling. Since 4DS considers multiple criteria, including the diversity in the query set, it
is more beneficial to select a batch of samples in each learning cycle. The other selection
strategies US and RS are not disadvantaged, because selecting only one sample per learning
cycle avoids querying redundant information, i.e., label information for samples lying in the
same region of the input space.
CMM is trained with both simple and gradual labels, whereas for SVM, the training was
done only with crisp labels.
For training purposes, four data sets using different preprocessing mechanisms were created.
Additionally, a principal component analysis on each of the data set was performed as well.
The four data sets were created by 1) using the original images, 2) performing a binarization in
foreground and background pixels (thresholding), 3) calculating chain code histograms (CCH),
and 4) calculating rectangular histograms of oriented gradients (R-HOG).
The pool-based AL process was evaluated after 500 (∼1.66% of the unlabeled pool), 1 500
(5% of the unlabeled data pool) and 3 000 (10% of the unlabeled data pool) queried samples.

9.3.3

Results

At first, the hypothesis that the human annotators are more uncertain regarding
the misclassified than the correctly labeled samples is investigated. A comparison of the
mean confidence between all correctly labeled samples and the mean confidence (certainty)
of all misclassified images confirms our hypothesis. A human oracle, on average, actually
feels less certain about its decision when delivering a wrong label. As shown in Table 9.3, the
human annotators are more certain when they correctly label an image than when they do it
wrongly.
Table 9.3: Oracle confidence averaged over the mislabeled and correctly labeled data.

Mean

Standard Deviation

Number of Samples

Mislabeled

0.448

0.344

701

Correctly labeled

0.970

0.098

29 299

Overall

0.958

0.135

30 000

The next question arises: How well does a classifier perform, when the underlying
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Figure 9.3: Classification error during the active learning process.

training data contains misclassified labels? An overview of the performance of the
classifiers with crisp labels is shown in Table 9.4. Overall, SVM achieves a better classification
performance. For example, the supervised training shows that CMM is not able to capture the
complexity of the problem well when compared to SVM. This is reflected by a classification
error of 10.47% compared to a 2.69% error for SVM. It is also easy to see that even with wrong
labels, the actively trained SVMs provide improvements compared to a random selection. An
active selection of 10% of the total training amount can cause a training error of 3.16% for
4DS and 3.03% for US, whereas a non-active sample selection results in a 4.78% classification
error, as shown in Table 9.4. The CMM results exhibit a different behavior, as no improvement
could be achieved compared to RS.
Next we look into how the gradual labels improve the active CMM training. The
experimental results are shown in Table 9.5, whereas Figure 9.3 presents the training of CMM
with gradually labeled data. As we can notice, the CMM trained with gradually labeled data
achieves a lower classification error (averaged over all experiments) than a training with
crisp labels. Moreover, we notice that RS has an advantage when crisp labels were used,
whereas US and 4DS perform better with gradual labels.
To find an explanation for the previously described phenomenon, we have to examine the
samples chosen during the PAL process. Tables 9.6 and 9.7 present the proportion of
mislabeled samples that are added to the training set by the query strategies. We can state
that the higher the proportion of false-labeled samples is, the more the selection
strategy tends to select samples which are difficult to label for the human annotator.
Figure 9.4 visualizes the average amount of misclassified samples added to the training set by
the selection strategies.
For a better understanding, Figure 9.5 depicts the selected samples after 1 500 queries
using the popular t-SNE method [96]. The first figure shows the samples selected by 4DS. In
this case, a fairly high coverage of all regions can be seen. The second figure shows the samples
chosen by US. In contrast to RS and 4DS, there are regions from which many samples were
chosen, which depict the uncertain regions of the classifier.
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Table 9.4: Evaluation of the three performance measures with crisp labels. All measures are averaged
over the four datasets as described in Section 9.3.2. Strategies that do not reach the target accuracy
are marked with “–” for DUR.

Active

4DS

500
Performance
Measure
CMM SVM
Class. Error

RS

CMM

10.39

13.3

3 000

SVM CMM SVM
4.6

11.48

3.16
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113

106

311

179

556

234

DUR

–

0.98

–

0.59

–

0.39

12.7

10.21

11.06

6.17

10.75

4.78

Class. Error

US

16.61

1 500
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1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Class. Error

21.92

12.02

19.07

4.52

17.22

3.03

AULC

133

104

395

182

721

231

DUR

–

0.96

–

0.04

–

0.40

Supervised

Class. Error

CMM

SVM

10.47

2.69
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Table 9.5: Evaluation of the three performance measures with gradual labels. All measures are
averaged over the four datasets as described in Section 9.3. Strategies that do not reach the target
accuracy are marked with “–” for DUR.

4DS

Performance
Measure
Class. Error

RS

500

1 500

3 000

16.68 13.28 11.45

AULC

114

312

558

DUR

–

–

–

Class. Error

US

Active

12.99 11.19 10.81

AULC

88

238

447

DUR

1.00

1.00

1.00

Class. Error

19.05 17.82 14.91

AULC

113

347

641

DUR

–

–

–

Supervised
Class. Error

10.5

We also notice that the active strategies (US and 4DS) prefer samples that are more difficult
to label, whereby US preferred mostly samples that were wrongly labeled by the annotators.
Based on those results, we assume that an improvement of the classification performance by
using gradual labels over using crisp labels correlates with the proportion of incorrectly labeled
data: The more misclassified samples there are, the advantageous the use of gradual labels is.

9.4

Lessons Learned

Even though, CMM is not the best classifier choice for solving this kind of problems (e.g.,
CNNs perform much better on image classification tasks), we can still draw conclusions from
an active learning point of view. At first, we addressed the question whether error-prone
annotators can be successfully employed in a pool-based AL process. The answer is “Yes”.
By collecting additional confidence information and transforming it into a gradual label ygrad
we can successfully learn a classification task actively. The experimental results show that
we can effectively use the gradual labels for actively training a CMM.
Moreover, we can state that the reliability of an oracle correlates with its selfassessed confidence, as depicted in Table 9.3. To our surprise, the random sampling
selection strategy performed best when compared to uncertainty sampling and 4DS, when used
in combination with CMM. Still, an SVM actively trained with US performed slightly better
than SVM actively trained with RS. Regarding the comparison between CMM (generative
classifier) and SVM (discriminative classifier), we noticed that the SVM performed better.
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Figure 9.4: Ratio of misclassified samples selected by RS, US, and 4DS.

Table 9.6: Training with crisp labels: Ratio of mislabeled samples during the PAL process.

SVM

CMM

Active
500

1 500 3 000

4DS

3.75

3.52

3.43

RS

2.50

2.17

2.32

US

7.35

6.98

5.98

4DS

4.05

5.80

6.90

RS

2.50

2.17

2.32

US

3.55

5.70

8.07

Table 9.7: Training with gradual labels: Amount of mislabeled samples in the actively selected training
data for the CMM classifier.

CMM

Active
500

1 500 3 000

4DS

4.05

3.75

3.62

RS

2.50

2.17

2.32

US

8.60

8.73

6.85
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(a) 4DS

(b) US
Figure 9.5: MNIST representation based on t-SNE. The colored regions depict the 10 classes, whereas
the black data points represent the actively selected images by 4DS and US after 1 500 queried samples.
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Chapter 10
Active Learning with Multiple Uncertain
Oracles
A well-performing AL framework is named probabilistic active learning [84, 83, 81]. It aims at
selecting data, which is expected to optimize the performance of the classifier while assuming
that the provided labels are always correct. As we have already seen, this assumption is often
violated, so that multiple error-prone annotators are present [22]. The labels provided by the
annotators may be false because of different reasons, e.g., a human annotator is affected by
her/his expertise, concentration, and fatigue level, whereas a simulation software employed as
annotator may be influenced by stochasticity [27].
An example of such a real-world task is the classification of low-voltage grids, which connect
the consumers (such as, households) to the electrical power system. Originally, the power
system was designed to transport energy from central power generators to the consumers.
However, recent developments indicate an increasing number of installed distributed generators,
e.g., photovoltaic generators, in low-voltage grids [116]. The distribution of the generators may
lead to overloading the electrical components and the violation of critical voltage values within
a grid. By assessing the hosting capacity of low-voltage grids for distributed generation, the
responsible distribution system operator is supported in his decision for which low-voltage grid
an investment is most beneficial, so that its sustainable operational reliability is guaranteed [22].
A major challenge is the high complexity of low-voltage grids, so that multiple experts must
provide labels assessing the hosting capacities of low-voltage grids [22]. Those provided labels
may be wrong, so we deal with error-prone annotators. To reduce the labeling costs and to
increase the label accuracy, AL can be applied by querying labels for the most “informative”
grids and by asking experts with sufficient labeling performances.
There are several AL strategies, which consider the error-proneness of annotators. For data
selection, they often rely on a heuristic approach [92]. Moreover, some of them consider the
labeling performance of an annotator to be constant for the entire classification task [136]. To
overcome these drawbacks, this chapter introduces the concept of meritocratic learning, which
addresses the following:
• The merit of an annotator is modeled by means of confidence scores, which are assumed
to describe an annotator’s reliable belief in the correctness of labels [29, 76].
• The selection of annotators and the weighting of their responses follow the merit principle,
so that annotators with superior confidence scores are preferred.
• The probabilistic AL framework [84, 83, 81] is extended by integrating the modeling of
an annotator’s merit.
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During the evaluation, three proposed extensions of probabilistic AL are compared to
base-line methods and the c-certainty strategy [109], which is a competitive method with
similar assumptions. The evaluation is executed on eleven data sets with simulated errorprone annotators and the aforementioned grid data set, which had been labeled by real-world
annotators with different degrees of expertise. Thus, their levels of labeling accuracy differ,
too. Finally, the performance of different approaches is presented and discussed.

10.1

Foundations

The definition below describes machine learning as the composition of different elements.
A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some task
T and some performance measure P, if its performance on T, as measured by P,
improves with experience E.
(Mitchell, 1997 [104])
How is a task T defined in machine learning?
In the introductory example, the task T is defined by building a computer program or a
machine learning model, respectively, by assessing the hosting capacity of low-voltage grids
for distributed generation. The learned model saves costs, since it provides fast assessments
of grids without any need for human guidance or time-intensive simulations. To build such a
model, additional specification is required.
Thus, we require labels that inform the learning model about the hosting capacities of
low-voltage grids, The labels are provided by annotators. In general, an annotator is an
abstract knowledge source, which may be represented by humans or a simulation software.
Other commonly used terms are oracle, expert, worker, and labeler. A group of many (human)
annotators is also named crowd. In the low-voltage grid scenario, annotators are represented
by the staff of the distribution system operators and simulations testing the hosting capacity
of grids. Depending on the type of provided labels, the supervised learning task is either a
classification or a regression task. In the latter case, labels are numerical (Y = R), whereas
categorical labels Y = {1, . . . , N } describe the task of classifying instances into N different
ordinal classes.
Since, an exact quantification or computation of the hosting capacity is infeasible due to
the complexity of low-voltage grids, N = 5 classes are used as proxies for the strength of a
low-voltage grid structure. Such a grid structure is shown in Fig. 10.1. The class labels reach
from “very weak” (y = 1) to “very strong” (y = 5) structure.
How is the experience E represented in machine learning?
Machine learning models rely on experience typified by data. The data is extracted as
features from real-world objects such as low-voltage grids. The extracted features form an
instance being a D-dimensional feature vector x = (x1 , . . . , xD )T and describe the characteristics
of the underlying real-world object. Moreover, a D-dimensional feature space X is spanned, in
which each instance x is located. Exemplary features of a low voltage grid are the number
of transformer stations, the number of cable distribution boxes, and the number of house
connections. There are seven additional features, so that a low-voltage grid is described by
D = 10 features. An instance of the grid illustrated in Fig. 10.1 may take the form
  
  
x1
number of transformer stations
2
 x2  number of cable distribution stations  5 
  
  
x =  ..  = 
(10.1)
 =  ..  .
..
 .  
 .
.
x10
number of house connections
24
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Figure 10.1: Structure of a low-voltage grid inspired by [22].

In combination with the class labels provided by the annotators, a labeled set L ⊆ X × Y
consisting of instance-label tuples (x, y) is built. It is the training set from which a corresponding
model is learned.
How is the performance P of the machine learning model measured?
To assess the performance of a trained classifier, an appropriate performance measure is
required. The evaluation of the classifier, based on a performance measure, represents a crucial
part in the application of machine learning, since wrong assessments may cause costly damages,
e.g., a high investment into the wrong low-voltage grid. Thus, classifiers have to assign an
instance to the correct class. The evaluation of the classifier’s performance may be quantified
by repeated testing on different sets of instances, where no instance of the training set is
allowed to be part of the test set. For example, cross-validation [78] can be employed to split
the data into training and test sets.
Therefore, only the Parzen window classifier (PWC) is considered. This classifier offers a
native extension to consider instances assigned to multiple classes. The basic version of the
PWC is described in the following, whereas its extension to multiple class labels per instance
is presented in Section 10.2.2.

10.1.1

Parzen Window Classifier

In AL, robust estimates of instance characteristics, such as class posterior probability estimates,
are important. Complex classification models may not fulfill the assumptions made, so that the
obtained evaluation results may be biased [31]. Therefore, and in accordance with [31, 84, 83, 81],
the PWC is applied. Another reason for considering the PWC is the fact that it does not
require costly retraining, if the training set L is updated.
The PWC is related to one of the simplest classification approaches, namely the k-nearest
neighbor (k-NN) classifier. To infer the class label of an instance x, the k-NN classifier
determines the k nearest training instances Lk,x ⊆ L. Finally, the most frequently occurring
class label of the instances in Lk,x is predicted. The nearest samples in Lk,x are determined by
means of a distance measure, e.g., the Euclidean distance. Extended approaches of the k-NN
classifier do not only rely on the frequency of occurrence of the class labels, but use the inverse
distances from the nearest instances in Lk,x to instance x as weights [50].

The PWC employs a similar mechanism to infer the class label of an instance x. However,
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it includes all training instances in L instead of solely considering the subset Lk,x . Therefor,
the PWC computes the similarity between instance x and all instances in L by means of a
kernel function K : X × X → R [18]. In the following, the Gaussian kernel is used, which is
based on the Euclidean distance and described by


||x − x0 ||2
,
(10.2)
K(x, x0 ) = exp −
σ2

where σ is a hyperparameter called standard deviation (or kernel width, bandwidth) controlling
the size of the kernel K, as shown in Fig. 10.2. The maximum of the Gaussian kernel,
respectively the maximal similarity, is one. It arises if the input instances are identical:
∀x ∈ X : K(x, x) = 1. Furthermore, a similarity is non-negative, so that ∀x ∈ X , ∀x0 ∈ X :
K(x, x0 ) ≥ 0 is satisfied.
σ
σ
σ
σ
σ

Gaussian kernel: K(x, x0 )
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Figure 10.2: Gaussian kernel according to [79]: For different bandwidths σ as parametrization, the
Gaussian kernel K is plotted as a function of the Euclidean distance ||x−x0 ||. An increasing bandwidth
σ leads to a wider Gaussian kernel.

Let X denote the random variable over the feature space X and let Y denote the random
variable of true labels over the space of class labels Y. To predict class labels, the PWC
computes the class posterior probability P (Y = y | X = x, L) for each class y ∈ Y. It describes
the probability that y is equal to the true class label yx of instance x and it is estimated on the
training set L. The original version of the Parzen window method estimates the kernel density
of an instance, which is a local approximation of the probability density function. However, in
the following, kernel frequency estimates are used, which are not normalized compared to the
kernel density estimates [83]. Given a set S of instances and the kernel K, the computation of
the kernel frequency estimate (KFE) of an instance x is given by
X
KFE(x, S) =
K(x, x0 ).
(10.3)
x0 ∈S

To obtain the class posterior probability P (Y = y | X = x, L), kernel frequency estimates per
class label are used in combination with Bayes’ theorem [79]. The corresponding calculation of
the class posterior probability is performed by
P (Y = y | X = x, L) =

P (X = x, Y = y | L)
P (X = x | L)
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KFE(x, Ly )
= PN
with
y=1 KFE(x, Ly )

Ly = {x0 | (x0 , yx0 ) ∈ L ∧ yx0 = y}.

(10.5)
(10.6)

Using kernel frequency instead of kernel density estimates does not change the resulting class
posterior probability, since the constant normalizing factor induced by kernel density estimates
would be canceled out in Eq. 10.5. Due to the missing normalization, the kernel frequency
estimate KFE(x, Ly ) describes the number of instances which are in the neighborhood of
instance x and assigned to the observed true class label yx = y. The principle of the PWC and
the computation of the KFE per class label are summarized in Fig. 10.3.

Figure 10.3: PWC applied on a three-class (N = 3) classification problem: The kernel frequency
estimates of instance x are computed with the kernel function K. The kernel frequency estimate
KFE(x, Ly ) approximates the number of instances in the neighborhood of instance x, which are
assigned to class y.

10.1.2

Decision Theory and Performance Measures

The classification phase can be separated into two stages, namely inference and decision
stage [18]. Section 10.1.1 described the inference stage for the PWC, so that the class posterior
probability P (Y = y | X = x, L) is estimated for each class y ∈ Y. At the decision stage, the
classification function fL predicting a class label fL (x) = ŷx for an input instance x is defined.
The concrete definition of this function depends on the objective of the classification task.
A common objective is the minimization of the number of misclassified samples. A
misclassification occurs when the true classification function f and the estimated one fL output
different class labels for the identical input instance: fL (x) 6= f (x). To minimize the probability
of misclassifying samples, the estimated classification function fL predicts the class label with
the maximal probability given instance x [18]:
fL (x) = ŷx = arg max(P (Y = y | X = x, L)).
y∈Y
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There are classification tasks that require more complex decision functions. Assessing the
structure of low-voltage grids is such a task, since the labels have an ordinal structure: (y = 1)
“very weak” < (y = 2) “weak” < (y = 3) “average” < (y = 4) “strong” < (y = 5) “very strong”.
Assigning a grid to the class of grids with “very strong” structures, although it has a “very
weak” structure is a more costly error than predicting “average” for the same grid. To take into
account the different types of misclassification, we can create a cost matrix C = (C[y, y 0 ]) ∈
RN ×N , where C[y, y 0 ] defines the cost of predicting class y 0 ∈ Y for an instance with y ∈ Y as
true class. The cost matrix for the task of classifying grids defines the cost as the absolute
difference between the ranks of two class labels (Cord [y 0 , y] = |y 0 − y|), which is a common
choice in ordinal classification [42]. Based on a cost matrix C, the decision rule, respectively
the classification function, makes class label predictions according to
!
X
fL (x) = ŷx = arg min
C[y, y 0 ] · P (Y = y | X = x, L) .
(10.8)
y 0 ∈Y

y∈Y

A trained classifier fL is evaluated on a test set T . It is a hold-out set, so that no instance-label
tuple of the training set is part of the test set: L ∩ T = ∅. By comparing the predictions and
the true labels for the instances in the test-set, evaluation statistics are obtained, that may be
summarized by a confusion matrix F = (F [y, y 0 ]) ∈ NN ×N , exemplary shown in Table 10.1.

true class

Table 10.1: Structure of a confusion matrix for a four-class classification task.

y
y
y
y

=1
=2
=3
=4

y0 = 1
F [1, 1]
F [2, 1]
F [3, 1]
F [4, 1]

predicted class
y0 = 2 y0 = 3
F [1, 2] F [1, 3]
F [2, 2] F [2, 3]
F [3, 2] F [3, 3]
F [4, 2] F [4, 3]

y0 = 4
F [1, 4]
F [2, 4]
F [3, 4]
F [4, 4]

An entry F [y, y 0 ] is defined as
F [y, y 0 ] = |{x | (x, yx ) ∈ T ∧ yx = y ∧ ŷx = y 0 }|.

(10.9)

On basis of such a confusion matrix F, different performance measures can be computed.
The most popular performance measure is the accuracy. It describes the fraction of correctly
classified instances of the test set and is extracted from the confusion matrix by computing
P
y∈Y F [y, y]
P
acc(F ) = P
.
(10.10)
0
y∈Y
y 0 ∈Y F [y, y ]

The misclassification rate is the counterpart to the accuracy expressed by
mcr(F ) = 1 − acc(F ).

(10.11)

It reflects the aforementioned objective of minimizing the number of misclassifications. To
consider different types of misclassification, the mean misclassification costs are reported. They
are calculated by
P
P
0
0
y∈Y
y 0 ∈Y C[y, y ] · F [y, y ]
P
P
mcc(F, C) =
.
(10.12)
0
y∈Y
y 0 ∈Y F [y, y ]
If the ordinal cost matrix Cord is applied, the mean misclassification costs are equal to the mean
absolute error mae(F ) = mcc(F, Cord ) being a widely used performance measure in ordinal
classification [57].
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The above described measures are micro performance measures, which aggregate the
contributions of all classes to compute the performance. To evaluate classifiers on data sets
with imbalanced class distributions, the average misclassification rate per-class and the average
mean absolute error per-class may be computed [140]. Both performance measure are also called
macro performance measures, since they give equal weight to each class. Their computation is
described by
P
1 X y0 ∈Y,y0 6=y F [y, y 0 ]
P
·
macro-mcr(F ) =
,
(10.13)
0
N y∈Y
y 0 ∈Y F [y, y ]
P
1 X y0 ∈Y,y0 6=y |y − y 0 | · F [y, y 0 ]
P
macro-mae(F ) =
·
.
(10.14)
0
N y∈Y
y 0 ∈Y F [y, y ]

Other common performance measures are precision, recall, F1-score, and area under the
learning curve (AUC) [140]. The micro and the macro misclassification rate are used for
reporting the results on the most data sets in this chapter. However, because of the ordinal
class labels of the grid classification task, the (micro) mean absolute error and its macro version
are applied for this task.

10.1.3

Evaluation

Since an actively trained classifier tries to generalize from a small training set, its classification
performance (misclassification rate, mean absolute error, etc.) is sensitive to the selected
training instances. Hence, multiple tests are required to evaluate the classifier in an AL setting.
For this purpose a k-fold cross-validation may be applied, which splits the data set into k folds.
One of those folds represents the test set T , whereas the remaining (k − 1) folds form the
unlabeled pool U, from which the selection strategy selects instances for training the classifier.
Then, the trained classifier is evaluated on the test set T . The cross-validation comprises k
iterations, so that each fold represents the test once [42]. However, the results of a single
execution of a cross-validation may be not meaningful [80], so that multiple repetitions of a
cross-validation with different partitions of the k folds are executed for evaluating the methods
in this chapter.
To illustrate the development of the classifier’s performance during the AL process, learning
curves are often used. They represent a curve in a coordinate-system with the labeling
costs on the x-axis and the classifier’s performance of the y-axis. A fast convergence to a
high-performance level at small labeling costs is a quality characteristic for a selection strategy.
The comparison of learning curves is difficult due to the unclear combination of the objectives
of fast learning and achieving a high-performance level [80]. Therefore, it is viable to present
the performances at predefined levels of labeling costs. Moreover, a statistical test such as the
Wilcoxon signed rank test [152] may be applied to test whether the performance of a selection
strategy at a specific learning stage is significantly superior compared to other strategies.
In the field of AL with multiple annotators, data sets with multiple labels per instance are
required for the evaluation. Still, such data sets are not publicly available. As a result, the
annotators are often simulated on publicly available data sets containing the true class label for
each instance. The error-prone annotators are simulated by flipping the true label to a wrong
label. The decision on flipping depends on the underlying simulation technique. Flipping
with a fixed probability leads to simulated annotators with a constant labeling accuracy
across the data set [167]. In contrast, the flip probability may depend on the region in the
feature space, so that annotators whose labeling performances depend on the location of the
instance in the feature space are simulated [154]. A survey on different simulation techniques
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is presented in [28]. The simulation technique used for evaluation in this chapter is explained
in Section 10.3.1.2.

10.2

Meritocratic Learning

Meritocratic learning describes the process of actively training a classifier in the presence of
multiple error-prone annotators, whereas their expertise in considered when determining which
one to query. This section presents the various aspects that have to be considered in order to
employ a meritocratic learning strategy. Since annotators are expected to provide confidence
scores in addition to labels, the interpretation of those confidence scores is described initially.
Then, the extension of the Parzen window classifier (PWC) to deal with multiple class-labels
and confidence scores per instance is presented. Moreover, a model is proposed for estimating
an annotator’s confidence of labeling an instance correctly. Based on the extended PWC
and the confidence model, the probabilistic active learning (PAL) framework is explained in
detail and three different approaches for its application in a meritocratic learning setting are
proposed.
Meritocratic learning is based on the following assumptions:
1. Similar to the MEAL [149] strategy, meritocratic learning assumes annotators with
a reliable self-assessment. However, the labeling performances of annotators are not
predefined by their salaries, but must be explored with the help of confidence scores as
reliable feedback.
2. The interpretation of the confidence scores is similar to the one used by ALConf [141],
but it is extended to multi-class settings. ALConf, in contrast to meritocratic learning,
neglects the possibility of estimating the annotators’ labeling performances in order to
select the best annotators for labeling.
3. The prediction of confidences for each annotator on each instance by means of a confidence
model is an approach that is also used by the strategies proposed in this thesis. This is
similar to c-certainty [109], which has the drawback that if the first samples an annotator
is presented with are difficult, it may lead to never querying her/him for providing
another label. The confidence model presented here overcomes this issue.
4. Similar to c-certainty [109], meritocratic learning is also based on the assumption that
the label correctness of an annotator is not constant but depends on the specific instance
to be labeled.

10.2.1

Annotators and their Confidence Scores

If an annotator decides to assign a specific class label ya,x to an instance x, the annotator a
is also required to provide a confidence score ca,x ∈ [0, 1]. Such a confidence score represents
a type of additional feedback or information next to the provided class label. In general,
the confidence can be interpreted as the degree of belief regarding the decision. From a
mathematical perspective, the confidence score is defined as the probability estimate of the
decision maker that the decision is correct [76]. For the label prediction of an annotator a, the
random variable Ya over the space of class labels Y is introduced and the random variable of the
confidence predictions over the space [0, 1] is denoted by Ca . Regarding the labeling procedure,
ca,x is assumed to be a proxy for P (Y = ya,x | Ya = ya,x , X = x) describing the probability that
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instance x belongs to the class ya,x predicted by annotator a. This thesis makes the strong
assumption that an annotator has a reliable self-assessment, which is formalized by
∀y ∈ Y : P (Y = y | Ya = y, X = x) ≈ P (Ya = y | Y = y, X = x).

(10.15)

As a result, the probability that annotator a predicts a label y is equal to the probability
that provided label y is correct. Moreover, annotators are expected to be better than random
guessing, so that the following requirement is fulfilled:
P (Y = ya,x | Ya = ya,x , X = x) ≥

1
,
N

(10.16)

where N is the number of classes. In case of meritocratic learning, the confidence score and
the probability are not equal, but their relationship is defined by
N · P (Y = ya,x | Ya = ya,x , X = x) − 1
,
N −1
N > 1.

ca : X → [0, 1], ca (x) =ca,x =

(10.17)

Thus, the confidence of annotator a represents the probability of correctness transformed to
the interval [0, 1]. This transformation includes the assumption of Eq. 10.16, because the
minimal confidence score ca,x = 0 is reached, if annotator a randomly guesses the class label
(P (Y = ya,x | Ya = ya,x , X = x) = 1/N ), whereas the maximal confidence ca,x = 1 implies
P (Y = ya,x | Ya = ya,x , X = x) = 1. The transformation is executed to interpret the class
labels and their assigned confidence scores as soft class labels, which are used to extend the
PWC.

10.2.2

Learning in Presence of Multiple Labels and Confidence Scores

An important aspect in the presence of multiple annotators is the processing of instances that
were labeled as belonging to multiple different classes. Additionally, the confidence scores of
the class labels are to be aggregated in order to exploit the entire information content. A
general option to deal with multiple labels is the employment of a label aggregation strategy,
which tries to combine (or fuse) multiple class labels assigned to a single instance in order
to estimate its true class label. Majority voting is such a label aggregation strategy, which
defines the class label with the maximal number of votes as aggregated label [88]. Since the
vote of each annotator has an identical weight, majority voting is a democratic voting. In
contrast, the weighted majority voting is a more advanced aggregation strategy, which uses the
annotator’s confidence as weight of the votes for class labels [16]. As a result, the class label
with the maximal sum of weighted votes is the estimation of the ground truth. This weighting
scheme resembles to meritocracy, where not the most popular politicians are elected as leaders,
but the ones having the maximal merit. Analogously, annotators with a superior merit (higher
confidence) have a stronger impact on the label aggregation.
The extension of the PWC relies on the identical weighting scheme. Nevertheless, it does
not learn with aggregated labels, but takes entire label vectors into account. A label vector
zx = (zx,1 , . . . , zx,N )T is computed based on labels and confidence scores provided by the
annotators Ax ⊆ A for instance x. It consists of N entries, where an entry zx,y is defined by
X
zx,y =
ca,x with Ax,y = {a ∈ Ax | ya,x = y}.
(10.18)
a∈Ax,y

As a result, such an entry can be interpreted as the number of votes for a specific class.
According to the AL cycle depicted in Fig. 6.1, an instance and its label vector are represented
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as a tuple (x, zx ), which is either an element of the unlabeled set U or of the training set L. An
instance x for which no annotator has provided a label (Ax = ∅) is part of the unlabeled set U,
so that zx = 0 is valid. The labeled instances and their label vector form the training set L.
The proposed extension of the PWC utilizes the label vectors for the computation of the
kernel frequency estimates as a vector kx according to


kx,1
X


kx =
K(x, x0 ) · zx0 =  ...  .
(10.19)
(x0 ,zx0 )∈L
kx,N

An example of their computation is illustrated in Fig. 10.4. Based on those kernel frequency
estimates, the extended PWC estimates the class posterior probabilities as described in Eq. 10.5.
Thus, the classification function fL is defined according to the described decision theory in
Eq. 10.8.

Figure 10.4: Parzen window classifier extended to multiple confidence scores and class labels per
instance: The kernel frequency estimates kx are computed as the sum of the label vectors weighted by
the values of the kernel function K.

The main motivation of discarding label aggregation for training is the resulting loss of
information, because an aggregated label only informs about the estimated true label. However,
a label vector provides additional information. On the one hand, it preserves the number of
provided soft labels (zx,1 + · · · + zx,N ). On the other hand, it is a proxy for the disagreement of
the annotators, since no soft labels are discarded due to aggregation. Both types of information
are implicitly used by the selection strategies of the PAL framework described in Section 10.2.4.

10.2.3

Beta-confidence Model

Next to preferring annotators with high confidence scores during the inference stage of the
PWC, the annotator selection during the selection stage has to follow the merit principle. This
means that annotators with high confidence scores should be selected for labeling an instance
instead of annotators with lower confidence scores. By doing so, the quality of the obtained
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labels is improved, which leads to enhanced classifier performance [109]. Furthermore, less
label acquisitions are required for achieving a certain level of label quality.
The annotator selection may be executed by means of a model which is able to estimate
the annotator’s confidence for labeling an instance. The specification of this model is subject
to the assumption that the confidence scores of an annotator a are not arbitrary, but follow an
unknown function ca defined by Eq. 10.17. Therefore, the tuples of instance and confidence
score (x, ca,x ) observed for annotator a are used to train a model ĉa approximating the function
ca . Because of the numerical nature of the confidence scores, the approximation may be
interpreted as a regression task. Moreover, due to the AL setting, the regression model has
only access to a small amount of training data. Correspondingly, the regression model must
deal with regions in the feature space, for which no observations are available in the training
data. Since the approaches of this thesis rely on such a regression model to select instances
and annotators for labeling, the estimated confidence scores must meet certain requirements.
The first requirement applies to the range of the confidence scores, which are restricted to
the interval [0, 1]. Thus, the task resembles a bounded regression task. The second requirement
expects “optimistic” confidence estimates for regions in the feature space, where no confidences
scores are available. In this context, optimistic means that an annotator is assumed to have
sufficient labeling accuracy. The k-NN approach illustrated by the right plot in Fig. 6.6
violates the second requirement. Although, confidence scores are observed for a small region of
the features space, their values strongly affect the estimates for regions where no additional
confidence scores are available for training. In a worst case scenario, the first confidence scores
are outliers. This leaves the impression of an annotator with low confidence, so that the
annotator is excluded from the future labeling process.
To meet these requirements, the Beta-confidence model is proposed, which models the
confidence estimates as Beta distributions. The Beta distribution is a continuous probability
distribution, which may serve as a prior distribution for Bayesian models. Its shape is determined
by two parameters modeling the number of occurrences of binary outcomes. Regarding the
modeling of the confidence scores, those parameters are defined as a vector depending on an
instance x and are computed by




X
ka,x,1
ca,x0
ka,x =
=
K(x, x0 ) ·
.
(10.20)
ka,x,2
1 − ca,x0
0
(x ,ca,x0 )∈La,k,x

The first entry ka,x,1 describes the number of instances labeled with the maximal confidence
score in the neighborhood of x and the second entry ka,x,2 is a proxy for the number of instances
labeled with the minimal confidence in the neighborhood of x. The neighborhood relation is
defined by the kernel function K (see Eq. 10.2). Moreover, the term La,k,x describes k-nearest
neighbors of instance x, which have been already labeled by annotator a. Since a confidence
score ca,x is not restricted to be either one or zero, ca,x is modeled as a soft vote for the
confidence of one, whereas 1 − ca,x represents the soft vote for a confidence of zero. The
computation of ka,x resembles to the computation of the kernel frequency estimates kx in
Eq. 10.4, so that the Beta-confidence model is comparable to a PWC handling soft votes for
maximal or minimal confidence scores instead of soft votes for class labels.
By introducing the parameter vector αa = (αa,1 , αa,2 )T , the probability density function of
the Beta distribution over the confidence scores takes the form
Beta(c; αa + ka,x ) =

1
c(αa,1 +ka,x,1 −1) (1 − c)(αa,2 +ka,x,2 −1) .
B(αa + ka,x )

(10.21)

B denotes the multivariate Euler Beta function [34], which is defined by means of the Gamma
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function Γ, and takes the form
B(v) =

Qm
y=1 Γ(vi )
P
, v = (v1 , . . . , vm )T ,
Γ( m
y=1 vi )

(10.22)

where v ∈ Rm , m ∈ N. The vector αa , named prior confidences, may be interpreted as
prior knowledge regarding the confidence of annotator a, where the first entry αa,1 represents
the number of instances priorly labeled with maximal confidence and the second entry αa,2
indicates the number of instances priorly labeled with minimal confidence. The mean of the
Beta distribution is used to estimate the true confidence score and is computed as follows
αa,1 + ka,x,1
.
(10.23)
ĉa (x) = ĉa,x = E[Beta(c; αa + ka,x ) | c] =
αa,1 + ka,x,1 + αa,2 + ka,x,2

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8
confidence ca

confidence ca

The mean ĉa is a function of the Beta-confidence model, which is illustrated for different
labeling situations as well as for different parametrization of prior confidences αa in Fig 10.5.
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Figure 10.5: Confidence estimation with the Beta-confidence model: The circles represent onedimensional instances plotted according to their feature x1 and the true confidence function ca of
annotator a. k, the number of neighbors, is set to 3 and the bandwidth σ of the Gaussian kernel K
is set to 0.1. The gray circles represent unlabeled samples, whereas the blue circles depict labeled
instances for which the true confidence scores are obtained. Each red curve represents the mean
function ĉa for specific prior confidences αa . Both plots indicate that the prior confidences can be
used to adjust the priorly assumed confidence scores of an annotator.

The left plot indicates that larger values for the prior confidences lead to a weaker adoption
of the mean function ĉa to the observed true confidence scores. This behavior results from the
fact that not enough observations are available to “overrule” the prior knowledge regarding the
confidences. Small prior confidences imply a small prior knowledge, so that the mean function
is strongly affected by the observed confidence sores. In the right plot, the prior confidences
dictates the mean function ĉa for regions where no observed confidence scores are available.
Thus, we can incorporate prior knowledge regarding the labeling performance of an annotator
by setting the two prior confidences. The proportion of the prior confidences determines the
quality of the labeling performance and their magnitude specifies the certainty regarding the
prior knowledge.

10.2.4

Probabilistic Active Learning with Multiple Annotators

In this section, the previously described extension of the PWC as well as the Beta-confidence
model are embedded in the PAL framework. First, the basic idea of PAL is presented by
deriving the formula to assess the usefulness of an instance. Second, three approaches are
proposed, in which this formula is used or extended for explicit consideration of error-prone
annotators.
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Performance Gain in Probabilistic Active Learning
Strategies of the PAL framework follow the smoothness assumption [32]. As a consequence,
the class posterior probabilities of neighboring instances are assumed to be similar. Thus, one
of the tasks is to assess to which extent the neighborhood of an instance x has been already
explored. One option is to rely on the estimated class posterior probabilities of an instance x.
However, these posteriors are not sufficient, because they neglect the absolute number of labels
due to normalization. Thus, the kernel frequency estimates kx (see Eq. 10.19) represent the
central label statistics to assess thePusefulness of an instance x. They inform about the number
of provided soft class labels nx = N
y=1 kx,y . Additionally, the confidence scores as well as the
possible disagreement between multiple annotators are implicitly taken into account.

The usefulness of instance x is assessed by the performance gain being the result of
incorporating the labeled version of x into the training set L of the classifier fL . According
to [81], class labels of an instance are assumed to be distributed according to a Multinomial
distribution. Hence, the probability of observing specific kernel frequency estimates given the
true class posterior probabilities is calculated according to
Mult(kx | px ) =



nx
kx,1 , . . . , kx,N

Y
N

y=1

x,y )
p(k
= QN
x,y

Γ (nx + 1)

y=1 (Γ(kx,y

N
Y

+ 1)) y=1

x,y )
p(k
x,y ,

(10.24)

where the vector px = (px,1 , . . . , px,N ) with px,y = P (Y = y | X = x) denotes the true class
posterior probabilities. The gamma function Γ generalizes the Multinomial coefficient to
non-integer arguments. This generalization is required, because the number of observed soft
class labels kx,y is not restricted to be an integer. The true class posterior probabilities px of
the neighborhood of instance x are unknown, but for its possible realizations p, the likelihood
values can be evaluated if the kernel frequency estimates kx are given. The possible realizations
of px form the (N − 1)-dimensional simplex
∆ = {p = (p1 , . . . , pN )T ∈ RN |

N
X
y=1

py = 1 ∧ ∀y ∈ Y : py ≥ 0}.

(10.25)

In a Bayesian approach, the Dirichlet distribution Dir(p | α) with α = (α1 , . . . , αN )T is applied
as the conjugate prior over the possible true class posterior probabilities. It is given by
N
Γ(α0 ) Y (αy −1)
Dir(p | α) = QN
py
,
y=1 Γ(αy ) y=1

(10.26)

P
where α is subject to α0 = N
y=1 αy and α1 , . . . , αN > 0. By multiplying the prior distribution
of Eq. 10.26 by the likelihood function of Eq. 10.24 and normalizing the result, the posterior
distribution of the true class posterior probabilities p is obtained. It takes the form
P (p | kx , α) = R

p0 ∈∆

Mult(kx | p)Dir(p | α)
Mult(kx | p0 )Dir(p0 | α) dp0

N
Y
Γ(α0 + nx )
x,y +αy −1)
= QN
p(k
y
Γ(α
+
k
)
y
x,y
y=1
y=1

= Dir(p | kx + α).

(10.27)
(10.28)
(10.29)

The specification of the hyperparameter α of the Dirichlet distribution Dir(p | α) depends
on the prior knowledge regarding the class label distribution in the data. The exponent in
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Eq. 10.28 indicates that an entry αy may be interpreted as the number of labels that are
previously assumed to be present in the neighborhood of an instance x.
A cost-sensitive classifier is intended to minimize the expected misclassification costs.
Correspondingly, the classifier is assumed to predict the class label with the minimal estimated
costs:
!
N
X
0
fL (x) = ŷx = arg min
C[y, y ] · kx,y .
(10.30)
y 0 ∈Y

y=1

Given the true class posteriors and a defined cost matrix, the cost function is defined as
cost(kx , px , C) =

N
X
y=1

C[y, ŷx ] · px,y .

(10.31)

Since the true posteriors px are unknown, the cost function cannot be evaluated directly.
However, by taking the expectation over all possible realizations p ∈ ∆, the expected current
misclassification costs for observing kx in the neighborhood of instance x can be computed by
expCurCost(kx , C, α) = Ep [cost(kx , p, C)]
Z
=
Dir(p | kx + α) · cost(kx , p, C) dp.

(10.32)
(10.33)

p∈∆

To estimate the reduction of the expected misclassification costs, the current expected costs
are compared to the expected costs after additional label acquisitions. Hence, m hypothetical
T
additional
P label acquisitions are considered. They form a possible label vector l = (l1 , . . . , lN )
with N
y=1 ly = m, where the collective of all possible label vectors is denoted by Φm . Let
us take a look at an example: If we set the number of classes N to 2 and the number of
hypothetical label acquisitions m to 2, then the following label vectors can arise:
Φ2 = {(2, 0)T , (0, 2)T , (1, 1)T }.

(10.34)

By obtaining a label vector l, the kernel frequency estimates kx change approximately to kx + l.
The actual label vector l is unknown. Therefore, the expectation of the misclassification costs
is taken over the possible true class posterior probabilities p ∈ ∆ as well as the possible future
label vectors l ∈ Φm :
expCost(kx , C, m, α) = Ep [El [cost(kx + l, p, C)]] .

(10.35)

To guarantee exact numerical results and to reduce the computational effort, a closed-form
solution of the expected costs is derived in the Section A in Appendix A. At this stage, the
expected reduction in the costs defines the performance gain


expCost(kx ,C,0,α)−expCost(kx ,C,m,α)
perfGain(kx , C, M, α) = max
,
(10.36)
m
m=1,...,M

where M denotes the maximal number of considered hypothetical labels. We divide by m to
normalize the different number of hypothetical labels. Without normalization, acquiring more
labels would always be better.

An illustration of this performance gain is shown in Fig. 10.6. A central observation is the
decreasing gain with an increasing number of labels nx in the neighborhood of x, because a
larger number of labels indicates a stronger exploration. Moreover, the gain decreases along
with the distance to the estimated decision boundary px,1 , since the uncertainty regarding the
class label prediction decreases.
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Figure 10.6: Performance gain as a function of the observed class posterior probability p̂x,1 = kx,1 /nx
and the number of soft labels nx (inspired by [83]): The performance gain is defined as the reduction
of the misclassification rate respectively the gain of the accuracy, since the cost matrix Cunif charges
all errors equally. A binary classification task is considered. The gain decreases with an increasing
distance to estimated decision boundary px,1 = 0.5 and with an increasing number of soft labels nx .

As strategies of the PAL framework prefer representative instances, the density dx of an
instance x is multiplied by the performance gain. Using the PWC, the density of an instance
is estimated by
KFE(x, D)
with
|D|
D = {x | (x, zx ) ∈ L ∪ U}.

dx = P (X = x | U, L) =

(10.37)
(10.38)

The density-weighted performance gain forms the foundation of the three strategies proposed
in the following.

10.2.5

Enforced Relabeling to Improve Label Quality

The first approach is based on the standard version of the density weighted performance gain,
so that the unlabeled instance
(x∗ , 0) = arg max(dx · perfGain(kx , C, M, α))

(10.39)

(x,0)∈U

is selected. Furthermore, a suitable annotator to label this instance has to be determined. The
selected annotator provides a label as well as a confidence score describing the belief in the
correctness of the provided label. If the confidence score is not sufficient, another annotator
is queried for labeling the identical instance. This process is named relabeling and aims at
improving the label quality. The relabeling is repeated until a certain level of label quality is
reached or all annotators have been queried.
If each annotator a ∈ Ax provides a fully specified probability vector, the estimated
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probability that instance x belongs to class y is computed according to

Q
1 −
(1 − P (Y = y | X = x, Ya = y)), if Ax 6= ∅,
a∈Ax
P (Y = y | x, Ax ) =
 1 , if A = ∅.
x
N

(10.40)

The above equation generalizes Eq. 6.31 to multi-class problems. However, in this thesis,
annotators are only required to provide class labels and confidence scores, so that P (Y = y |
X = x, Ax ) cannot be determined for N > 2 classes. Hence, the label quality qx,y is introduced
as proxy and calculated based on the confidence scores for each class independently as follows:

Q
1 −
(1 − ca,x ), if Ax,y , 6= ∅,
a∈Ax,y
qx,y =
(10.41)
0, if A = ∅.
x,y
To reach the sufficient label quality quickly, the Beta-confidence model estimates the confidence
function ĉa for each annotator a, in order to select the best annotators for labeling. The
sufficiency of the label quality is defined by a threshold q. By using the threshold, the relabeling
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of an instance is enforced. The whole approach is named q-PAL and summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: q-PAL
input : Y // class labels
U // unlabeled set
A // set of annotators
b // budget as number of label acquisitions
q // label quality threshold
K // kernel function
M // maximum of hypothetical label acquisitions
α // prior class labels
C // cost matrix
∀a ∈ A : αa // prior confidence scores for each annotator
output : L // final training set

2
4
6
8
9
11
13
15
16
18
20

initialize training set L ← ∅
initialize label quality ∀(x, 0) ∈ U : qx ← 0
initialize annotator set ∀(x, 0) ∈ U : Ax ← ∅
calculate densities ∀(x, 0) ∈ U : dx with Eq. 10.37
while b > 0 ∧ |U| > 0 do
calculate kernel frequency estimates ∀(x, 0) ∈ U : kx with Eq. 10.19
select instance (x∗ , 0) with Eq. 10.39
remove instance from unlabeled set U ← U \ {(x∗ , 0)}
while Ax∗ 6= A ∧ qx∗ < q do
compute confidence estimates ∀a ∈ A : ĉa,x∗ with Eq. 10.23
query next best annotator a∗ = arg max(ĉa,x∗ )
a∈A\Ax∗

22
24
26

update annotator set Ax∗ ← Ax∗ ∪ {a∗ }
compute label quality per class ∀y ∈ Y : qx∗ ,y with Eq. 10.41
update label quality qx∗ = arg max(qx∗ ,y )
y∈Y

28
29
31
33
34
35

decrease budget b ← b − 1
end
compute label vector zx∗ with Eq. 10.18
update training set L ← L ∪ {(x∗ , zx∗ )}
end
return L
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10.2.6

Confidence-weighted Performance Gain

The strategy q-PAL selects instance and annotator sequentially. However, there may be
instances for which no annotator can provide a label with sufficient confidence. To overcome
this issue, confidence-weighted probabilistic active learning (CwPAL) is introduced in this
section. It computes the density-weighted performance gain for each available instance and
weights it with the expected confidence of an annotator. Finally, the annotator-instance pair
with the maximal score is selected. This selection is formalized by
(a∗ , x∗ , zx∗ ) = arg max (ĉa,x · dx · perfGain(kx , C, M, α)) with

(10.42)

(a,x,zx )∈R

R = {(a, x, zx ) | (a, x, zx ) ∈ (A × (U ∪ L)) ∧ a ∈
/ Ax }.

(10.43)

The definition of the set R ensures that an annotator is not queried multiple times for labeling
the identical instance. Relabeling is not enforced as in q-PAL. Nevertheless, it is possible, since
instances are selected from either the unlabeled set or the training set. The trade-off between
relabeling and labeling a new instance is handled automatically based on the information
provided by the kernel frequency estimates in Eq. 10.19. A comparison of the density-weighted
performance gain and the additional weighting by the confidence estimation is shown in Fig 10.7.
The whole AL procedure of CwPAL is summarized by Algorithm 3.

10.2.7

Confidence-based Performance Gain

In this section, a third approach named confidence-based probabilistic active learning (CbPAL)
is proposed, which aims at overcoming possible drawbacks of the previous presented strategies.
First, q-PAL and CwPAL rely on confidence estimates representing the mean of the Beta
distribution defined in Eq. 10.21. Although the mean may be a sufficient proxy of the confidence
of an annotator, it discards the information regarding the reliability of an estimate. The
reliability is represented by the number na,x = ka,x,1 + ka,x,2 of observed confidence scores ka,x
in the neighborhood of an instance x for an annotator a. In Fig. 10.8a, the probability density
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function of the Beta distribution is plotted for four observed confidence situations ka,x .
Algorithm 3: CwPAL / CbPAL
input : Y // class labels
U // unlabeled set
A // set of annotators
b // budget as number of label acquisitions
K // kernel function
M // maximum of hypothetical label acquisitions
α // prior class labels
C // cost matrix
∀a ∈ A : αa // prior confidence scores for each annotator
output : L // final training set

2
4
6
8
9
11
13
15
17
19
20
22
23
24
26
28
30
32
33
34

initialize training set L ← ∅
initialize annotator sets ∀(x, 0) ∈ U : Ax ← ∅
calculate densities ∀(x, 0) ∈ U : dx with Eq. 10.37
determine annotator-instance relation R with Eq. 10.43
while b > 0 ∧ |R| > 0 do
calculate kernel frequency estimates ∀(x, zx ) ∈ U ∪ L : kx with Eq. 10.19
select (a∗ , x∗ , zx∗ ) with either Eq. 10.42 for CwPAL or with Eq. 10.51 for CbPAL
update annotator set Ax∗ ← Ax∗ ∪ {a∗ }
if (x∗ , zx∗ ) ∈ U then
remove instance from unlabeled set U ← U \ {(x∗ , zx∗ )}
else
remove instance from training set L ← L \ {(x∗ , zx∗ )}
end
end
update label vector zx∗ with Eq. 10.18
add instance to training set L ← L ∪ {(x∗ , zx∗ )}
update annotator-instance relation R with Eq. 10.43
decrease budget b ← b − 1
end
return L

Beta distributions in the same row have identical means ĉa,x = ka,x,1 /nx . However, the
shapes of the density functions differ strongly because of the influence of the reliability na,x .
Second, q-PAL and CwPAL model the probability for observing the future label vector l as
a Multinomial distribution Mult(l | px ). Hence, only the true class posterior probabilities px
affect the probability of a label vector l. Due to the error-proneness of the annotators, the
future label vector l may contain wrong labels, so that this modeling is not valid anymore.
To consider the possibility of wrong labels, the label vectors are modeled by the distribution
Mult(l|ca,x , px ) depending on the true class posteriors px and the confidence ca,x of annotator a.
The exact definition is given by:
Mult(l|ca,x , px ) =



m
l1 , . . . , lN

P (Ya = y | X = x) =

N
X

y 0 =1

Y
N

y=1

P (Ya = y | X = x)ly with

P (Ya = y | Y = y 0 , X = x) · P (Y = y 0 | X = x)
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a = a0
1.0
confidence ca / perfGain

confidence ca / perfGain

dx · perfGain
ĉa,x
dx · ĉa,x · perfGain
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a = a1
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Figure 10.7: Example of the confidence-weighted performance gain: The circles represent onedimensional instances plotted according to their feature x1 and the true confidence function ca of
annotator a. The crosses indicate labeled instances including the prediction ya of an annotator a.
The green lines visualize the estimated confidence scores of the annotators. The dashed black lines
represent the density-weighted performance gains being equal for both annotators. By multiplying the
density-weighted performance gains by the confidence estimates, the black solid lines are obtained.
They are individual for each annotator. The values are normalized to the interval [0, 1] for visualization
purposes. The confidence-weighted performance gain punishes regions where no annotator has a
high estimated confidence. Thus, instances with large density-weighted performance gains and high
confidence estimates of annotators are preferred.

= P (Ya = y | Y = y, X = x) · P (Y = y | X = x)
+ (1 − P (Ya = y | Y 6= y, X = x)) · (1 − P (Y 6= y | X = x))
1
1
≈ ((N − 1) + ca,x ) · px,y + ((N − 1) − ca,x ) · (1 − px,y ).
N
N

(10.46)
(10.47)

The step from Eq. 10.46 to Eq. 10.47 includes the assumptions of Eq. 10.15 and Eq. 10.17.
The third possible drawback of q-PAL and CwPAL concerns the update of the kernel
frequency estimates kx : it simply adds the newly obtained label l1 . This addition is correct for
the standard PWC, as explained in Section 10.1.1. However, the extended PWC takes the
confidences into account too, so that the kernel frequency estimates are updated by kx + ca,x · l.
An issue is the fact that the true confidence remains unobserved ca,x until it is provided by
the annotator. As a result, and in analogy to PAL regarding the unknown true class posterior
probabilities px , the expectation is taken over all possible realizations c ∈ [0, 1] of the true
confidence, so that the expected costs must be redefined:
expCost(kx , C, m, α, ka,x , αa ) = Ec [Ep [El [cost(kx + c · l, p, C)]]]
Z
Z
=
Beta(c | αa + ka,x )
Dir(p | kx + α)
c∈[0,1]

·

X

l∈Φm

(10.48)
(10.49)

p∈∆

Mult(l | p, c) · cost(kx + c · l, p, C) dp dc.

(10.50)

Unfortunately, a closed form solution cannot be obtained for the above equation. The
performance gain perfGain(kx , C, M, α, ka,x , αa ) is computed as the cost reduction following
the principle of Eq. 10.36. The performance gain has to be computed for every possible pair of
annotator and instance. Finally, the pair with the maximal gain is selected:
(a∗ , x∗ , zx∗ ) = arg max (dx · perfGain(kx , C, M, α, ka,x , αa )).
(a,x,zx )∈R

1

See description of kernel frequency estimates in Section 10.2.4
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The detailed selection procedure is summarized in Algorithm 3.
The confidence-based performance gain is plotted as a function of the number na,x of
observed confidence scores (reliability) and the estimated mean confidence ĉa,x , as shown in
Fig. 10.8. Each of the four surface plots shows the distribution of the gain for a fixed labeling
situation kx and fixed prior confidences αa . The goal is to visualize how the performance gain
is affected by the Beta distribution over the unknown true confidences. For this purpose, the
values of four exemplary Beta distributions are marked as crosses in the surface plots. It is
observable that a higher estimated mean confidence leads to a higher performance gain in most
of the cases. Moreover, the gain is affected by the reliability of the mean estimate. In case of
high confidence, the reliability has a positive effect on the gain, whereas reliable low confidence
estimates reduce the gain compared to identical confidence estimates with lower reliability.
The prior confidences can be used to insert prior knowledge regarding the confidences of an
annotator. The proportion of the entries αa,1 and αa,2 determines the mean confidence assumed
a priori and the sum of both specifies the reliability of the prior knowledge. A special behavior
of the gain is present in the lower surface plots, where areas with negative gains are observable.
The negative gain is induced by a low confidence, which makes the decision of the classifier
more uncertain. In Fig. 10.8e, the gain reaches its minimum around the mean confidence
ca,x = 0.4 and the reliability na,x = 5. In this situation, mean confidences being lower than 0.4
result in a higher gain. This behavior is reasonable, because very low confidences do not alter
the decision of the classifier, so that the uncertainty of the classifier’s decision is not affected.

10.3

Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the selection strategies proposed in Section 10.2 is evaluated.
They are compared to three base-line selection strategies and to the c-certainty selection
strategy discussed in Section 6.3.2.9. In the first section, the experimental setup is explained,
which includes details about the data sets, the simulation techniques, and parametrization.
Then, the results of the executed experiments are presented and discussed, which includes a
comparison of the results of the different selection strategies as well as an analysis regarding
the impact of the parametrization on their performance.

10.3.1

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup includes the description of the data sets, the annotator simulation
techniques, and an analysis of the simulated as well as of the real-world annotators. Moreover,
parameters and the experimental setup are defined.
10.3.1.1

Data Sets

Experiments are conducted on twelve data sets in order to assess the performance of a given
selection strategy regarding different tasks. An overview of the data sets is given in Table 10.2.
It informs about the total number of instances, the class distribution regarding the assumed
true labels, and the number of features. The number of features ranges from 2 to 60, whereas
the number of instances lies in the range between 150 and 950. There is no larger data set
used due to the partially high-computational complexity of the tested strategies.
The Grid data set is the data set of the low-voltage grid classification task described in
Section 10.1. Each grid is labeled by six annotators, of which five annotators are humans and
one annotator is realized by a software simulation. It is infeasible to obtain the true class labels
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(a) Beta distributed confidences: Each plot visualizes the probability density function of the Beta distributed
confidence for given observed confidence scores ka,x . The dashed line illustrates the mean confidence ĉa,x
computed from the observations.
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Figure 10.8: Confidence-based performance gain as function of the number of observed confidence scores na,x

and the estimated mean confidence scores ca,x : The colors of the probability density functions in Fig. 10.8a
correspond to the colors of the crosses in the surface plots in Fig. 10.8b to Fig. 10.8e. The performance gain is
illustrated for two different label situations kx combined with two different confidence priors αa .
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for the hosting capacity of a low-voltage grid, so the true labels are approximated by using the
extended imprecise Dirichlet model rule (EIDMR) in accordance to [23]. It is an ordinal label
aggregation strategy that considers the provided labels of the annotators and their confidence
scores. The distribution of the aggregated labels is imbalanced, because the majority of the
grids are assigned to the class “average” structure, whereas no instance is assigned to the class
“very strong”. Originally, the annotators provided confidence scores from the set {1.0, 1.25, 1.5}.
Those are transformed to the set {0.0, 0.5, 1}, so that their possible values comply with the
confidence definition.
The data sets Checker-Board and Overlap are artificially generated by sampling from the
components of Gaussian mixture models. Scatter plots showing the true class and instance
distribution of the artificial data sets are presented in Fig. B.1 in Appendix B. The data sets
Boston-Housing and Stock originally pose regression tasks. Their numeric target features are
converted to binary class labels by computing the means and assigning all instances with a
lower target value to class label y = 1 and all others to class label y = 2. The remaining seven
data sets are common benchmark data sets in the field of classification.
Apart from the Grid data set, there are no real-world error-prone annotators available,
so that the error-prone annotators are simulated for the other data sets. The corresponding
simulation technique is described in the following.
10.3.1.2

Annotator Simulation

Annotator simulation techniques aim at emulating real-world error-prone annotators [28]. The
selection strategies presented in this chapter take annotators into account, whose individual
labeling performances may be not constant for an entire classification task but depend on
the instance to be labeled. Moreover, confidence scores are required that serve as proxies of
the labeling performance of an annotator. To simulate such a labeling behavior, a data set
is clustered into three clusters by applying the clustering algorithm k-means [19]. Each of
the three determined clusters defines the expertise region of a single annotator. Thus, three
annotators are simulated.
To emulate different types of expertise models, the distribution of the confidence of each
annotator is unique. The confidence of annotator agauss is distributed according to the Gaussian
kernel, where its center is represented by the centroid xgauss of the annotator’s expertise cluster.
The bandwidth σ of the Gaussian kernel is determined in dependence to the mean Euclidean
distance between instances in a data set. Thus, the confidence score is computed by
cagauss ,x = K(xgauss , x).

(10.52)

Due to the application of a triangular kernel, the confidence of annotator atri decreases linearly
with an increasing distance to the expertise center xtri . A confidence score is calculated
according to


||x − xtri ||
,0 ,
(10.53)
catri ,x = max 1 −
h
where h is a parameter being proportional to the mean Euclidean distance between instances
in a data set. Defining the parameters h and σ as function of the mean distance ensures
comparable confidence distributions across all data sets.
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Table 10.2: Overview of the data sets regarding the number of instances, the number of instances per
class, and the number of features. A marker * indicates that the data set has been taken from the
UCI repository [44].
data set
Boston-Housing* [66]
Checker-Board
Grid [22]
Iris* [55]
Overlap
Seeds* [33]
Sonar* [62]
Stock [145]
Vehicle* [138]
Vertebral* [17]
WDBC* [98]
Wine* [6]

#instances
506
400
300
150
400
210
208
950
846
310
569
178

#instances per class #features
209, 297
13
190, 210
2
34, 65, 155, 46, 0
10
50, 50, 50
4
204, 196
2
70, 70, 70
7
111, 97
60
462, 488
9
212, 217, 218, 199
18
60, 100, 150
6
357, 212
30
59, 71, 48
13

The last annotator arec is accurate regarding the labeling of instances in the expertise
cluster Crec , whereas the confidence scores are low for labeling the remaining instances. Correspondingly, a confidence score is specified by
(
0.9, if x ∈ Crec ,
carec ,x =
(10.54)
0.1, if x ∈
/ Crec .
On basis of the computed confidence scores, the probability of flipping a given true label
to a false label is determined by means of the confidence definition in Eq. 10.17 and the
assumption made in Eq. 10.15. As the confidence estimation of an annotator is not always
reliable, noise distributed according to a Beta distribution is added to the original confidence
scores of each annotator at the end of the simulation procedure.
The whole simulation technique is an adaption of the one proposed in [109]. Its exemplary
application is illustrated for a one-dimensional artificial data set in Fig. 10.9.
10.3.1.3

Analysis of Simulated and Real-world Annotators

To assess the experimental results in a later stage, the simulated and real-world annotators are
analyzed regarding their labeling performances and confidences scores. The key characteristics
of the simulated annotators are listed in Table 10.3 and the key characteristics of the real-world
annotators on the Grid data set are summarized in Table 10.4.
The labeling performance of the simulated annotators is reported as the misclassification
rate on each data set. The class predictions of annotator arec are more frequently false
compared to the other two annotators. In general, the confidence is a reliable indicator for the
labeling performance, because the annotator with the best labeling performance on a data set
provides higher confidence scores than the other annotators. The standard deviations of the
confidence scores are large regarding the unit interval as range of the possible values. Thus,
the confidences are strongly varying across the feature space of a data set. As a result, the
selection of annotators in dependence of a specific instance is crucial to infer the correct labels.
The labeling performance of a real-world annotator on the Grid data set is reported as the
mean absolute error because of the ordinal label structure. Although the confidence scores of
the real-world annotators do not necessarily satisfy the assumptions of reliable-self assessments,
the confidence scores are generally meaningful. Therefore, the labeling performances and
confidence scores are related. This relation is partially caused by the label aggregation method
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(a) One-dimensional artificial data set consisting of tuples of instance and true class label sampled
from a Gaussian mixture model.
a = atri
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(b) Three annotators simulated on an artificial data set.
Figure 10.9: Simulation technique applied on a one-dimensional artificial data set: The upper plot
illustrates the data set with the true labels and the lower plots show the predictions of the simulated
annotators. A circle indicates a correct prediction, whereas a cross marks a misclassification. We can
observe that the errors are more frequent in regions with low confidence scores.
Table 10.3: Overview of the three types of simulated annotators regarding their misclassification rates
(mcr) for each data set. Additionally, the mean of the confidence scores (c) as well as the empirical
standard deviation (s) are listed.
data set
Boston-H.
Checker-B.
Iris
Overlap
Seeds
Sonar
Stock
Vehicle
Vertebral
WDBC
Wine

mcr
0.27
0.26
0.27
0.19
0.33
0.20
0.26
0.42
0.31
0.23
0.36

agauss
c±s
0.47 ± 0.27
0.49 ± 0.28
0.57 ± 0.29
0.58 ± 0.32
0.41 ± 0.32
0.59 ± 0.20
0.46 ± 0.24
0.43 ± 0.27
0.55 ± 0.30
0.59 ± 0.27
0.50 ± 0.22

mcr
0.27
0.27
0.41
0.33
0.43
0.30
0.20
0.42
0.34
0.28
0.29
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atri
c±s
0.42 ± 0.21
0.46 ± 0.25
0.39 ± 0.32
0.38 ± 0.25
0.43 ± 0.29
0.44 ± 0.10
0.55 ± 0.23
0.45 ± 0.25
0.50 ± 0.20
0.40 ± 0.17
0.51 ± 0.19

mcr
0.26
0.31
0.45
0.38
0.45
0.28
0.32
0.41
0.54
0.37
0.39

arec
c±s
0.48 ± 0.39
0.35 ± 0.36
0.36 ± 0.36
0.23 ± 0.28
0.38 ± 0.37
0.43 ± 0.38
0.35 ± 0.36
0.42 ± 0.38
0.27 ± 0.31
0.26 ± 0.30
0.40 ± 0.37
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EIDMR, which prefers labels assigned to higher confidence scores when estimating the true
class label. Especially, the annotator a5 has a superior labeling performance and provides the
largest confidence scores on average.
Table 10.4: Overview of the six real-world annotators regarding their mean absolute errors (mae)
for the Grid data set. Additionally, the mean of the confidence scores (c) as well as the standard
deviation (s) are listed.

annotator
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6

10.3.1.4

type
human
human
human
human
human
grid simulation

mae
0.58
0.73
0.41
1.21
0.33
0.88

c±s
0.85 ± 0.23
0.75 ± 0.26
0.81 ± 0.24
0.51 ± 0.05
0.93 ± 0.17
0.51 ± 0.33

Parametrization and Procedure of Experiments

On basis of the above described data sets and in combination with the multiple error-prone
annotators, seven different selection strategies are evaluated. They are divided into three
groups: threshold-based strategies, strategies jointly selecting annotator and instance, and
base-line strategies. Each of the seven strategies is based on the PAL framework and relies on
the same parameters. The maximal number of hypothetical label acquisitions is set to M = 2
and the class priors are set to αy = 0.001 ∀y ∈ Y. Those realistic parameters are determined
by analyzing distributions of the performance gain as illustrated in Fig. 10.6.
The definition of the cost matrix depends on the data set. For the Grid data set, the cost
matrix is defined by C = Cord and optimizes the mean absolute error regarding differences
between class numbers. For the remaining data sets, the cost matrix is defined by C = Cunif ,
which optimizes the misclassification rate.
Threshold-based selection strategies rely on a threshold controlling the relabeling of an
instance. In this section, q-PAL is proposed as a new threshold-based strategy computing
the label quality in order to decide whether to relabel an instance or to select a new instance
for labeling. The c-Certainty strategy uses the label certainty for this purpose. However,
the computation of the threshold is only feasible for binary classification tasks. In [109],
the c-Certainty strategy uses c = 0.8 as threshold. Since the confidences expected by the
c-Certainty strategy have a different range compared to the confidences defined in this section,
q-PAL relies on the label quality threshold q = 0.6 corresponding to the label certainty c = 0.8
after transformation. Originally, c-Certainty selects instances by means of US. In order to
ensure comparable conditions, US is substituted with PAL, so that the selection strategy is
named c-Cert-PAL.
The second group of strategies aims at jointly selecting instance and annotator. The
corresponding strategies proposed in this section are CwPAL and CbPAL. An issue of CbPAL
is the fact that a closed-form solution of its defined performance gain could not be obtained.
As a result, the performance gain is computed by means of numerical integration. Because of
the large computational complexity, the kernel frequency estimates of the two most probable
class label predictions are only considered in case of multi-class classification tasks.
The last group consists of three base-line selection strategies. There are two lower base-line
strategies named Rand-PAL and All-PAL and one upper base-line strategy named Best-PAL.
The two lower base-line strategies select instances according the density-weighted performance
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gain. All-PAL forces a selected instance to be labeled by each available annotator, whereas
Rand-PAL randomly selects a single annotator for labeling. Best-PAL selects the pair of
instance and annotator, for which the confidence-weighted and density-weighted performance
gain is maximal. Hence, this strategy is an upper base-line of CwPAL, as it knows all true
confidence scores in advance.
The PWC represents the model to be actively trained. In this section, it employs the
Gaussian kernel, whose bandwidth is selected according to Scott’s rule [70]:
−1

σ = n D+4 ,

(10.55)

where D denotes the number of features and n the number of instances. In AL, the number
of labeled instances increases. Thus, n is set to the maximal number of label acquisitions
b = 120. Moreover, each feature of a data set is z-standardized, so that it has a mean of zero
and a variance of one. At the start of the AL process, the training set L is empty, whereas the
unlabeled set U consists of all instances being available for labeling.

The strategies q-PAL, CwPAL, CbPAL, and c-Cert-PAL require a model to estimate the
confidences. The latter one uses the k-NN based model discussed in Section 6.3.2.9. According
to [109], the number of nearest neighbors is set to k = 3. The Beta-confidence model relies
on the same parametrization of k and is used by the other three strategies. Moreover, the
Beta-confidence model applies a kernel function, which is defined according to the one used by
the PWC. The confidence priors are set to αa = (0.01, 0.001)T ∀a ∈ A. This parametrization
is selected to induce “optimistic” confidence estimates for annotators for which no confidence
scores were observed in a region of the feature space.

On each data set, a paradigm is tested by means a five-fold cross-validation, which is repeated
20 times with stratified random splits. Those repetitions lead to more reliable performance
results [80]. The micro and macro mean absolute error represent the performance measures for
the Grid data set. On the remaining data sets, the micro and macro misclassification rates are
considered evaluation measures. In either case, the performance scores are averaged over all
test folds.

10.3.2

Experimental Results

To report the results of the experiments, learning curves depicting the development of the
performance scores and additional statistics are presented. Those statistics inform about the
mean number of labeled instances and the mean confidence scores provided by the queried
annotators. An instance for which at least one annotator has provided a label is considered
to be a labeled sample. Due to the possibility of relabeling, the number of label acquisitions
is often much larger than the number of labeled instances. Averaging the confidence scores
provided for each label acquisition results in unstable curves, so that the curves are smoothed
by means of a moving average approach. The learning curves are plotted for the three data
sets Checker-Board, Grid, and WDBC in Fig. 10.10, which form a representative selection
of the twelve data sets. Further learning curves for the remaining data sets can be found in
Appendix C, Section C.
In addition to the learning curves, an overview of the micro performance scores of six
tested selection strategies on the twelve data sets at specific learning stages (number of label
acquisitions) is presented in Table 10.5. The performance scores of the strategy Best-PAL
are excluded, because it is an upper base-line strategy. The results regarding the macro
performance scores are similar to the results of the micro performance scores. Thus, the
corresponding overview is presented in Appendix C.
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Next, we analyze the performances of the threshold-based strategies followed by an analysis
of the performances of the strategies that jointly select an instance-annotator pair.
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Figure 10.10: Results on the data sets Checker-Board, Grid, and WDBC: For each data set, four plots illustrate

the development of the mean test micro performance, the mean test macro performance, the mean number of
labeled instances, and the mean confidence scores of the queried annotators over a five-fold crossvalidation,
which was repeated 20 times.
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0.27 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.04
0.23 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.02
0.24 ± 0.02
0.29 ± 0.05

0.23 ± 0.03
0.23 ± 0.03
0.20 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.02
0.27 ± 0.03

0.20 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.03
0.19 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.02

CwPAL
CbPAL.
q-PAL
c-Cert-PAL
All
Random

CwPAL
CbPAL.
q-PAL
c-Cert-PAL
All-PAL
Rand-PAL

0.30 ± 0.04
0.31 ± 0.04
0.24 ± 0.04
0.25 ± 0.03
0.31 ± 0.02
0.31 ± 0.04

CwPAL
CbPAL
q-PAL
c-Cert-PAL
All-PAL
Rand-PAL

CwPAL
CbPAL
q-PAL
c-Cert-PAL
All-PAL
Rand-PAL

Boston-H.

Strategy
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0.25 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.03
0.27 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.03
0.36 ± 0.02
0.33 ± 0.04

0.31 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.03
0.38 ± 0.02
0.36 ± 0.04

0.38 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.03
0.43 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.03

0.43 ± 0.03
0.45 ± 0.02
0.44 ± 0.03
0.44 ± 0.02
0.47 ± 0.03
0.44 ± 0.02

0.34 ± 0.05
0.30 ± 0.05
0.32 ± 0.04
n.a.
0.36 ± 0.04
0.42 ± 0.04

0.39 ± 0.06
0.36 ± 0.06
0.36 ± 0.04
n.a.
0.38 ± 0.03
0.47 ± 0.05

0.47 ± 0.06
0.46 ± 0.07
0.44 ± 0.05
n.a.
0.51 ± 0.05
0.53 ± 0.06

0.57 ± 0.08
0.56 ± 0.09
0.57 ± 0.08
n.a.
0.62 ± 0.08
0.59 ± 0.07

Checker-B. Grid

0.05 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.07 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01

0.06 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.09 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.01

0.09 ± 0.02
0.09 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.12 ± 0.03
0.12 ± 0.03

0.12 ± 0.02
0.17 ± 0.06
0.10 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.12 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.05

Iris

Seeds

Sonar

20 label acquisitions
0.33 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.04
0.35 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.04 0.33 ± 0.04
0.36 ± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.03
0.35 ± 0.03 n.a.
0.37 ± 0.03
0.37 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.04
0.37 ± 0.04 0.21 ± 0.06 0.41 ± 0.03
40 label acquisitions
0.27 ± 0.03 0.10 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.03 0.10 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.03
0.28 ± 0.02 0.11 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.03
0.30 ± 0.03 n.a.
0.29 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.03 0.12 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.05 0.12 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.03
80 label acquisitions
0.22 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.03
0.23 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.02
0.24 ± 0.02 n.a.
0.28 ± 0.02
0.27 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.04
120 label acquisitions
0.20 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.03
0.20 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.03
0.20 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.02 n.a.
0.28 ± 0.03
0.24 ± 0.03 0.10 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.02
0.22 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.04

Overlap

0.06 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.09 ± 0.01

0.08 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.01
0.11 ± 0.02

0.12 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 0.03
0.10 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.03

0.17 ± 0.03
0.17 ± 0.03
0.18 ± 0.03
0.18 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.02
0.24 ± 0.05

Stock

0.41 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.01
0.41 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.46 ± 0.01
0.46 ± 0.02

0.43 ± 0.02
0.44 ± 0.02
0.44 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.50 ± 0.02
0.50 ± 0.02

0.50 ± 0.02
0.51 ± 0.02
0.50 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.55 ± 0.02
0.55 ± 0.02

0.57 ± 0.02
0.60 ± 0.02
0.56 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.62 ± 0.02
0.60 ± 0.03

Vehicle

0.25 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.27 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.03

0.27 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.28 ± 0.03
0.30 ± 0.03

0.31 ± 0.03
0.30 ± 0.04
0.29 ± 0.03
n.a.
0.31 ± 0.03
0.34 ± 0.035

0.39 ± 0.03
0.40 ± 0.05
0.34 ± 0.03
n.a.
0.35 ± 0.03
0.34 ± 0.02

Vertebral

0.15 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.02
0.10 ± 0.01
0.13 ± 0.01
0.11 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.01

0.15 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.02
0.10 ± 0.01
0.13 ± 0.01
0.012 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.02

0.15 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.02
0.09 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.03
0.12 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.02

0.15 ± 0.03
0.14 ± 0.03
0.10 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.03

WDBC

0.09 ± 0.02
0.09 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.09 ± 0.02
0.13 ± 0.02

0.10 ± 0.02
0.10 ± 0.02
0.09 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.10 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.04

0.17 ± 0.04
0.18 ± 0.03
0.10 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.10 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.05

0.2 ± 0.04
0.2 ± 0.04
0.11 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.10 ± 0.03
0.24 ± 0.05

Wine

Table 10.5: Mean and standard deviations of the micro performance scores after 20, 40, 80, and 120 label acquisitions. The performance on the Grid data
set is evaluated by the mean absolute error (mae). On the remaining data sets the misclassification rate (mcr) is utilized. A bold entry marks the best mean
performance on a data set after a specific number of label acquisitions. The strategy c-Cert-PAL is only applicable to binary classification tasks, so that
performance scores are not available (n.a.) for multi-class classification tasks.
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10.3.2.1

Threshold-based Selection Strategies

The proposed threshold-based strategy q-PAL performs superiorly on the majority of the twelve
data sets. This superiority is indicated by the large number of wins (best performance scores)
on a data set after a specific number of label acquisitions, shown as boldface in Table 10.5. In
most of the cases, q-PAL also slightly outperforms the c-Cert-PAL strategy. A reason for those
different performances is the use of different models for the confidence estimation. During the
early stage of the AL process, the Beta-confidence model is able to select annotators with higher
confidences compared to the k-NN based confidence model, as shown in the confidence plots.
Nevertheless, the similar numbers of labeled instances indicates that both threshold-based
selection strategies have a similar relabeling behavior.
Especially on simple data sets, the relabeling leads to a faster convergence to a lower error.
For example, q-PAL reaches the lowest misclassification rates together with the upper base-line
strategy Best-PAL on the WDBC data set. This competitive performance of q-PAL is present,
although Best-PAL selects more instances and always the best annotators for labeling those
instances. In this case, the enforced relabeling improves the classifier’s performance. This
observation is confirmed by the high performance of the strategy All-PAL on this data set. The
importance of relabeling is also indicated by the performance of q-PAL on the Grid data set
with real-world annotators. Again, q-PAL labels a smaller number of different instances (due
to the use of the threshold) and its performance is partially superior to the one of Best-PAL.
However, the superiority of q-PAL is not clearly observable on some of the more complex
data sets, on which the classifier requires more labeled instances to distinguish between the
classes. Such a data set is the Checker-Board data set, where the joint selection of annotator
and instance leads to superior performances. Additionally, the base-line strategy Rand-PAL
outperforms All-PAL, so that labeling different instances is superior compared to relabeling an
instance on this data set.
The above described observations indicate that relabeling is an important mechanism
to decrease the negative impact of false labels. Since the trade-off between relabeling an
instance and selecting a new instance for labeling is controlled by a threshold, the impact of
the parametrization of the threshold q on the performance of q-PAL is visualized in Fig 10.11.
For this purpose, the threshold q is parameterized with six different values. Moreover, the
budget is extended to b = 300 in order to investigate the performance in a later learning stage.
As the learning curves indicate, the label quality threshold strongly influences the performance
of q-PAL. On the Checker-Board data set, smaller thresholds lead to even better results and
the confidence scores provided by the queried annotator are also larger. Larger thresholds
reduce the confidence scores, since it is more probable that all annotators including the worst
are queried in order to reach the label quality threshold. The strategy c-Cert-PAL shows a
similar behavior, which can be seen in Appendix C, Fig. C.4.
Due to the strong impact of the threshold on the performance, an appropriate parametrization is important. However, to determine good values for the parameter depends on various
factors, such as number of annotators or their levels of confidence, amongst others. Thus, the
more we know about the experts, the better the threshold can be set.
10.3.2.2

Strategies Jointly Selecting Annotator and Instance

Instead of enforcing the relabeling of instances, the proposed selection strategies CwPAL and
CbPAL jointly select a pair of annotator and instance in each iteration of the AL cycle. Thus,
an instance is only relabeled, if the expected performance gain is maximal in combination with
an annotator who has not yet been queried for labeling this instance. The plots illustrating
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Figure 10.11: Performance of the selection strategy q-PAL on the Checker-Board data set for different
label quality thresholds: The performance of q-PAL highly depends on the specified label quality
threshold q.

the number of labeled instances in Fig. 10.10 indicate that both strategies use relabeling less
often compared to the two threshold-based selection strategies. As a result, there is a larger
exploration of the feature space. However, the increased exploration is achieved at the expense
of a worse label quality. The corresponding false labels may decrease the estimation of possible
decision boundaries, so that the goodness of the estimation of the performance gain is also
worse. This might be a possible explanation for the worse performance of CwPAL and CbPAL
compared to the threshold-based strategies in the early stages of AL. Nevertheless, according
to Table 10.5, CwPAL and CbPAL often compensate for the initial worse performance and
achieve values that are comparable to the threshold-based methods in later stages of active
learning.
Even though CbPAL takes the entire Beta distribution of the confidences into account,
models explicitly the possibility of wrong labels, and uses the confidences to evaluate future
decisions of the classifier, its performance is slightly inferior to the performance of CwPAL.
A solid explanation for this observation has been not obtained yet. Possible reasons include
inaccuracies due to numerical integration or the fact that for multi-class classification tasks
only the two most probable labels were considered for estimating the performance gain (to
reduce the computational complexity).
To investigate the impact of the prior confidences on CbPAL, its performance is visualized
for different prior confidences on the Checker-Board data set, as seen in Fig. 10.12. The prior
confidences define the prior knowledge regarding the expected confidence scores of an annotator.
The mean of the prior confidences defines the a priori assumed confidence level of an annotator
and their sum the reliability of this prior knowledge. Altering any of them does not strongly
affect the learning of CbPAL, so that its performance is robust for the tested parameters. The
same observation applies also for CwPAL as shown in Appendix B, Fig. C.5

10.4

Conclusion

The concept of meritocratic learning was introduced in this chapter, which addresses AL in
presence of multiple error-prone annotators. The main idea is to select annotators and to assess
their label decisions according to the merit principle. Since the standard PAL framework does
not consider the possible error-proneness of an annotator, it was extended by incorporating
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Figure 10.12: Performance of the selection strategy CbPAL on the Checker-Board data set for different
prior confidences: The different prior confidences do not strongly affect the performance of the strategy
CbPAL.

instance-dependent confidence scores representing an annotator’s merit.
As a first step, the inference mechanism of the PWC was adjusted. Therefore, multiple class
labels and confidence scores per instance are transformed to label vectors containing the sum
of soft votes per class label. As a second step, the Beta-confidence model was proposed, which
models the confidence scores of an annotator as a Beta distribution and allows the specification
of prior knowledge. In a third step, the extended PWC and the proposed Beta-confidence model
were integrated into the PAL framework. For this purpose, three different selection strategies
were developed: The q-PAL strategy uses the standard performance gain computed by PAL
in combination with the extended PWC to select the next sample to be labeled. Given the
selected instance, the annotator with the maximal confidence estimated by the Beta-confidence
model is chosen for labeling. Moreover, q-PAL enforces relabeling by defining a minimal level
of label quality as a threshold.
The next two proposed selection strategies were CwPAL and CbPAL. CwPAL adds a new
weighting factor, the confidence estimate of an annotator. Thus, annotator and instance are
selected jointly. The selection strategy CbPAL extends CwPAL by considering the whole
Beta distribution over the possible true confidence scores of an annotator. As a result, the
reliability of a confidence estimate is taken into account. Moreover, possible wrong labels are
explicitly modeled on basis of the Beta distribution of the confidence and their impact on the
performance of the classifier is computed as well.
Finally, the three developed selection strategies were evaluated in comparison with other
base-line strategies and another state-of-the-art threshold-based selection strategy, c-Certainty.
The selection strategy q-PAL outperformed the other strategies for a fixed label quality
threshold on the majority of the data sets. However, it could be shown that for some more
complex data sets, the performance of CwPAL and CbPAL is competitive and partially superior.
Neither of those strategies require a threshold, which has a strong impact on the performance.
Moreover, CwPAL and CbPAL are more robust regarding their parametrizations.
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Chapter 11
Discussion and Future Work
In Chapter 7, a challenge in the field of AL and, especially, in the field of D-CIL [27], was
addressed, where oracles might be wrong for various reasons. Thus, the queried labels are
subject to uncertainty. The research regarding uncertain oracles is still in its infancy, so
simulation methods for uncertain oracles were proposed, that will help the research go
further. The simulation methods will help investigate the performance of the current AL
techniques and understand their advantages and disadvantages. Still, research questions arose:
How can we exploit the uncertain oracles? Is it necessary to re-query labels for already labeled
samples? How can we learn (model) the expertise of an uncertain oracle? How do we decide
whom to ask next? These questions were addressed in the current thesis.
Even though CMM is not the best classifier choice for solving image classifications tasks
(e.g., CNNs perform much better on image classification tasks), we can still draw conclusions
from the results presented in Chapter 9 At first, we addressed whether human, error-prone
annotators can be successfully used as oracles in a pool-based AL process. The answer
is “Yes”. By collecting additional confidence information and transforming it into a gradual
label ygrad we can successfully learn a classification task actively , at least in the context
of the case study presented in Chapter 9. The experimental results show that we can effectively
use the gradual labels for actively training a CMM.
Moreover, we observed that the reliability of an oracle correlates with its selfassessed confidence, as depicted in Table 9.3. Surprisingly, the random sampling selection
strategy performed best when compared to uncertainty sampling and 4DS, when used in
combination with CMM. Still, an SVM actively trained with US performed slightly better than
SVM actively trained with RS. Regarding the comparison between CMM (generative classifier)
and SVM (discriminative classifier), we noticed that the SVM performed better.
The results presented in Chapter 9 raise further questions that were partially addressed in
chapter Chapter 10. The performed experiments showed that training with gradual
labels is beneficial compared to crisp labels if there are misclassified samples in
the training set. However, since the proportion of wrongly labeled images available in our
training set is rather low at 2.33%, there was rarely a major drawback when crisp labels were
used for training. Further analysis on more data sets, in which the proportion of mislabeled
samples is greater, could provide insight into whether a threshold exists beyond
which the use of gradual labels is likely to be more appropriate. The investigation
of further classification models and selection strategies on additional data sets may provide
insights into whether and how gradual labels are useful in PAL process.
Part of future research could be the experimental investigation with multiple collaborative error-prone oracles that partially classify the same samples; questions like whether
and when the additional label costs for capturing gradual labels are worth and how to fuse
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the gradual labels coming from different annotators, which found a possible answer in
the current thesis, too.
Chapter 10 showed that the annotator selection on the basis of confidence scores is a
powerful option to reduce the labeling cost and to improve the labeling quality. Nevertheless,
a few aspects have been not considered yet. First of all, the investigation regarding the
trade-off between relabeling an instance or querying the label of an unlabeled instance has to
be extended. Therefore, the strategies must be tested on more complex data sets and especially
more data sets with labels provided by real-world annotators. Additionally, over the course of
those experiments, the effect on the performance of the CbPAL strategy has to be assessed
regarding the numerical integration’s precision of the gain computation.
A fundamental assumption of this thesis concerns the interpretation of the confidence
scores, which are expected to be related to the true probability of the correctness of a provided
label. Research work [149] has been conducted, which confirms that annotators can guarantee
a reliable self-assessment. However, those annotators are experts on the domain of a task, such
as in the case of the low-voltage grid classification task. Studies regarding the self-awareness of
humans are conducted in [85]. They resulted in the well-known Dunning-Kruger effect, which
states that unskilled humans suffer a dual burden, since they make wrong decisions and have
not the ability to recognize it. In such cases, the assumption of reliable confidence estimates is
clearly violated. For example, crowd workers are not experts in the most cases, so that their
confidence scores may not be trustworthy.
Nevertheless, discarding the option of allowing confidence scores leads to a larger number of
label acquisitions for precisely assessing the labeling performance of an annotator [154]. Future
strategies have to combine both approaches by considering feedback and implementing an own
internal mechanism for estimating the labeling performances. For example, an annotator is
likely to overestimate her/his labeling performance, if the provided labels with large confidence
disagree with the true, time delayed, labels.
Future work should focus on the employment of those reliable confidences to improve the
performance of classifiers that may query class information from multiple uncertain information
sources. A possible approach might be to train classifiers with the fused confidences as sample
weights. Moreover, the confidences may be used to assess the quality of the current label
in order to decide whether to query additional class information or not. By doing so, the
labeling cost can be reduced, which is also a central objective of active learning with uncertain
annotators [29].
To address the challenges of collaborative interactive learning [27, 13], the probabilistic
active learning [81] framework can be extended to use the fused confidence estimates which will
improve the reliability of the probabilistic outputs provided by the classifier. A comprehensive
outlook to future research work is presented in the following section.
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The multitude of problems that have to be addressed are illustrated in Figure 6.3, where
we can notice the large number of nodes and edges. Every single one of them poses at least one
research question, that still has to be solved. In the following, the focus lies on the novel field of
D-CIL, where models have to be developed that take information uncertainty into consideration,
identify the annotators’ level of expertise, make use of different levels of expertise and fuse
possibly contradicting knowledge, label abstract knowledge, and improve the expertise of the
experts. In the D-CIL context, human domain experts benefit from sharing their knowledge
in the group. They receive feedback which will improve their own level of expertise. Thus,
in a D-CIL scenario, the number of humans involved is rather low (e.g., they are specialists
for certain industrial problems), they are more or less motivated, and they contribute their
knowledge for a long term. In principle, many applications may benefit from D-CIL, for
example, product quality control (e.g., deflectometry, classification of errors on silicon wafers
or mirrors, analysis of sewing or garments in clothing industry), fault detection in technical
and other systems (e.g., analysis of fault memory entries in control units of cars, analysis
of different kinds of errors in cyber-physical systems, etc.), planing of product development
processes (e.g., in drug design), or fraud detection and surveillance (e.g., credit card fraud,
detection of tax evasion, intrusion detection, or video surveillance).

Internet as additional
knowledge source

www

devices that collaborate

humans that collaborate
and assist devices
in their collaboration

Figure 11.1: Idea of Opportunistic CIL (O-CIL) [13].

In our future world, technical systems have to evolve over time. Not all knowledge about
any situation the system will face at run-time will be available at design-time. That is, the
system has to detect fundamental changes in its environment and react accordingly. This
requires that “neverending” or “lifelong” learning mechanisms have to be implemented into
such systems. Amongst other mechanisms (e.g., context- or self-awareness), these learning
mechanisms will include appropriate active learning techniques. These future technical systems
may be mobile devices, for example, that actively collect data and other kinds of information
from other devices, humans (who are often non-experts in a field), or the Internet (e.g., from
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social networks), cf. Figure 11.1. The active learning processes comprise large (e.g., thousands),
open (participants may leave or others may enter), and heterogeneous (e.g., different types
of devices, kinds of knowledge, etc.) groups of “participants”. The data that are labeled may
include video, audio, text, or image data. Also, new kinds of human-computer interaction may
come into play [128]. Each active learner built into such a future system has to make best of the
available information, i.e., it has to act in an “opportunistic” way (cf. [124]). This requires an
extension of D-CIL to O-CIL (opportunistic collaborative interactive learning) [13], an approach
where many technical devices (e.g., open, heterogeneous, dynamic systems such as mobile
devices, e.g., smartphones) will interact in the sense sketched above by actively collecting
information from other devices, from humans, or from the Internet, for instance. Thus, new
techniques to model and analyze AL in such groups (cf., e.g. [75]) have to be developed. In
addition to Challenge 1 (Uncertain Oracles) and Challenge 2 ( Multiple Uncertain Oracles)
presented in Section 2.2 and addressed in this thesis, further research work must be conducted
in order to address the additional requests of true Collaborative Interactive Learning system.

11.1

Challenge 3: Alternative Query Types

If we have to explore the knowledge of oracles, the costs of AL increase substantially. On the
other hand, we might ask oracles such as human experts for more abstract knowledge with the
goal to reduce the number of queries this way.
In many applications, active learners could ask for more “valuable” knowledge. Examples
are conclusions that a human expert gives for a presented rule premise, or correlations between
different features or features and classes that an expert provides in order to identify important
or redundant features. Questions that arise in this context are: Which questions can be asked?
How the required information be provided to the expert? How can different kinds of expert
statements be combined, e.g., about samples, rules, relations between features, etc? How can
this information be used to initialize the models that are trained or to restrict the model
capabilities in an appropriate way (e.g., if features are known not to be correlated?
x2

p(x3 |i = 1)

p(x3 |i = 3)

x3

x3
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+

+

p(x3 |i = 2)
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+

x3
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Figure 11.2: Asking for conclusions of rule premises.

A possible starting point is to investigate the case of annotating rule premises with
conclusions. To stay in a probabilistic framework user-readable rule premises can be obtained
by marginalization of density functions from a generative process model. Figure 11.2 gives an
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example for a density model consisting of three components in a three-dimensional input space.
The figure shows three data clusters: red crosses (×), green circles (◦), and gray plus signs (+).
The latter could be either crosses or circles, but let us assume that this fact is not yet known.
• The first two dimensions x1 and x2 are continuous and, thus, modeled by bivariate
Gaussians whose centers are described by larger plus signs (+). The ellipses are level
curves (surfaces of constant density) with shapes defined by the covariance matrices of
the Gaussians. Here, due to the diagonality of the covariance matrices these ellipses are
axes-oriented and their projection onto the axes is also shown.
• The third dimension x3 is categorical with categories A (red), B (green), and C (blue).
The distributions of the third dimension x3 are illustrated by the histograms next to
every component.
It is assumed that the components modeling sets of circles (green) and crosses (red) are already
labeled, resulting in two rules for these components:
if x1 is low and x2 is high and x3 is A or B
then class = red,
if x1 is high and x2 is high and x3 is C
then class = green.
Here, only categories with a probability strictly greater than the average are considered in
rules in order to simplify the resulting rules. Now, the active learner presents the following
rule premise and asks for a conclusion in form of a class assignment:
x1 is high and x2 is low and x3 is B.
This information could then be used to (re-)train a classifier, e.g., in a transductive learning
step.
To investigate relations between features, i.e., between input dimensions of a classifier,
statistical measures can be implied, but also ideas from the field of concept exploration (cf. the
field of attribute exploration in [142]) might be adopted.
In the following we discuss some work that can be seen to be related and that might be
used as a starting point for future research. A conventional AL-query consists in choosing an
unlabeled sample (or a set of samples) and requesting a label (labels) from an expert. In [26]
AL is combined with Learning from Demonstration (LfD), that allows end-users to program
new skills (e.g. a special movement) on a robot with minimal effort. The aim of LfD is to
learn a robot skills that can be generalized to unseen situations with a minimal number of
demonstrations provided by humans. To combine AL and LfD [26] presents three different
query types (label, demonstration, and feature queries). In a label query, the robot executes a
movement (specified by a trajectory) and asks whether the skill was preformed correctly. A
demonstration query is used to learn a new skill for that a demonstration from the teacher is
requested. A feature query is used for directly manipulating the representation of a skill by
trying to identify a subspace or by assigning weights to features in such a way that a “new”
skill is best represented. An other kind of AL techniques that uses two different query types
has been successfully applied especially to solve documents or more generally text classification
problems [118, 48, 58]. Here, not only samples but also features are queried and presented to
a domain expert for improving the learning process. It has been shown experimentally that
labeling features is useful in the presence of few labeled samples (i.e., at the beginning of the
AL process). In [118, 58] the labeled features are used for feature selection or re-weighting
while in [48] they are used as proxies for sample labels.
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11.2

Challenge 4: Complex Cost Schemes for Queries

In many real-world applications, obtaining information may be possible at different costs,
e.g., some class information is more expensive than other or the labeling costs depend on the
location of the sample in the input space. This already applies to a “conventional” AL setting
without the many ideas discussed above. In a D-CIL setting, considering complex cost schemes
is even more important.
We must consider costs that depend on Costs that depend on the following must be
considered:
1. Samples with their classes: As mentioned above, labeling costs may depend on the class
(e.g., some kinds of error classes in an industrial production process may be more difficult
to detect than others) or on the location of the sample in the input space (e.g., samples
close to the decision boundary require higher temporal effort), for instance.
2. Query types: It is obvious that different labeling costs have to be foreseen for samples
(with or without certainty estimates) and for more complex queries such as rule premises.
The cost schemes have to be even more detailed in a D-CIL setting with feedback to the
humans (e.g., with queries such as “Can you confirm that ...?”).
3. Oracles (annotators, experts): The costs of humans may depend on their expertise, their
temporal effort, their availability (e.g., working hour may be modeled with finite costs,
otherwise costs are infinite), etc.
In principle, all these costs may change over time, too. The basic questions in this context
are: How can a cost schema be defined and which different types are existent? How should
compensation mechanisms for the differentiated expertise of a human be designed? How can
these compensation mechanisms be implemented? How must the selection strategies of an
active learner be adapted?
As a starting point, the first point from the list above should be investigated in a “classical”
AL setting. Then D-CIL requires solutions for the second and third points, respectively.
Mechanisms of crowdsourcing will provide additional insights. On the one hand, differentiated
compensation mechanisms can be realized if a task with defined costs can be outsourced to the
crowd [172]. On the other hand, the definition of the task requires additional research in the
field of crowdsourcing.
Some related work that has to be considered for this challenge includes [61], which suggests
a new AL-framework for computed-assisted translation systems that should support the
translators in their work. The main idea is to find a trade-off between translation quality and
productivity (i.e., translation effort), by allowing the translator to supervise only the translations
of the most “informative” sentences. Three properties for determining the “informativeness” of
the sentences, and the corresponding selection strategies, are proposed: Uncertainty describes
how unsure the model is about the translation of a sentence. Representativeness tells how
representative is a sentence for a block of sentences and unreliability expresses the number of
words contained in a sentence that do not appear in the training set, but in a specific block of
sentences. The results showed that AL-techniques can reduce the translator’s effort, assessed
by keystroke and mouse-action ratio (KSMR) [14], by one half. In [134] an empirical study of
labeling costs in four text and image classification problems is presented. It is assumed that
the time required for labeling is the actual cost, which is not known in advance. Therefore,
questions such as: “Are annotation times variable for a given task or domain?”, “Do times
vary from one annotator to the next?” or “Can we improve active learning by utilizing cost
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information?” are addressed and analyzed on the basis of four data sets and three human
experts. The analysis in [134] concludes that: (a) the labeling costs may vary considerably
across samples, (b) ignoring cost information does not lead to a better performance than
random, (c) if the costs can be accurately predicted, than the AL process may be improved, (d)
the cost may vary across experts, and (e) for some problems, the labeling cost can be predicted
accurately, even after querying labels for a few samples. Three approaches that regard the cost
(i.e., labeling time), which is known in advance, in an AL selection strategy are investigated
for natural language problems on one data set (MUC7τ ) in [143]. The first selection strategy,
fixed maximal budget per sample, constrains querying samples that would generate costs
larger than a given maximum cost. The second strategy, linear rank combination, ranks the
samples according to a linear combination of utility (i.e., informativeness) and cost. The
third selection strategy ranks the samples based on their benefit-cost ratio, which is the ratio
between the utility and cost. The experimental results showed that the three cost-sensitive
selection strategies outperformed the cost-insensitive ones in the early stage of the AL process.
Nevertheless, in real-world scenarios the cost is mostly not known in advance, thus it has to be
predicted.

11.3

Challenge 5: True Collaboration of Human Experts
and Interaction with an Active Learner

The next natural step is to pave the way for a true collaboration of human experts in AL,
which will essentially be based on the capability of humans to learn and the ability of the active
learner to provide appropriate feedback to the humans to enable them to learn themselves.
Then, the new technique actually deserves to be called D-CIL.
In many applications, experts would be interested in getting feedback from an active learner,
in improving their own knowledge, and sharing their expertise with others. As an important
requirement, the active learner must be able to give feedback to the humans and asking for
comments on such feedback. Some possible kinds of interactions of an active learner with
humans are, cf. also [67]:
The following rule appears to be very certain because ... !
The following rule is in conflict with your knowledge because ... !
Other experts are much less uncertain concerning the following rule than you are ...
!
Can you confirm the following rule ... ?
Can you confirm that the following two features are not correlated ... ?
Can you confirm that the following feature is very important ... ?
Can you provide additional samples for the following input regions of the classifier
... ?
Some of the many new questions arising with this challenge are: How can we deal with
time-invariant knowledge of oracles? Which information should be provided and how (e.g.,
with/without certainty estimates, restriction to “crisp” rules or not)? How must the active
learner and the selection strategies be adapted? In particular, a compromise has to be
found between modeling capabilities on the one hand and the abilities of humans to actually
understand readable rules on the other hand. How do human experts change their behavior if
they get feedback? How do human experts cooperate when they use a D-CIL system? How
can an explicit “pooling” of experts in teams be realized? May we suggest solutions to experts?
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How can we realize a review mechanism for answers of experts? When and how can human
experts be recruited? How can we measure the benefit of human experts or groups of experts?
As a starting point, one may stay within the probabilistic framework, consider the individual knowledge of humans (challenge 2) and present samples and rules (e.g., obtained
by marginalization from density models to make them human-readable as sketched above,
challenge 3) with fused statements (labels or conclusions) and certainty estimates. Then,
the time-variance of human knowledge must be considered by extending the solutions from
challenge 2. Altogether, the collaboration activities between humans and between humans and
the active learner need to be designed in a structured and re-usable way [91, 113]. Again, the
evaluation of any new, proposed techniques will be a challenge by itself.

11.4

Challenge 6: Online Learning for
Time-Variant Learning Tasks

Above, D-CIL takes place in a time-variant environment in the sense that the knowledge of
experts improves over time. But, the observed and modeled processes could be time-variant,
too. That is, these processes may change slightly (e.g., due to increased wear of mechanical
parts of an observed process), become obsolete, or new processes corresponding to known or
to new, previously unknown, classes may arise during the application of the model. Then, a
major challenge consists in developing online D-CIL techniques that cope with such effects.
Thus, in essence a learning task which changes over time, with only partial knowledge, and
where knowledge is uncertain, has to be solved. From the viewpoint of the humans and the
active learner, “lifelong” learning may be needed.
Questions that come up when addressing this challenge are, for example: How can changes
in the characteristics of the processes underlying the observed data be detected? How can new
classes be considered online? How can we efficiently and effectively integrate the human experts
in the process of detection and modeling? How can we interweave knowledge exploration and
exploitation phases?
As a starting point, techniques from the fields of anomaly or novelty detection, obsoleteness
detection, detection of concept drift or shift, or online clustering can be employed and adapted.
These techniques are typically intended to work in a fully autonomous way, but they may be
improved by integrating the knowledge of human experts. Also, we may take a look at some
existing multiple learner / multiple expert approaches, and adopt ideas from the field of SAL.

11.5

Further Challenges

Two additional challenges must be addressed as well:
Stopping Criterion: Currently, the stopping criterion in real-world applications is based
on economic factors, e.g., the learner queries samples as long as the budget allows. The
challenge consists in knowing when to stop querying for labels. One possibility may be
to determine the point at which the cost of querying more labels is higher than costs for
misclassification. Another possibility is to determine when the learner is at least as good as
the group of annotators. For such a “self-stopping criterion”, the active learner must be able to
assess its own performance.
Performance Assessment: In AL, the performance of an active learner must be assessed
by means of several criteria to capture effectiveness and efficiency of AL. D-CIL requires
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measures to assess the various learning costs or to evaluate the learning progress of human
experts.
Apart from these challenges, “parameter-free” active learning techniques or self-adaptation
of selection strategies to different phases of the active learning process are required.
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Chapter 12
Final Thoughts
It is quite difficult to establish a fundamental theory on which all the presented approaches,
including D-CIL, are based. Accordingly, I do not claim that the proposed methods are perfect
for every problem. Quite the contrary, I think that adjustments are necessary. The paradigms
presented in this thesis, supported by the case studies and the experimental results, are key
milestone towards D-CIL and forecast a promising future.
Nevertheless, one of most important components of the AL research is the comparison
between different strategies. It is essential for the assessment of a new proposed approach.
Unfortunately, during my research, I came to the conclusion that there is no standard regarding
the design of experiments and their evaluation [80]. The problematic design of experiments
includes the used data sets too. Published approaches were mostly tested on data sets with true
labels. To simulate the uncertainty, the labels were adjusted by applying various methods, e.g.,
simulation of uncertain oracles, flipping a label with a specific probability, etc. Correspondingly,
I think that the AL researchers should focus not only on the improvement of the existing
paradigms, but also on
• the establishment of a gold standard for experiments as well as evaluation in AL and
• the creation and sharing of data sets with labels given by real uncertain human oracles.
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Appendix A
Closed-form Solution for Computing
Expected Misclassification Costs
A closed-form solution for computing the expected misclassification costs for a sample is
presented in this section. To increase the readability, the index x in kx , nx , and ŷx is omitted.
Let us start by rearranging the equation of the expected cost:
expCost(k, C, m, α)
Z
X
=
Dir(p | k + α) ·
Mult(l | p) · cost(k + l, p, C) dp

(A.1)

Dir(p | k + α) · Mult(l | p) · cost(k + l, p, C) dp

(A.3)

p∈∆

=

XZ

l∈Φm

=

p∈∆

XZ

l∈Φm

(A.2)

l∈Φm

p∈∆

Γ(n + α0 )

QN

y=1 (Γ(ky

+ αy ))

·

N
Y

(pkyy +αy −1 )

y=1

N
Y
Γ(m + 1)
· QN
(plyy ) · cost(k + l, p, C) dp
·
(Γ(l
+
1))
y
y=1
y=1
X
Γ(n + α0 )
Γ(m + 1)
=
· QN
QN
y=1 (Γ(ky + αy ))
y=1 (Γ(ly + 1))
l∈Φm

·

Z

N
Y

p∈∆ y=1

(pkyy +ly +αy −1 ) · cost(k + l, p, C) dp.

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)

The integral in Eq. A.6 is simplified according to
Z

N
Y

p∈∆ y=1

=

(pyky +ly +αy −1 ) · cost(k + l, p, C) dp

Z

N
Y

p∈∆ y=1

=

N
X

y 0 =1

C[y 0 , ŷ] · py0 dp

(A.8)

(pkyy +ly +αy −1 ) · py0 dp

(A.9)

(pkyy +ly +αy −1 ) ·

C[y 0 , ŷ] ·

Z

N
Y

p∈∆ y=1

N
X

(A.7)

y 0 =1
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=

N
X

y 0 =1

C[y 0 , ŷ] ·

with I(y, y 0 ) =

Z

N
Y

p∈∆ y=1

0

(A.10)

(pkyy +ly +αy −1+I(y,y ) ) dp

(
1 if y = y 0 ,
0 if y 6= y 0 .

(A.11)

To solve the integral in Eq. A.10, the Dirichlet distribution is used, which is normalized to one.
Thus, the solution takes the form:
QN

Γ(n + m + α0 + 1)

y=1 (Γ(ky

Z

N
Y

p∈∆ y=1

+ ly + αy +

I(y, y 0 )))
0

Z

(pyky +ly +αy −1+I(y,y ) ) dp =

N
Y

p∈∆ y=1

QN

0

(pkyy +ly +αy −1+I(y,y ) ) dp = 1

+ ly + αy + I(y, y 0 )))
.
Γ(n + m + α0 + 1)

y=1 (Γ(ky

Inserting the previously obtained results into Eq. A.6, the closed-form solution for the expected
classification cost is obtained:
expCost(k, C, m, α) =
·

N
X

y 0 =1

C[y 0 , ŷ] ·

= QN

QN

X

l∈Φm

QN

y=1 (Γ(ky + αy ))

y=1 (Γ(ky

Γ(m + 1)
· QN
y=1 (Γ(ly + 1))

+ ly + αy + I(y, y 0 )))
Γ(n + m + α0 + 1)

y=1 (Γ(ky

Γ(n + α0 )

Γ(n + α0 )

·

X

Γ(m + 1)
QN
y=1 (Γ(ly + 1))

+ αy )) l∈Φm
QN
0
y=1 (Γ(ky + ly + αy + I(y, y )))
·
C[y 0 , ŷ] ·
Γ(n + m + α0 + 1)
y 0 =1

X
N
X
1
m
=
C[y 0 , ŷ] · B(α + k + l + iy0 ),
B(α + k) l∈Φ l1 , . . . , lN y0 =1
N
X

m

where iy0 = (I(1, y 0 ), . . . , I(N, y 0 )) denotes an N -dimensional indicator vector and B the
multivariate Euler Beta function, as defined in Eq. 10.22.
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Appendix B
Scatter Plots of the Artificial Data Sets
true label yx = 1
true label yx = 2
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(a) Checker-Board
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0
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1
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(b) Overlap
Figure B.1: Scatter plots illustrating the 400 samples and the class distribution of the artificial data sets

Checker-Board and Overlap. Thy were generated by sampling instances from the components of a Gaussian
mixture model, where all the instances sampled from the same component were assigned to the same class.
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Appendix C
Additional Experimental Results
An overview of the macro performance scores and learning curves for the additional data sets
are presented.
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Boston-H.

0.30 ± 0.03
0.31 ± 0.04
0.24 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.03
0.34 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.04

0.27 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.03
0.23 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.02
0.29 ± 0.05

0.23 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.03
0.20 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.02
0.27 ± 0.02

0.20 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.03
0.19 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.02
0.24 ± 0.02

Strategy

CwPAL
CbPAL
q-PAL
c-Cert-PAL
All-PAL
Rand-PAL

CwPAL
CbPAL
q-PAL
c-Cert-PAL
All-PAL
Rand-PAL

CwPAL
CbPAL.
q-PAL
c-Cert-PAL
All
Random
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CwPAL
CbPAL.
q-PAL
c-Cert-PAL
All-PAL
Rand-PAL

0.25 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.02
0.27 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.03
0.36 ± 0.02
0.33 ± 0.04

0.31 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.02
0.32 ± 0.02
0.38 ± 0.02
0.36 ± 0.04

0.38 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.03
0.43 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.03

0.43 ± 0.02
0.45 ± 0.02
0.44 ± 0.03
0.44 ± 0.02
0.47 ± 0.03
0.44 ± 0.02

0.41 ± 0.07
0.40 ± 0.08
0.38 ± 0.05
n.a.
0.43 ± 0.04
0.56 ± 0.09

0.48 ± 0.07
0.47 ± 0.09
0.41 ± 0.05
n.a.
0.44 ± 0.04
0.62 ± 0.10

0.57 ± 0.09
0.64 ± 0.12
0.51 ± 0.06
n.a.
0.59 ± 0.06
0.70 ± 0.11

0.70 ± 0.13
0.78 ± 0.14
0.63 ± 0.08
n.a.
0.77 ± 0.08
0.78 ± 0.11

Checker-B. Grid

0.05 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.06 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.01

0.05 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.08 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.01

0.08 ± 0.03
0.08 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.12 ± 0.02
0.11 ± 0.03

0.11 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.06
0.10 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.12 ± 0.03
0.21 ± 0.06

Iris

Seeds

Sonar

20 label acquisitions
0.34 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.04
0.36 ± 0.03 0.14 ± 0.04 0.34 ± 0.04
0.36 ± 0.03 0.12 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.03
0.36 ± 0.03 n.a.
0.38 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.04 0.13 ± 0.03 0.35 ± 0.04
0.36 ± 0.04 0.24 ± 0.04 0.41 ± 0.03
40 label acquisitions
0.28 ± 0.03 0.10 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.02
0.29 ± 0.03 0.10 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.03
0.29 ± 0.02 0.12 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.02
0.30 ± 0.03 n.a.
0.30 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.03
0.32 ± 0.05 0.12 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.04
80 label acquisitions
0.22 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.03
0.23 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.03
0.24 ± 0.02 n.a.
0.29 ± 0.03
0.27 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.01 0.32 ± 0.04
120 label acquisitions
0.20 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.03
0.20 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.03
0.20 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.02 n.a.
0.28 ± 0.03
0.24 ± 0.03 0.10 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.04

Overlap

0.06 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.09 ± 0.01

0.08 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.01
0.12 ± 0.02

0.12 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.02
0.17 ± 0.03

0.17 ± 0.03
0.17 ± 0.03
0.18 ± 0.03
0.18 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.02
0.24 ± 0.05

Stock

0.41 ± 0.02
0.40 ± 0.01
0.40 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.46 ± 0.01
0.46 ± 0.02

0.43 ± 0.02
0.44 ± 0.02
0.43 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.49 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.02

0.50 ± 0.02
0.51 ± 0.02
0.50 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.55 ± 0.02
0.55 ± 0.02

0.57 ± 0.02
0.60 ± 0.02
0.56 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.62 ± 0.02
0.60 ± 0.03

Vehicle

0.27 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.29 ± 0.03
0.29 ± 0.03

0.29 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.03
n.a.
0.30 ± 0.03
0.31 ± 0.04

0.34 ± 0.03
0.33 ± 0.03
0.31 ± 0.04
n.a.
0.32 ± 0.03
0.36 ± 0.04

0.40 ± 0.03
0.40 ± 0.05
0.34 ± 0.03
n.a.
0.35 ± 0.03
0.34 ± 0.02

Vertebral

0.18 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.02
0.13 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.02

0.18 ± 0.02
0.17 ± 0.02
0.11 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.02

0.18 ± 0.03
0.17 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.04
0.15 ± 0.03
0.18 ± 0.03

0.18 ± 0.03
0.17 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.04
0.14 ± 0.03
0.17 ± 0.04

WDBC

0.08 ± 0.02
0.08 ± 0.01
0.08 ± 0.01
n.a.
0.09 ± 0.02
0.12 ± 0.03

0.10 ± 0.02
0.09 ± 0.02
0.09 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.10 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.04

0.17 ± 0.04
0.18 ± 0.03
0.10 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.10 ± 0.03
0.23 ± 0.06

0.20 ± 0.04
0.20 ± 0.05
0.10 ± 0.02
n.a.
0.09 ± 0.03
0.24 ± 0.06

Wine

evaluated by the macro mean absolute error (macro-mae). On the remaining data sets the macro misclassification rate (macro-mcr) is utilized. An bold entry marks the
best mean performance on a data set after a specific number of label acquisitions. The strategy c-Cert-PAL is only applicable on binary classification tasks, so that the
performance scores are not available (n.a.) for multi-class classification tasks.

Table C.1: Mean and standard deviations of macro the performance scores after 20, 40, 80, and 120 label acquisitions. The performance on the Grid data set is
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(a) Results on the Boston-Housing data set.
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(b) Results on the Iris data set.
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(c) Results on the Overlap data set.
Figure C.1: Learning curves for Boston-Housing, Iris, and Overlap data sets: The four plots for
each data set illustrate the development of the mean test micro performance, the mean test macro
performance, the mean number of labeled instances, and the mean confidence scores of the queried
annotators.
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(a) Results on the Seeds data set.
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(b) Results on the Sonar data set.
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(c) Results on the Stock data set.
Figure C.2: Learning curves for Seeds, Sonar, and Stock data sets: The four plots for each data set
illustrate the development of the mean test micro performance, the mean test macro performance, the
mean number of labeled instances, and the mean confidence scores of the queried annotators.
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(a) Results on the Vehicle data set.
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(b) Results on the Vertebral data set.
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(c) Results on the Wine data set.
Figure C.3: Learning curves for Vehicle, Vertebral, and Wine data sets: The four plots for each data
set illustrate the development of the mean test micro performance, the mean test macro performance,
the mean number of labeled instances, and the mean confidence scores of the queried annotators.
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Figure C.4: Performance of the selection strategy c-Cert-PAL on the Checker-Board data set for
different label certainty thresholds: The performance of c-Cert-PAL strongly depends on the specified
label certainty threshold c.
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Figure C.5: Performance of the selection strategy CwPAL on the Checker-Board data set for different
prior confidences. The different prior confidences do not strongly affect the performance of the strategy
CwPAL.
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